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 ABSTRACT 




Hispanic Americans see their greatest contributions to American society in their 
commitment to family (36%) and work ethic (24%), but devotion to faith came in fifth 
place at (6%). Fifty percent of Christian Latino Protestants in the United States say their 
faith and their work are two separate parts of their life (Barna Group). This not only has 
placed the Church at a mayor disadvantage in the call to go make disciples, it also 
suggests that the life transformation needed to impact society as a whole is left wanting.  
This research addresses Latino Christians in Central Florida to help bridge the 
group’s two highest values (family and work) with God’s call to go make disciples.  With 
the use of pre- and post- surveys, journals, and focus group interviews, data from 
fourteen participants was gathered that measured the changes in knowledge, attitudes and 
behaviors regarding the mission of God based on a discipleship experience focusing on 
spiritual ancestors. Three significant discipleship elements emerged from the literature 
review and were subsequently presented in a weekend-long spiritual retreat. 
The findings suggest that remembering awakens people’s awareness of their need 
for healing; healing is a catalyst for advancing in life and mission; a deep, intentional 
engagement with the biblical text is needed in discipleship to apply teachings to everyday 
life; the topic of marginality is an essential component to include in discipling Latino 
believers; and the study on spiritual ancestors provoked both the desire to know more 
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A few lines from Sue Monk Kidd, “Stories have to be told or they die, and when 
they die, we can’t remember who we are or why we’re here.” To all the sacred travelers, 
the communio sanctorum, who blessed and grounded me with your stories, and for whom 
I give thanks to God in all my remembrance of you: 
The persons who raised me – my beloved parents, Joe and Neddie, and my vast 
extended family, most notably my aunts, Bienvenida and Margarita, cousin, Elba Nydia, 
and my bisabuelo Juan and abuelo Confesor, whom I never met. Your inner strength, zest 
for life, and unwavering faith gave me strong, deep roots. You were the muse for this 
research project, and I honor your legacy. 
To the spiritual ancestors of Scripture and beyond: I am so grateful that your 
stories were told; they reminded me that there truly exists an intricate and diverse 
spiritual thread of family with a common purpose. I especially thank Ruth, Boaz, and 
Naomi. Your confluence proved that we can emerge resilient amid the rubble, creating 
along the way a marvelous ripple effect to ensuing generations. To Henry Ossawa 
Tanner, your preaching through your paintbrush mesmerized me. Thank you for 
reminding me about our call to partner with God in restoring the divine image to 
humanity. And to the great father and son team, Martin Luther King Sr. and Jr., your 
extensive work in the margins pointed me back to where Jesus can be found, always.  I 
can’t wait to meet all of you. 
Thank you, Liliana (Lany), my best friend forevermore. Finally! I could not have 
done this without you. Like Ruth, you walked each step with me –praying, imagining, 
snacking, crying, and listening to me talk about remembrance until your “cup runneth 
over”! These twenty-nine years are but just the beginning! To your daughter, Liani, my 
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adopted niece, and my sister, Yvonne, thank you so much for caring and engaging Mama 
when I needed to retreat to read one more lit review source. You nursed me in ways 
unimaginable, and I am indebted to you for helping me finish and finish well. 
Thank you to my intimate circle of intercessors and encouragers, especially 
Lizette and Dede, who faithfully lifted me up each day into God’s marvelous light and 
would intentionally text or call just to check up on me. It made a remarkable difference. 
Gracias to my mentor, Dr. Ellen Marmon, for seeing the potentials of this project 
when all I had was a blur. For reading every line, for making brilliant recommendations, 
and for helping me bring the spiritual ancestors into clearer focus. You are like a gazelle - 
graceful, wise, and kind. I want to be like you when I grow up. I am so honored to call 
you sister and friend. 
I am also grateful to Milton and Verna Lowe, for helping me and all of our DMin 
cohort navigate the maze of research writing from beginning to end with such patience 
and kindness. The Verna videos were a true hit! 
To all the participants and my team staff assembled for the intervention 
discipleship experience, a profound thanks. Without you, there would be no ministry 
transformation project. You made all of this come alive! 
To the Lord God, matchless Novelist of my story, thank you for inviting me to 
walk with spiritual ancestors, the women and men whom you called and used to impress 
on the world a life of justice, mercy, and humility. Their lives etched a pattern that 
compels me to keep believing in You, loving You, and serving You. This is all in 





Overview of the Chapter 
Laying the foundation for this research project, Chapter One introduces the 
project’s central issue of discipleship in Hispanic/Latino Christians in Central Florida. 
The autobiographical introduction renders the researcher’s personal story of how 
commitment to discipleship in her local parish weakened, becoming the main challenge 
that impeded believers from living out their faith favorably.  The disconnect between 
work and faith became the central inspiration for the researcher’s reason for designing a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors, as elders in the Hispanic/Latino 
cultures embody a special and an imperative role in the preservation and the advancement 
of a people. Elders are looked upon as central figures of wisdom and experience, worthy 
of respect and honor. Chapter One concludes with identifying the questions guiding the 
research, the key themes used in the literature review, and the research methodology.        
Personal Introduction 
For 14 years, I served as pastor to a Latino/Hispanic Christian Church 
congregation that had been established one year before my arrival in Brandon, Florida. It 
was my first pastorate. While I had no previous pastoral experience, this small band of 
believers placed their trust in me to guide and feed them. The first four years were very 
challenging as a bi-vocational minister. I worked as a full-time financial accountant and 
served as a “part-time” pastor, all the while studying at seminary.  
In those four years, the church grew in such a way that it could afford to pay me a 
full-time salary, so I left my accounting career to enter fully into pastoral ministry. Three 
years later, the congregation had her own sanctuary and was serving out of the new 
location. Yet, despite the physical growth, I kept sensing that something was amiss. 
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Inconsistent attendance and half-hearted discipleship were in view. I grew discouraged 
and developed a hidden sense of inadequacy. I did my best to persevere in nurturing and 
feeding the sheep, but these were realities that I could not ignore.  It was out of my 
disappointment and frustration that God captured my attention by reigniting a personal 
pastime from my youth - genealogy or ancestral studies.  
I have always been fascinated with my family stories and birthplace, Puerto Rico. 
I recall being mesmerized as I sat on the floor to listen to my grandmother’s folk stories, 
especially those of a colorful character named Juan Bobo. I did not live there very long as 
my family was uprooted when I was only eight years of age, but the memories of my 
summers there enriched me profoundly. Perhaps, I was drawn to my origins because I 
wanted desperately to connect with my people and have a sense of belonging. Later, I 
came to another realization: I am part of a reality of thousands of Latinos who leave their 
native lands to settle in the United States and do not always feel like they fit in either 
place. 
On the night that I was first installed as pastor, my parents shared with me two 
very special stories about both of my grandfathers whom I never met. My maternal 
grandfather was a prominent church leader in a small town named Canóvanas, in our 
barrio high in the mountains called, Las Lomas (“The Hills”). He owned a white horse 
named “Cofre”, which in English means trunk or chest. To this day, I wonder about that 
name - maybe this horse was his most treasured work asset as a foreman for a sizeable 
sugar cane plantation, or maybe it was because of his relentless passion to serve God. My 
grandfather was known to mount Cofre to visit the parishioners scattered throughout the 
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lush hills and plains. My paternal great-grandfather was a fervent preacher remembered 
mostly for his wise, discerning teachings. Some say he had a beautiful singing voice. 
I know that hearing those stories about my grandfathers at that moment of my 
ministry impacted me and helped me realize that, like all disciples of Jesus Christ, I am 
part of a long line of ancestors carrying and advancing a God-given legacy.  I have a 
great sense of pride with respect to my family ancestors, but what most resonated with 
me was the fact that their lives were marked by faithful obedience to a divine call that has 
been passed on from generation to generation.  In my family’s past, there were persons 
who served as missionaries, preachers, pastors, teachers, and even singers. I looked at my 
passions and gifts and realized that these things are also a part of me. Then God widened 
the landscape further by reminding me of the stories of old, of the people in His family 
tree that made great contributions in furthering the faith, and who in my own faith 
journey inspired and challenged me to continue the legacy; Abraham, Moses, Ruth, Boaz, 
David, Asaph, Esther, Isaiah, Nehemiah, Luke, Paul, Priscilla, and John are also familia 
(family).   
These memories eventually inspired me to form a new church campaign that 
would help parishioners recall their own ancestors, living or dead, blood and/or spiritual, 
entitled, Tell Your Story. We took about three months in the year to organize and prepare 
spiritually for that season. And the church came alive. We had worship services that were 
packed in attendance because the people were moved and challenged to look back and 
see God’s presence in their lives. Even those who did not have “good” ancestors were 
stirred to talk about others who influenced their Christian walk. Not all went well though. 
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Remembering was not always a pleasant or desirable journey. Still, some, despite the 
pain or unpleasantness of the past, found immense value in the process. 
Then something unexpected occurred. Once the campaign ended, the majority of 
congregants went back to their “regularly scheduled programming.” Once again, the 
church experienced varying attendance and discipleship commitments. Several examples 
I personally witnessed come to mind: (1) Families seemed to find the time for the kids' 
soccer practice/games (which on occasion got scheduled on Sundays), but could not 
commit to a night of prayer, either at home or at church, at least during the week. (2) 
Work took precedence and was rarely seen as a vital hub for mission.  However, a select 
few who held onto their stories with a sense of meaning. While “scratching my head”, I 
wondered if knowing your story is only half of the discipleship process. 
The following year my tenure at the congregation came to an end, and I never 
really got the opportunity to further examine this ministerial puzzle. While the campaign 
was successful for its duration, something was lacking, and the discipleship emphasis did 
not bring any lasting transformation nor a fully rekindled passion for mission. Although 
this is no longer my current ministerial context, I want to develop a discipleship 
experience focusing on spiritual ancestors for Latino Christians in Central Florida that 
would reawaken their missional calling and establish their faith identity. I do not want to 
reproduce what was done; I want to be able to design a discipleship experience where 
mission can become a central value in the lives of Latino believers. 
Statement of the Problem 
Of all the ethnic groups in the United States, Hispanics/Latinos hold the highest 
belief in the efficacy of hard work. Pew Hispanic Research Center (Taylor et al.), 
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reported that three-in-four Hispanics say most people can get ahead if they work hard 
compared to 58% of the general public that affirms the same.  While this is an 
exceptional value, there exists disengagement between faith and work among 
Hispanic/Latino Christians. The Barna Group found that Hispanic Americans see their 
greatest contributions to American society in their commitment to family (36%), work 
ethic (24%) and cultural heritage (20%). But commitment to faith came in fifth place at 
6%. In other words, while Hispanics find meaning in their families and work to make the 
world a better place, they do not see a connection between these things and their faith. 
They add that nearly eight in 10 Catholics (79%) and half of Protestants (50%) say their 
faith and their work are two separate parts of their life, with those of no/other faith falling 
between the two Christian segments (63%) (51-54). 
This presents a huge detriment for the Latino Church (and the Church in general) 
in her call to be sent out to be the light of the world and salt of the earth. It also implies 
that the faith for half of Latino Protestants is not ushering the life transformation 
desirable to make an impact on the society as a whole. Nevertheless, this also presents a 
great opportunity to be able to assist the Latino Christian community in bridging her two 
greatest personal values (family and work) with God’s call to go make disciples. 
Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of this study was to measure the changes in knowledge, attitudes and 
behaviors regarding the mission of God among Latino adult Christians in the Central 




Research Question #1 
What were the participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding the 
mission of God among the Latino adult Christians before their participation in a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
 
Research Question #2 
What were the participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding the 
mission of God among the Latino adult Christians following their participation in a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
  
Research Question #3 
What aspects of the discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors had 
the greatest impact on the observed changes among the participants?  
Rationale for the Project 
Biblical Rationale  
The Creator, God of Heaven and Earth, in power and grace, chose to create 
humans in his image and likeness and embraced them in the expansion of His purposes. 
Throughout Scripture, God interacts and engages with unlikely men and women from all 
ages and societal and economic backgrounds in his plans of redemption for Israel and all 
the nations. Several to note include  
• elderly nomads - Abraham and Sarah: Gen. 12:1, 17:19; 
• a runaway criminal - Moses: Exod. 3:10; 
• a priest - Jeremiah: Jer. 1:5;  
• a migrant woman from enemy nation - Ruth: Ruth. 2:12; 
• a tax collector - Matthew: Matt. 9:9; 
• a teenager from humble background - Mary: Luke 1:28-33;  
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• a religious extremist - Paul: Acts 9:15; and 
• a female businesswoman - Lydia: Acts 16:14. 
  The Scriptures embrace persons such as these as faithful covenant people. They 
celebrated the covenant with the Lord and accomplished the very things that God had 
prepared for them to do.  For this reason, the command “to remember” is a constant 
biblical refrain. Scripture charges us to consider the Lord God and all that he has done: 
“Then Moses said to the people, ‘Commemorate this day, the day you came out of 
Egypt…” Exod. 13:3; “Remember the days of old; consider the generations long past. 
Ask your father and he will tell you, your elders, and they will explain to you” Deut. 
32:7. Other calls to remembrance can be found in both the Old and New Testaments: 1 
Chron. 16:12, 15; Ps. 45:17, 103:18; Eccles. 12: l; Isa. 51:1; Luke 22:19-20; Eph. 2:12; 1 
Cor. 11:24-25; 2 Tim. 2:8; 2 Pet. 1:15; 3:1-2; Jude 1:17; and Rev. 3:3.   
Remembering God also involves remembering people: “We always thank God for 
all of you, mentioning you in our prayers. We continually remember before our God and 
Father your work produced by faith, your labor prompted by love, and your endurance 
inspired by hope in our Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Thess. 1:2-3); “I thank God, whom I serve, 
as my forefathers did, with a clear conscience…I constantly remember you in my 
prayers…I have been reminded of your sincere faith, which first lived in your 
grandmother Lois and in your mother Eunice…” (2 Tim. 1:3-5). The book of Hebrews 
(chapter 11) dedicates a large segment to recalling faithful covenant people. Afterwards, 
the writer refers to these ancestors of faith as a cloud of witnesses (12:1) and exhorts 
believers to consider their leaders and imitate their faith (13:7).  Even God remembers 
people, as shown in Leviticus 26:42-45. Though Israel would break her covenant with 
God (v.25), He would not. Instead, God recalled His covenant with Israel’s ancestors and 
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for their sake, kept all of His promises. This was (and is) a consistent practice of God, as 
evidenced in:  Gen. 9:15; Exod. 2:24, 6:5; Ps. 106:45; Ezek. 16:60; Luke 1:72; and Rom. 
11:27.   
Biblical remembrance (Heb. zahkar; Gk. mnēmomeuō) is much more than a mere 
recollection of events, facts, and people; it is the act of making real or alive, which 
implies a level of action (Mounce 576-577). In recalling the example of others who have 
come before us in this journey of faith, we are encouraged to walk and endure faithfully 
in the quest that makes us a part of something greater than our own selves. Looking back 
affords us the opportunity to discover the traces of God's grace in our lives and in the 
world and respond to how it all fits into His greater objectives today for the sake of 
others. 
The process of looking back biblically is a key quality of this project, which is 
also a feature of what has been identified as missional discipleship by Alan and Debra 
Hirsch in, Untamed: Reactivating a Missional Form of Discipleship.  
The Nicene Creed rightly states that Christians believe that the Holy Spirit spoke 
through the prophets. We sometimes fall into thinking that the prophets were 
simply speaking into a past era, but the truth is that the same Spirit still speaks 
through the prophets and those called to extend their challenge in the life of God’s 
people. …we need the prophetic ministry in order to be true to our calling” (29-
30).   
These authors reference the Nicene Creed to underscore the relevance of the past for the 
present-day undertaking of the Church. We are called to heed ancient wisdom to keep us 
grounded in intention and usher us to hope and action in the future with God. 
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Theological Rationale  
Since God has determined that His covenant will be with people, our faith, 
identity, and mission are shaped both individually and collectively.  Failing to 
see the community of saints as an integral part of our spiritual journey, will hinder the 
understanding of the true nature of the Church who is a living organism shaped, 
strengthened and sustained by its countless and diverse members. By looking into the 
Church's history, we are exposed to a vast treasury of biblical understanding, 
accountability, partnership, and protection from heresy.  In Why Church History Matters, 
Robert F. Rea argues that a profound spirituality covers all areas of our lives including, 
but not limited to, preaching and teaching, theology, spirituality, worship, mission, and 
ethics. "The way into the future…is not an innovative new start for the church; rather, the 
road to the future runs through the past." Robert E. Webber (quoted, Rea 176). History 
can seem to be a mere (and daunting) exercise of recollecting data – dates, events, people, 
and so forth, yet the process of looking back biblically affords people the opportunity to 
understand the future and even more so, significantly affects our attitudes and actions in 
the present. Looking back at tradition further supports this project’s intention of looking 
into spiritual ancestors as a way of remaining faithfully rooted and engaged in 
discipleship today. 
 
Social/Developmental rationale  
Although the power of negative influence is very strong, there is greater power in 
imitating faithful Christians. Scripture teaches and encourages both leading and following 
by example: 1 Chron. 29:5; Ps. 71:7; John 13:15; I Cor. 4:16, 11:1; 2 Thess. 3:7; Heb. 
13:7; and 1 Pet. 2:21.  The social learning theory by Albert Bandura advocates that 
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people learn together as they observe and imitate the specific behaviors of others, as 
“expressions of thought and emotion” (Blevins and Maddix 10). People hold an immense 
command to inspire and mobilize others in life. The following affirmations from diverse 
societal experiences indicate the high value placed on leading and following by example 
to stir, teach, and effectuate change in others: “Example is not the main thing in 
influencing others. It is the only thing” (Theologian Albert Schweitzer).  “The most 
powerful leadership tool you have is your own personal example” (Basketball coach John 
Wooden). “I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where 
they will not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of their character” 
(Martin Luther King, Jr.). “Our children are watching what we live far more than they are 
hearing what we say. They are learning to live by our choices, not by our words” (L.R. 
Knost, Child Advocate and Developer). Tapping into the significance of relational role 
models can strongly advance the discipleship mandate for Christian Hispanics. 
Role modeling is resolute and purposeful. Christian Hispanics can further benefit 
from role modeling to align their work with God’s purposes in the world, as Amy 
Sherman insisted in her address at the Faith + Work Summit: “Discipleship that does not 
cover 40% of what we spend our lives doing is not really discipleship”.  The following 
statistics are alarming: 75% of people are looking for ways to live a more meaningful 
life; 70% are unsure how their work serves God; 78% say their job is less valuable than 
the pastor’s work; and 60% say they have no clarity about their calling. (LeTourneau 
Center et al.). Educating people on how to connect their work to God’s work in the world 




Cultural rationale  
The family (including the extended family) is the highest influencer in 
Latino/Hispanic culture. When asked, "What do you think is the single most important 
way that the Hispanic community adds to American society today?", 78% of Hispanics 
responded, commitment to family (Barna 63). Barna also uncovered that even for 
youth Latinos, relationships are a predominant influencer: two-thirds say parents and 
family (66%) impact the lives of Hispanic youth, followed by friends (62%). Other 
influencers are teachers, educators and coaches (43%) and gangs (41%) (51). Within this 
family framework lies a high regard for elders. Because Latinos value “real-life learning, 
hands-on experience, and self-mastery” a wise elder, thus, contributes a vast amount of 
knowledge that can be passed on (Bordas 105).  Based on the high value placed on family 
alone, the study of ancient ancestors has the potential of being transformative for 
Christian Hispanics in their call to live missionally for Christ.     
 
Definition of Key Terms 
  The study repeatedly uses some key terms that are defined below. 
Hispanic/Latino:  
Both of these terms are unique to the United States to describe Americans of 
Spanish descent, specifically U.S. Residents of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central 
American, South American and other Spanish-speaking country origins. The term 
"Hispanic" was first utilized in 1976 when the U.S. Congress passed Public Law 94-311, 
sponsored by Hispanic Representative Edward Royal of California, to assist in gathering 
economic and social statistics. The term "Latino" was added to "Hispanic" in 1997. It is 
key to note that these terms can mean different things to people and when it comes to the 
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issue of identity, the majority of Hispanics/Latinos (51%) prefer their own family's 
country of origin over pan-ethic terms (Taylor et. al.). For the objectives of this project, 
both terms will be used interchangeably to describe the same group.  
Missional discipleship  
The term refers to the ideas and the call to live a lifestyle that is to be normative 
for followers of Jesus Christ. The term was coined by Alan and Debra Hirsch. They 
advocate that you cannot be a disciple without being a missionary, a sent one. 
Discipleship not only seeks personal holiness and spiritual formation but also its God-
given responsibility to the world around us (Hirsch and Hirsch 29). 
Missional Hermeneutics 
This form of biblical interpretation views mission running through the entire 
biblical text, Old and New Testaments. “A missional hermeneutic seeks to hear the 
Scriptures as an authoritative guide to God’s mission in the world so that communities of 
faith can participate fully in God’s mission.” (Russell, “What Is a Missional 
Hermeneutic?” par. 1, 20). 
Genogram  
A genogram is a diagram that is similar to family tree diagrams. They are used for 
the goal of showing how family members through several generations are related 
(Wendland and Easterling 1). 
First Generation 
In this study, first generation refers to persons born in their own country of origin 






The term second generation refer to children of first-generation immigrants born 
in the United States.  
Spiritual Ancestor 
A spiritual ancestor is any person who has influenced or inspired someone in his 
or her life and calling to follow Jesus Christ. A spiritual ancestor can be a biblical 
character, a blood relative, a friend, a writer, an athlete, a musician, a teacher, and the 
like. 
Delimitations 
The researcher chose to intentionally work with Latino adults spanning different 
generations beginning with college age level and extending to senior age level. The study 
did not take place in one particular local church setting because of the lack of age, 
language, and cultural diversity. Instead, the project was presented regionally to different 
Latino communities of faith, in the Central Florida area.  
The study involved ministerial leaders and lay persons in order to note the 
similarities and differences in thought about the mission of God. To maintain a sense of 
intimacy and safety in the discipleship program, sample size was limited to a small group 
of twelve to sixteen persons.  
The wide range of ages was consciously selected for two primary reasons: 
(1) Scripture resolutely teaches on the significance of passing on the legacy of faith to the 
next generation (Deut. 6:1-9; Esth. 9:28; Ps. 22:30, 78:4; and 145:4), and each decade 
represents a different generation that can be impacted by this study. Psalms 92:12-14 
affirms that there is no specific age where we become less of a role model: The righteous 
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will “flourish like…palm trees and cedars of Lebanon” (v 12). This attests to the 
perpetuity of a life well lived in faithfulness to God. (2) Latino cultures in general hold 
one major commonality: the value and the influence of family do not lie solely on the 
family nucleus (Mom, Dad, children), but also on the faithful presence of extended 
family spanning different generations: grandparents, aunts and uncles, cousins, and 
godparents, including friends, neighbors, and the church community. 
Review of Relevant Literature 
The common literature/resources consulted and cited were from the biblical, 
theological, psychological, social, educational, and cultural disciplines. Each of the 
following people contributed diverse yet compelling perspectives to this project: 
The biblical and theological literature review involved studies in missions, 
discipleship, spiritual formation, and Hispanic/Latino Theologies: Richard Bauckham. 
Margaret Bendroth, Walter Brueggemann, Carolyn Custis James, Ismael García, Justo 
González, Alan and Debra Hirsch, Zaida Maldonado Pérez, Loida I. Martell-Otero, 
Alister McGrath, Robert M. Mulholland, Henry J.M. Nouwen, Samuel Pagán, Eugene H. 
Peterson, Ana Maria Pineda, Harold Recinos, Brian D. Russell, Christopher J.H. Wright. 
Also enriching were outlooks arising from the psychological, social, cultural and 
educational concentrations: Leon M. Blanchette, Barna Hispanic Group, Dean G. 
Blevins, Juana Bordas, Marshall Duke, Rita Dunn, Robyn Fivush, Shirley Griggs, Mark 
A. Maddix, Ferney Medina, Sharan B. Merriam, Esteban Montilla, Pew Hispanic 






Type of research  
  Due to its intervention-type nature, the researcher applied a combination of both a 
qualitative and quantitative research methodology to aid in gathering how the participants 
were processing information, values, feelings, and attitudes, and to note how they were or 
were not changing in behavior and why. Questionnaires and journal entries were used in 
order to obtain the fullest, most representative information.  
Participants  
Clergy, church leaders, and laypersons from college through senior ages were 
invited to the discipleship experience so the researcher could note and study the 
similarities and differences in thought about the mission of God. (See Appendix E - 
recruitment letter). 
Instrumentation 
 Four instruments were employed in this research: 
• The researcher-designed, discipleship quantitative pre-survey, gathered responses 
about participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors that existed regarding the 
mission of God among the Latino adult Christians before their participation in a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors. (See Appendix A) 
• The researcher-designed, discipleship quantitative post-survey gathered responses 
about participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors that existed regarding the 
mission of God among the Latino adult Christians after their participation in a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors. (See Appendix B) 
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• The researcher-designed two other instruments that documented aspects of the 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors who had the greatest 
impact on the participants. The first was the writing of discipleship participant 
journals (see Appendix C). Small group discussion and fellowship times during 
the experience were also reserved to aid in the process of reflection and 
journaling. The second was a set of questions that were used for post-intervention 
focus groups (See Appendix D). 
The instrumentation selected corresponded to the three main research questions:  
• RQ1: What knowledge, attitudes and behaviors existed regarding the mission of 
God among the Latino adult Christians before their participation in a discipleship 
experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? (Discipleship quantitative pre-survey) 
• RQ2: What were the knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding the mission of 
God among the Latino adult Christians following their participation in a 
discipleship retreat experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? (Discipleship 
quantitative post-survey) 
• RQ3: What aspects of the discipleship retreat experience focusing on spiritual 
ancestors had the greatest impact on the observed changes among the 
participants? (Discipleship participant journals and Focus groups) 
Data Collection 
The methods used to collect data for the intervention ministry transformation 
project included quantitative surveys, journaling and small group discussions, and 




• The quantitative surveys were taken twice. The researcher conducted an online 
survey before and after the discipleship experience. The pre-survey, which 
included a demographic survey, was conducted four weeks prior to the 
discipleship experience, and post-survey was conducted one week after the study. 
• Journaling and small group discussions took place during the discipleship 
experience. For Latinos, “hablando se entiende” meaning, things are best 
processed when conversing. A major part of this study relied on providing 
adequate, secure space and ample time for participants to respond, react, ask 
questions and reflect during the bible study experience alone (journaling) and 
together (small groups). A series of journals with one-question prompts were 
provided to log reactions to the sessions and activities provided at the discipleship 
experience.  
The qualitative focus groups met after the discipleship experience. Ten days 
following the discipleship experience, a focus group made up of six persons was invited 
for conversation to discuss what changed and what sections of the study made an impact 
on their lives. They were asked to bring along with them their participant journals and 
genograms. A genogram was an additional tool used to assist participants in tracking their 
relationships to their spiritual ancestors and influence on their lives. Its format also 
facilitated participants to share their personal experiences more fully than ordinary 
conversation or the typical group participation. 
Data Analysis 
  The ministerial transformation project incorporated a mixed methods research 
design encompassing both quantitative and qualitative analyses. Pre- and post- surveys 
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provided quantitative data, and the journal entries and focus group interviews provided 
qualitative data. 
To ascertain variances of the study population, descriptive and inferential 
statistics were used. T-test analyses measured the impact of the intervention on the 
dependent variables. Qualitative data collected through the journals and interviews was 
analyzed by reading data in three varied ways: literal, interpretive and reflexive. This 
helped to identify patterns, themes, and categories. A second reader was also used to 
guard against potential biases regarding interpretation.  
Generalizability 
  While no context is identical to another, a researcher wishing to extrapolate this 
study will be able to as this project involves adults spanning different generations 
beginning with college age level and extending to senior age level. Although the study 
was limited to Christian Latinos in the Central Florida area, focusing on the various 
idiosyncrasies of the culture, the call to discipleship applies to all ages, languages, and 
cultures, making the work transferrable to another ministry setting. Additionally, current 
research (ABHE; Barna Group; Le Torneau Center for Faith & Work) has uncovered that 
as high as 70% of Christians in the U.S. have difficulty in connecting their faith with their 
work.  
The generalizability is also observable in that the study did not take place in one 
particular local church congregation due to the lack of age, language, and cultural 
diversity in the researcher’s current place of worship and ministry commitments. Instead, 




The format of the discipleship experience has also been developed in detail, 
including but not limited to the meeting schedule and place, curriculum, special 
arrangements, meals, persons invited (including the invitation details), and other 
activities.  The final objective is that this ministry project be useful and supportive to the 
Bride of Christ in her magnificent mandate to go and make disciples, no matter where she 
is stationed and/or moving. 
Project Overview 
This project outlines a weekend-long discipleship experience prepared for Latino 
young adults and adults. Chapter Two engages the most influential writers and 
practitioners regarding discipleship. Chapter Three outlines the various ways the 
researcher investigated her research questions. Chapter Four analyzes the findings that 
emerged from such quantitative and qualitative methods as pre- and post- surveys, focus 
groups and document analysis. Chapter Five outlines the project’s major findings with 






LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
A biblical framework was provided surveying the story that Scripture has told 
concerning God and generations of believers who were steadfast to His mission in the 
world. The subthemes that emerged examined critical elements to the discipleship 
mandate: Remembrance, Modeling, and Marginality. Moreover, certain theological, 
social, psychological and cultural themes were uncovered that support and further extend 
the significance of a study about spiritual ancestors. 
Biblical Foundations 
Missional Discipleship is the Scriptural basis for this project. Missiologist Alan 
Hirsch commented that the fact that a qualifier has had to be added to the term, 
discipleship, reveals how far the Church has drifted from its intended purpose (“What Is 
Missional Discipleship?”).  
For way too long discipleship has been limited to issues relating to our 
own personal morality and worked out in the context of the four walls of 
the church with its privatized religion. In doing this, we have severely 
neglected our biblical mandate to go and ‘make disciples.’  The fact is that 
you can’t be a disciple without being a missionary: no mission, no 
discipleship. It’s as simple as that. (Hirsch and Hirsch 29)  
For Brian D. Russell, it is crucial that the Church help persons who have grown 
up inside her walls to “recapture the missional vibrancy and confidence of the apostolic 
church of the first four centuries by reintroducing them to the biblical story” 
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((re)Aligning with God xiii). In like manner, for those outside the Church, the call is to 
introduce them to the life-changing message of God.  Russell regards this as a 
“realignment” of life in light of the arrival of God’s Kingdom in Jesus (8), which is an 
invitation to those inside and those outside the Church. A missional hermeneutic, then, 
will seek to be attentive to the whole story of the bible and discover the mission of God in 
all spheres of life – home, neighborhood, marketplace, creation (Wright, The Mission of 
God’s People 17).  This is at the heart of holiness - a journey of “deepening 
responsiveness to God’s control of our life and being” (Mulholland 12). Hence, 
discipleship encompasses growing in both missional and holy living - disciples 
replicating the character of God to the world by their manner of living, in word and in 
deed, and committed to following Him in his quest to transform all aspects of life and 
within all spheres of life. 
Discipleship is community in its highest expression. The fact that it is a 
communal movement is perhaps the most critical component to understanding 
discipleship - a “people who are light to the world by (our) good lives, who are learning 
obedience and teaching it to the nations” (Wright, The Mission of God 392). Spiritual 
ancestors have much to teach about community but suffice to say (for now) that although 
God singled out individuals, His mission has always been a movement toward the 
collective – in choosing and transforming individuals “for the sake of others” 
(Mulholland 12, 17).  
Hermeneutically, three trajectories are observable in Scripture that show this 
movement from the individual (or particular) to the collective (or many) (Bauckham 27): 
(1) the trajectory of blessing is in choosing Abraham (particular) to benefit all the 
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families of the earth (many); (2) the trajectory of God’s revelation of himself (particular) 
to the world is seen in God choosing Israel to be a kingdom of priests (collective); and (3) 
the election of David to be king (particular) is the trajectory of God’s coming kingdom in 
all creation (collective). Thus, the mission of God is comprised of women and men all 
through history who embraced God’s individual call for the wellbeing of others. And so, 
the Church’s roots are much deeper and wider than imagined. “[W]hile the church as the 
community of followers of Jesus was birthed at Pentecost, its roots go back, of course, to 
the people of God since Abraham.” (Wright, The Mission of God’s People 43). 
Bauckham adds a fourth, distinctive trajectory that is developed afterwards as a biblical 
subtheme: “to all by way of the least” (49-54), which features the mission of God in the 
margins. Given that discipleship is both mission and holiness, three subthemes have been 
discerned as potentially being beneficial and encouraging to Latino Christians in 
furthering the missional call via the study of spiritual ancestors: (1) the tradition of 
remembrance, (2) the practice of leading and following by example (modeling), and (3) 
borrowing Bauckham’s axiom, the journey “to all by the way of the least.” By utilizing 
one particular biblical passage, 2 Timothy 1:1-14, these subthemes are also explored.   
 
The Tradition of Remembering  
Remembrance surfaces as a great theme in Scripture.  The art of recollection was 
utilized throughout Scripture for diverse resolves such as, solace, thanksgiving, learning, 
hope, repentance, justice, survival, and personal and national identity. The following is a 
partial survey of the biblical Canon that illustrate the ancestors as story tellers of God’s 




Pentateuch. Three stories of remembrance found in the Pentateuch are noted here. 
 
 The Exodus/Passover (Exod. 12:1-13:16) 
 
  In Jewish tradition, storytelling was developed through its liturgy. Festivals, 
rituals, markers, and symbols were instituted which served as reminders of God’s saving 
intervention in history, in and for Israel and the nations. One particular festival is that of 
Passover. The story of the Exodus becomes an intrinsic part of Israel’s liturgy for future 
celebrations. It is in this passage that remembrance is its common refrain: “This day shall 
be a day of remembrance for you. You shall celebrate it as a festival to the LORD; 
throughout your generations you shall observe it as a perpetual ordinance” (Exod. 12:14). 
Notable is the way the text is written; it is composed in such a way that it “invites its 
hearers/readers into the events themselves so that they can be experienced anew by the 
present generation who will then embody this Mosaic ethos for the world” (Russell 35). 
Ultimately, God’s message is that this story is all people’s story, for it is designed to be 
lived in the present as well.  
Russell contributes a very pivotal facet to story. In the Passover liturgy, the 
language of Exodus 13:8 preserves the first-person answer, meaning that it is inclusive of 
coming generations: “On that day tell your son, 'I do this because of what the LORD did 
for me when I came out of Egypt'” (36-37).  Moreover, Peterson observes that Scripture 
does not provide a dictionary definition of salvation. Instead, it tells the story of 
salvation: “The Hebrew way to understand salvation was not to read a theological treatise 
but to sit around a campfire with family and friends and listen to a story. It is the very 
nature of storytelling to include us, the hearers, in the story…[S]alvation is not the 
spiritual diagnosis of souls, one here, one there; it is the story of a people, a community 
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with a past, with ancestors, with common experience” (170-171).  Hence, Israel had a 
divine charge to assure that the Story was perpetuated from generation to generation for 
its survival, identity and calling. 
 
The Song at the Sea (Exod. 15)  
This communal praise by those liberated from Egypt was sung at the crossing of 
the Red Sea: “Then Moses and the Israelites sang this song to the LORD: ‘I will sing to 
the LORD, for he has triumphed gloriously; horse and rider he has thrown into the sea. 
The LORD is my strength and my might, and he has become my salvation; this is my God, 
and I will praise him, my father’s God, and I will exalt him...’” (v.1-2). At the onset, the 
song underscores who was responsible for the victory - the great and mighty acts of 
redemption, particularly the destruction of the enemy in the sea, belong to the Lord. What 
follows is penetrating - the rare singular use in the phrase, “my father’s God and I will 
extol Him” (v.2). This likely refers to God’s covenant fidelity to the patriarchs but the 
singularity is uncommon. Another possibility is a reference to the immediate ancestors of 
the Exodus generation. While both interpretations are probabilities, Peter Enns renders an 
insightful opinion: he determines that verse 2 is to “tie those crossing the sea with those 
who have gone long before and who worship the same God” (297-298). This 
interpretation attests to the permanency, the unity, and the significance of God’s family 
across the ages. Although an uncommon biblical expression on behalf of the Israelite 
community, the phrase, “my father’s God”, strongly attests to the solidarity and 
coherence of a people; those who came before are part of the present story, along with its 




Honor your father and your mother (Exod. 20:12)   
Part of the Ten Commandments is the command to honor parents. Interestingly, 
this command is the only one with a promise attached to it. It was not only a call to 
obedience and esteem, but it was also a promise to longevity as a nation in covenant 
relationship with God (Hannah 140). Hence, the act of honoring others was a direct 
reflection of honoring God. A lack thereof is spotted in Deuteronomy 32: Israel had 
become “so warped that they bore no family resemblance to their Father” (Deere 318). 
The act of forgetting God’s faithfulness and disregarding past instruction rendered the 
people corrupt. They needed to repent - a good start was looking back into their history 
(Deut. 32:7): “Remember the days of old, consider the years long past; ask your father, 
and he will inform you; your elders, and they will tell you”. The challenge to remember is 
given sixteen times in Deuteronomy, starting in 4:10 and concluding here (318). 
Remembrance became a way to relearn the ways of the Lord and advance in faithful 
obedience. 
 
Poetry. A number of psalms speak about remembrance. Two of the psalms are discussed 
in this section. 
 
Psalms 42 
Remembrance is also used to endure deep distress and depression. Initially, the 
writer reminisces events of great joy: “These things I remember, as I pour out my soul: 
how I went with the throng and led them in procession to the house of God, with glad 
shouts and songs of thanksgiving, a multitude keeping festival” (v.4). “In his desire to 
overcome the crisis that overwhelmed him, the poet remembers better times…to 
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remember is to be able to relive those experiences of great cultural and spiritual value” 
(Pagán 302).  Memory is practiced again in verse 6, practically in the same way but 
underscoring special geographical markers: “My soul is cast down within me; therefore, I 
remember you from the land of Jordan and of Hermon, from Mount Mizar.” It is not 
known what these places could mean personally for the writer (303), but these places are 
aroused because they symbolize God’s presence and hope. 
 
Psalms 103  
“Bless the LORD, O my soul, and do not forget all his benefits” (v.2). David 
exhorts and calls to himself to bless the Lord and not forget all his divine benefits. He 
then evokes and declares them. They represent the “liberating and transformative acts of 
the Lord” (Pagán 544). David enters into a reflective self-dialogue (his “soul”) to 
recognize the divine greatness and the virtues of worship (544). This ritual of 
commemoration steered the psalmist to worship God intimately and proclaim the great 
rewards of knowing such God.  
 
The Prophets. The practice of remembering or serving as a “Living Reminder” as Henri 
J. M. Nouwen eloquently termed, was also a tradition continued by the prophets. The 
prophets of Israel guided their people by way of reminders: “Remember how the Lord let 
you out of Egypt…follow his ways and pay reverence to him” (c.f. Deut. 8:2-14) (61).  
By reminding the people of their past and the activity of God in their lives, the prophets 
motivated the people to move forward, leading them in God’s vision for them as a nation. 





Jeremiah (Lam. 3:1-23)  
The prophet has gone through the very painful process of recollecting extremely 
bad times.  This is one of several cases in Scripture where the tradition of remembering is 
not exclusive of good memories; bad, painful, and regrettable moments also play a 
valuable role in faith, as evidenced in verses 20-23: “I will never forget this awful time, 
as I grieve over my loss. Yet I still dare to hope when I remember this: The faithful love 
of the LORD never ends! His mercies never cease. Great is his faithfulness; his mercies 
begin afresh each morning.” Herein, the prophet is implying that damaging memories 
play a crucial role in healing and maturing in faith. “We are healed first of all by letting 
them (the wounding memories) be available, by leading them out of the corner of 
forgetfulness and by remembering them as part of our life stories. What is forgotten is 
unavailable, and what is unavailable cannot be healed” (Nouwen 22). This also implies 
that recalling should not be “selective”, for all memories have the potential to be 
transformed by the healing power of God. 
 
Isaiah 46:8-9  
Through Isaiah, the Lord strongly insists that Israel not forget the things He has 
done in the past: "Remember the former things long past, for I am God, and there is no 
other; I am God, and there is no one like Me (v. 9).” But earlier, the prophet also recorded 
the Lord’s imperative to forget in 43:18: “Do not remember the former things or consider 
the things of old.” Brueggemann sheds some light to this paradox. Forgetting the “former 
things” can mean two things: (1) forgetting the Exodus event (and possibly the Creation 
event) or (2) forgetting the harsh judgment over Jerusalem pronounced in the first book 
of Isaiah 1-39. But whichever one, the intent to forget does not signify erasing the events 
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completely from the mind. The new thing is unlike the old thing; it is a “massive miracle 
that transforms all of life…a new Exodus, an emancipation from Babylon not unlike the 
ancient release from Egypt. Israel is not to forget for the sake of newness as in 43:18 but 
is to recall the entire history of care-from birth to old age-in order to have data about 
Yahweh’s reliability” (Brueggemann 58-59, 90). So, method can be forgotten, but His 
faithfulness, power, greatness, and salvation, on no account, for in God there is newness 
of life.  
 
The Gospels. The Gospel writers spoke about the need for remembrance. The story of the 
Emmaus Road and two additional exchanges that Jesus had with his disciples stand out as 
examples. 
 
Luke 24  
On their way to a place called Emmaus, two disciples were distraught and 
unable to cope with the recent past event that Jesus had resurrected. When Jesus 
joined them along the way, they were unable to recognize him. The reason why 
these disciples were unable to embrace the Resurrection was because they were 
unable to get past the crucifixion - despite the good news of the Resurrection, 
their faces were downcast. Jesus rebuked them for not understanding and 
believing. What ensued affirmed the remembrance tradition. From Moses to all 
the prophets Jesus explained what had been said about him (v. 25-27). Taking 
them back to their Story was critical for comforting and stirring (v.32 “burning” 
hearts) these disciples to act – to proclaim the truth of the Gospel to their brothers 
and sisters back in Jerusalem (v.33-35).   
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In this Emmaus narrative, lies a common phrase that Jesus used 
throughout his ministry: “Remember how he spoke to you…?” (v. 6). Jesus was 
constantly posing the question, “Remember what I said?” to his disciples: Matt. 
16:9; 28:7; Luke. 24:6; John. 14:28; and 15:20. In Jesus’ reference to the Holy 
Spirit (as in John. 14:25-31), Burge signals that to remember was to receive Spirit 
revelation of the “Jesus of history” to his followers (399). He adds, “The 
inspiration of the Spirit, therefore, does not bring forward new revelations about 
Jesus, but simply gives correct applications and meanings to what He did in 
history” (399). Hence, part of the Spirit’s role today is to assist in recollecting 
what God has done in the past in order to grasp the present. The community of 
faith serves, then, as a constant, living reminder when distraught, discouraged, or 
unable to cope with life’s circumstances. The Apostle Peter followed suit to the 
Christians in the diaspora: “So, I will always remind you of these things, even 
though you know them and are firmly established in the truth you now have” (2 
Pet. 1:12).   
 
John 8:31-33  
“They answered Him, ‘We are Abraham's offspring, and have never yet 
been enslaved to anyone; how is it that You say, “You shall become free”'?" 
(v.33). Justo González points to this passage as a perfect example of “selective 
forgetfulness” to avoid the consequences of a more realistic memory. This is both, 
“Innocent, and guilty, for its function is to avoid listening to the radical Word 
Jesus is announcing, which would require unwelcome changes” (Mañana 79). 
The listeners recalled that they are offspring of Abraham only and forgot that in 
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between Abraham and themselves stood the slavery in Egypt, the Babylon exile, 
and now the subjugation to Rome (79). This shows how Scripture powerfully 
confronts the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors and exhorts followers from all 
nations, ages, and gender “to be transformed by the renewing of the mind, as Paul 
exhorted Roman believers” (Rom. 12:2).   
 
The Eucharist (1 Cor. 11:19-30)  
Remembrance in the biblical tradition was also a call to action, to live out its 
implications missionally. In the Eucharist gathering Peterson indicates that two things 
occur: the remembrance of Jesus and the proclamation of Jesus. Even in this 
“remembrance of Me” (gr. anamnesis-noun) ritual, it involved more than just a mental 
activity; it combines words and actions, involving the whole people of God “participating 
in the present, around the Table, in what he did and now continues to do” (201). But the 
Corinthian congregation had forgotten the heart of the Lord’s table and the apostle Paul 
set out to remind them so that they could progress in their loyalty to Christ: “For I pass on 
to you what I received from the Lord himself” (v.23a). He added, “For every time you eat 
this bread and drink out this cup, you are announcing and proclaiming the Lord’s death 
until he comes again” (v.26). In reenacting the Lord’s death at the Eucharist, the people 
of God were not just remembering a nice story; they were living out their trust in God’s 
saving actions in their present and in their future (Russell 36; Peterson 201). This meant 
that their practices needed to be readjusted to the true meaning of the Lord’s Table when 




Revelation. In the book of Revelation remembrance plays a crucial role in furthering the 
faith. There are two instances where remembrance was a call to act: (1) 2:5a “Remember 
(gr. mnēmoneuō – verb) then from what you have fallen; repent and do the works you did 
at first.” (2) 3:3 “Remember (gr. mnēmoneuō – verb) then what you received and heard; 
obey it, and repent.” Remembering is frequently, “more active and effective than the 
mere recollection of certain data. Remembering should affect one’s life significantly in 
terms of changing attitudes or taking some action” (Mounce 577). Remembrance, then, 
was an effective strategy to move the people of God from impasse to action.  
 
The Practice of Leading (and following) by Example 
The spiritual ancestors were models of God’s graceful character. Growing in the 
image of Christ takes place in the midst of our relationships with others. In defining what 
the image of Christ is, Mulholland upholds that Christ gave of himself “totally, 
completely, absolutely, unconditionally for others”. Opposite is a privatized and 
individualized form of spirituality that can hinder, even become disruptive and even 
destructive to people (41). The mandate that Jesus Christ gave to his disciples affirms his 
expectations for all of his disciples: “…make disciples of all nations” (Mat. 28:19a).  
Jesus chose his followers. He taught them and trained them so they, in turn, would 
model his character of grace and follow suit. This modeling by the Lord Jesus is key to 
discipleship – disciples making disciples of others. “We cannot do what we have never 
seen done. We need models to show us how” (Cloud and Townsend 140). Lynn 
Anderson expands emphasizing that today’s church needs models in both the family and 
all other areas of life (65). Strong, godly leaders are needed to show how to handle 
addictions, manage finances, face grief, disappointment, temptation, and cope with stress 
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and burnout. They are also needed to show how faith, compassion, and justice, look like 
in concrete situations. 
There is a strong, formative place for modeling throughout Scripture as exhibited 
in the following cases. 
 
The Shema (Deut. 6:6-12)  
 The way to disciple the next generation with the values and the mission of the 
Kingdom of God was through retelling God’s story and modeling it for others in the 
routines of life. Key verbs are seen in the Shema: “Keep these words…Recite them to 
your children and talk about them when you are at home and away, when you lie down 
and when you rise. Bind them … fix them as an emblem and write them... take care that 
you do not forget the LORD, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house 
of slavery.” In the end, Moses tells the people that remembering is much more than just 
reminisces, it is purposeful. Forgetting was not an option. If the community as a whole 
did not model these things, their very future existence was at stake. 
 
The Kings’ Annals  
 The annals of the Kings reveal cycles of good and bad kings with the good 
signifying that the king followed in the ways of the Lord through his father’s example 
and bad for disregarding the ways of the Lord because of his father’s example. 1 Kings 
15:3 is a sample of this pattern. “And he [Abijam] walked in all the sins of his father 
which he had committed before him; and his heart was not wholly devoted to the LORD 
his God, like the heart of his father David.” It appears that the strength or the value of 
following another by example is attributable to the leader’s faithfulness to God. Fast-
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forwarding to verses 9-15, Abijam’s son, King Asa, was good in the eyes of the Lord 
because he chose to follow in David’s footsteps. “And Asa did what was right in the sight 
of the LORD, like David his father (v.11). …He also removed his mother Maacah from 
being queen mother, because she had made an abominable image for Asherah” (v 13a). 
David was not Asa’s immediate father, but an ancestor; Abijam was his father and 
Maacah was his grandmother. What this shows is that the follower has a choice. Asa 
chose not to follow in the ways of his immediate family but that of a distant ancestor. 
John Oswalt examines this very case, observing that other unknowns who walked in the 
way of the Lord influenced Asa as well.  
It would be interesting to know exactly what the line of influence was which 
brought Asa back to this happy condition. Clearly it was not through the influence 
of his grandmother, Maacah, because she was an idolator. Rather, the line of 
faithfulness extended through a series of people who are unknown to the world – 
people who, on the face of it, were inconsequential. But in fact, as they continued 
to give their hearts to God unreservedly…they carried the priceless seed that 
would spring up in an Asa whose faithfulness would pull the nation back from the 
brink of disaster once more. (58)  
Hence, both blood and non-blood relationships have been strong influencers in the lives 
of many in the past. 
 
Ruth and Boaz (Ruth 2) 
This short story is packed with instances where people are leading and following 
by example, but the focus here is on the narrative at the fields. Here, the narrator tells that 
Boaz is a man of great standing (v.1), a successful landowner secure in wealth and power 
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(gibbor hayil, literally a “mighty man of power, a worthy man.” Boaz will subsequently 
speak of Ruth as an eset hayil –a woman of worth in 3:11) (Sakenfeld 38). This word 
comprises character qualities like strength, wealth, honorable reputation, competence, 
and action (James 95), and are bared in varied ways.  
 The first is in the way Boaz greets his own workers and how they respond to 
him: “He said to the reapers, ‘The LORD be with you.’ They answered, ‘The LORD 
bless you’” (v.4). Boaz was a kind, righteous man who treated his workers with dignity 
and justice. He would reflect it not just toward his workers but also to Ruth, a foreigner. 
He provided water for them as they worked (v.9). He shared a meal with them and 
modeled for them inclusivity by inviting Ruth to the table. He served her and she was 
satisfied (v. 14).  
The second is in the way his employees model his example by exhibiting his 
overly generous, compassionate heart toward others: “The servant in charge of the 
reapers answered, ‘She is the Moabite who came back with Naomi’…She said, 'Please, 
let me glean and gather among the sheaves behind the reapers.’” (v.6-7). This comment 
by the foreman is critical to understanding the modeling by Boaz to his workers. Unlike 
many in the days of the judges (who did what was right in their own eyes – see Judges 
17:6; 21:25), Boaz kept the Law but went beyond its requirements, thanks to Ruth. 
According to Lev. 19:9-10 and Deut. 24:19-22, harvesters were to leave the corners or 
edges of the field uncut for the poor, widow, orphan, and foreigner. “By showing mercy 
to the poor they were also remembering (and imitating) Yahweh’s mercy on them when 
they were helpless slaves in Egypt” (James 216). God was not stingy, and neither was 
Boaz, herein represented by his foreman. “Ruth challenges the status quo and stretches 
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the limits of the law. By the time Boaz arrives, she has already made a highly irregular 
request to the foreman that goes beyond his authority to grant” (99). In other words, Ruth 
did not want the scraps, she wanted to glean and gather behind the harvesters, and this 
was granted, without the boss being present!  
The third is in the way Boaz responds to the foreman’s news. He not only 
approves but he is moved by Ruth’s own strength and valor, a foreign woman who left it 
all to follow and declare loyalty to her mother-in-law, her nation of Israel, and her God. 
His subsequent actions are telling: “Boaz issues directives to his workers…the pressure is 
on for them to act sacrificially. Following Boaz’s example, they are not simply to permit; 
they are to promote” (James 105). Boaz is challenged to act on Ruth’s behalf as a result 
of her modeling loyal love as shown in verses 9, 12, 14-16.  
In just one scene, a great web of partnership modeling God’s righteous and loving 
acts to each other is witnessed. 
 
Poetry (Psalms 78:2-4)  
 The very survival and future of Israel depended on passing down God’s story 
from generation to generation. “I will open my mouth in parables, I will utter hidden 
things, things from of old- what we have heard and known, what our fathers have told us. 
We will not hide them from their children; we will tell the next generation the 
praiseworthy deeds of the LORD, his power, and the wonders he has done” (78:2-4) This 
psalm is commonly regarded as a historical psalm because it recounts Israel’s life 
experiences trekking through the desert on to the Promised Land. At the core of this 
Psalm is its story of salvation; of God’s dealings and interventions with his people. Yet, 
the entire story is not told - only the matters that must be addressed in the educational 
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process (Pagán 448). Pagán explains that the poem “presupposes a person educating and 
communicating, and a community that listens and receives the message.” This psalm 
underlines the benefit of knowing history so that past mistakes will not be repeated. Here, 
the psalmist recommended not following the example of the spiritual ancestors. This is 
one exception where modeling by the spiritual ancestors was not endorsed; it was a 
“stubborn and rebellious generation, whose hearts were not loyal to God, whose spirits 
were not faithful to him” (v.8). Here lie the boundaries that must be placed in following 
others by example.  
 
The Gospels (John 13)  
 “Peter said to him, ‘You will never wash my feet.’ Jesus answered, ‘Unless I 
wash you, you have no share with me’" (v.8). Peter is shocked at Jesus’ foot-washing 
gesture and strongly objects. But Jesus’ example is not one of simply humble service, but 
a symbol of “intentionality necessary to nurture one of his children to be a disciple” 
(Blanchette loc 5178). “[H]is model of self-giving love can become a natural feature of 
the community that follows him and imitates him” (Burge 371). This model of sacrificial 
service was later commanded in verse fifteen, which was to be a model for the coming 
generations of followers. “Jesus said to them, I have set the example, and you should do 
for each other exactly what I have done for you” Jesus did not merely tell his followers 
how to live, he modeled it with intention. 
 
In the Way of the Least  
The ancestors were travelers in the margin. Fundamental to discipleship is the 
acknowledgment that God’s mission begins in the margins and not in the centers of 
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power ((re)Aligning 3, 31), regardless of gender, age, economic skill, ethnicity or social 
status. Bauckham’s fourth missional trajectory, “to all by the way of the least”, reveals 
that throughout Scripture God has been partial to singling out the marginalized (those 
lacking material goods and/or being disregarded in other ways): “This is the God who 
habitually overturns status, not in order to make the non-elite a new elite, but in order to 
abolish status, to establish his kingdom in which none can claim privilege over others and 
all gladly surrender privilege for the good of others” (51). This suggests that God’s 
modus has been to all peoples in the way of the least (cf. Isa. 57:15; Luke. 4:18-19; and 1 
Cor. 1:26-31). 
The preferential dealings with the least do not by any means signify the rejection 
of the rest (Bauckham, Wright). This is observable in the Abraham-Sarah account. These 
were elderly persons way beyond their procreation years, yet God came near and chose 
them, promising that through their seed both would father and mother many nations 
(Gen. 17:5,16). The overarching result was blessing beyond themselves - for the nations 
and not just personally (Gen. 12:1-3).  
This is also marked in the ministry of Jesus. Russell argues that it is significant 
that Jesus begins his public ministry on the edges of society (cf. Matt. 4:12-16 with Isa. 
9:1-2). The phrase, Galilee of the Gentiles points to the eschatological expectation of the 
renewal of God’s kingdom; the message of salvation and hope was for the nations and 
not exclusively for Israel. In Galilee Jesus is very distant from the religious epicenter of 
Jerusalem and the Second Temple; he is far to the north, Gentile country, where 
inhabitants were a mix of Jews and Gentiles with Jews perhaps in the minority. If we 
gloss over this context we can “easily misread the bible as a story of God’s preferential 
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dealings with God’s people” ((re)Aligning 3).  Consequently, Jesus, himself, was 
marginalized because of his cultural, religious, and geographical location in Galilee, as 
reflected in Nathaniel’s comment, "Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?" (John. 
1:46). 
Hispanic/Latino theologies study and view Jesus’ historical and social locations at 
the margins of Galilee also. Theologians such as Virgilio Elizondo and Orlando E. Costas 
(see Martell-Otero et al.) have used the Galilean motif to illustrate that Jesus operated 
always at the margins.  
Speaking from a Mexican American perspective, Elizondo views Jesus as mestizo, 
a Spanish term meaning a person of mixed blood, particularly one of mixed European 
and American Indian ancestry. In writing about the Mexican Americans, Elizondo notes 
that his ancestry has been living in the present US since the early 1700s. His people did 
not cross the border, rather it was the U.S. who expanded its borders and they ended up 
being a part of the country. This meant the feeling of being exiles in their own land – “a 
people twice conquered, twice colonized, and twice mestized” (18).  In labeling Jesus as 
mestizo, Elizondo encompasses all that being a Galilean signified in first century Israel - 
a region of mixed races and languages where Jews were discriminated against and 
rejected.  
Costas follows suit but utilizing his own cultural experience; he sees Jesus as a 
jíbaro, a uniquely Puerto Rican term for peasant or country-dweller (Martell-Otero et al. 
37), which generally has been viewed by the Puerto Rican culture as poor, ignorant, and 
backward. But identifying Jesus in these fashions (Martell-Otero refers to Jesus as sato, a 
vagabond), is “not to idealize or disembody the Messiah.” Rather, God, in Jesus has 
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become human and entered the human experience of pain, suffering, anger, and 
weariness (37-38).  The hope, the redemption, and the peace of the world would be found 
by way of One who took human form and chose to be stripped of all status and honor (see 
Phil. 2:5-8).   
For Latinos in the U.S., “to all by the way of the least” is key to its theology and 
hermeneutics viewed favorably. In Santa Biblia, González observes: “[I]n the Old 
Testament..., Israel is constantly reminded of its own past and present marginality as the 
basis for its care for the others who are also marginal-the widow, the poor, the orphan, 
and the sojourner” (41). Leviticus 19:34 instructs, “Treat them like native-born Israelites 
and love them as you love yourself. Remember that you were once foreigners living in 
the land of Egypt. I am the Lord your God”. Similarly, in Deuteronomy 24:18-22, God 
commanded Israel to remember their past as slaves and subsequent divine liberation in 
order to be just and gracious to the destitute living currently in their midst: the widow, the 
alien, the orphan. 
Moreover, González stresses that “Marginality also helps us to understand why 
those in the center have so much difficulty being truly evangelistic” (41). To illustrate, he 
cites the incident at Antioch of Pisidia (Acts 13:13-52). Here, Paul reminds the people of 
their history and ends with a surprising statement that the Messiah has already come. This 
probably was a very receptive synagogue, as Gentile “God-fearers” were present among 
the Jews. While Paul is invited to return and speak, the Jews were filled with jealousy at 
the second showing and turned against Paul and Barnabas. These Jews were quite willing 
to accept a few Gentiles because they had understood God’s promise to Abraham to the 
nations, but they became jealous at the massive Gentile turnout: “The marginalized are 
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welcome, so long as there are not too many of them and they do not threaten the 
privileges of the center. It was quite acceptable and even praiseworthy to welcome a few 
“God-fearers” …but when practically the entire city appeared at the door, that was just a 
bit too much” (42). Reading this narrative from the perspective of marginality, González 
revealed certain deficiencies found in people at the center. 
Viewing “by the way of the least” from another angle, women theologians have 
also been able to pick up on the blind spots from those at the center because they, too, 
have been disregarded. When biblical texts are read by those who are sidelined, themes 
come up that normally are missed by those at the center: “Stories about healing, feeding, 
and restoration – often interpreted by many scholars as metaphors – are considered 
historical by grassroots “evangélicas” (Martell-Otero et al. 40). James’ opening remarks 
to her commentary on the book of Ruth is striking.  
For a long, long time we’ve all been looking at the lives of Naomi and Ruth (as 
well as other women in the Bible) through the wrong end of the telescope. Their 
lives have all too often been diminished in size, noticeably small next to the larger 
lives of the men in their stories. This has influenced how we see ourselves. Even 
when Ruth does something remarkable and brave, evangelicals have tended to 
turn her story into a romance and Boaz into the hero who comes to her rescue. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. (12-13)  
Traveling with Jesus in the margins not only affords Hispanic believers a strong 
opportunity to signal deficiencies that may be present and impeding the Church to move 
forward in faithful mission, it also underscores a central tenet of the Church: the 
thoughtful act of seeking the well-being of others/community or loving neighbor as 
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yourself (see Lev. 19:18; Isa. 58:6-10; Jer. 29:7; Amos 5:24; Matt. 25:34-40; Luke 
10:27).  
In his address to the exiles who are deeply serious about right living, the prophet 
Isaiah brings forward this tenet front and center: “Listen closely, you who diligently work 
for justice and look for the Eternal One, for what is fair and true. It would be good for 
you to look back, look to the place from where you came, the rock out of which you were 
shaped and the quarry from where you were mined. Look to your spiritual ancestors— 
Abraham, your father, and Sarah, who birthed you; for he was but one when I called him, 
but I blessed him and made him many” (Isa. 51:1-2). Isaiah reminds the people of the 
solid stability they have in their past, mainly in their ancestors, Abraham and Sarah.  God 
called them and faithfully fulfilled all He had promised to them in the most unlikely way 
- from one to many, from barrenness (which also alludes to meaninglessness) to blessing 
and purpose.  
As the people look at their past, they can be comforted in God’s unfailing 
capacity to restore the exiles in the present: “For the Lord will comfort Zion; he will 
comfort all her waste places, and will make her wilderness like Eden, her desert like the 
garden of the Lord; joy and gladness will be found in her, thanksgiving and the voice of 
song” (v.3). The Lord is on the move to “act decisively in the restoration and 
rehabilitation of Jerusalem. The people’s sin and exile had reduced them to waste places, 
wilderness, and desert, but the Lord will now comfort and bless His people like the very 
Garden of Eden” (Brueggemann 126). Given the people’s history, the exiled justice 
seekers travel in the margins, in the waste places, wilderness, and desert trusting that the 
very image of God (cf. Isaiah’s use of Eden) will be restored. In looking back at the 
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wonders of God’s love and grace, the people can take part in God’s restorative journey in 
the present that will extend itself to the future, “…my justice will become a light to the 
nations” (v.4). This was the spirit, the passion, and the purpose of the spiritual ancestors 
who trusted God in their journey toward the future; God had been faithful and would do it 
again.  
This has powerful implications for Latino Christians whom have also faced exile 
in diverse ways. Firstly, in looking back at their spiritual/biblical history, Latinos can find 
hope of deliverance in the most astonishing ways, as Abraham and Sarah and the 
Jerusalem exiles experienced. Secondly, in Jesus, the practice is most palpable. Recinos 
writes, “The profound meaning of the word made flesh in a Galilean Jew who himself 
was a member of an oppressed class and race will become rediscovered once the Latino 
church rereads its mission and purpose in the world from the perspective of its own 
experience with oppression, injustice, and poverty” (136). In other words, when Latino 
Christians take on the exercise of looking back from “whence they came” and reflect on 
the restorative power of the Lord in their lives, they stand as powerful agents for restoring 
the divine image in their very own communities and world today.  
The Church’s global mission is to follow suit with the crucified and risen Christ: 
to travel and identify with the least, in the events and disparities of their economic, 
political, social, and spiritual conditions. As “margin travelers”, the people of God 







Examining the Three Subthemes: A Sample Case: 2 Timothy 1:1-14 
A Call to Remember (2 Timothy 1:3-7)  
Paul shares four reminiscences with Timothy that are written with a particular 
idea in mind: “Paul is going to challenge Timothy strongly in this discourse, and before 
he does that, he wishes to establish as willing a listener as he can by reminding him of 
how he is now the third generation in his family of ‘true believers’. The implication is 
already clear: Timothy must carry on the tradition and do what Paul is asking of him in 
this letter” (Witherington 308).  
 
Remembering the tradition (1:3) 
“I thank God for you, the God I worship with my whole life in the tradition of my 
ancestors.” It seems that the true meaning behind Paul’s words is best understood in 
connection with “ancestors” or progonos. “Most likely this prepares the way for the 
reminder to Timothy in verse 5, by suggesting that Paul’s service unto God stands in the 
true succession of the religion of the OT, that genuine continuity exists between the OT 
(cf. esp. 3:14-17) and his preaching of the gospel” (Fee 222). “[T]his way of speaking of 
his ancestry is like the Paul of Acts, as we find it in Acts 24:14-15; 26:6, 22).  Here we 
have a stress on the continuity or link between Old Testament faith and New Testament 
faith” (Witherington 310). In other words, Paul saw that his service unto God was a direct 
continuation of what was begun by God through his forebears, stressing Timothy to 
maintain the tradition. If there were any doubts as to the legitimacy of this ministry, 
Paul’s mention of his ancestors would reaffirm Timothy in that he is part of a long line of 




Remembering our kinship (Paul and Timothy) (1:3-4)  
The act of remembering led Paul to give thanks to God every time that he thought 
of Timothy. Verse 4 reveals the kindred spirit he shared with Timothy by recollecting the 
scene of their last goodbye filled with tears. By reminding Timothy of the deep fatherly 
connection and ministerial alliance, Paul is in a compelling position to influence and 
encourage his protégé in his calling. 
 
Remember your (Timothy) own roots (1:5)   
Paul thanks God for Timothy’s genuine faith, literally without hypocrisy 
(BibleWorks). This may refer to Timothy’s faithfulness or to his continuing steadfast in 
faith. However, if Paul is praising God for Timothy’s genuine faith, why must he appeal 
to him to uphold his loyalty and steadfastness to Christ and Paul?  Paul is either sensing 
in Timothy some sort of wavering in the task or is simply encouraging his protégé to 
continue steadfast in the face of extreme suffering and the desertion by others. While no 
one would claim exceptional strength of character for Timothy, Paul’s appeals were 
meant to be preventive rather than corrective in view of the dark future (Hiebert 103). 
Paul believed it critical to remind Timothy that Timothy’s own faith also has a firm 
footing evidenced firstly by his grandmother Lois and then his mother Eunice. It is as if 
Paul were exhorting Timothy with the following words, “Don’t lose heart, because just as 
my ministry has continuity with my forebears (v.3), so does yours. Don’t forget your 
roots; they go way back, and your own faith is like that of your mother and grandmother” 
(Fee 223).  
Paul not only evoked the memory of his spiritual ancestors (v. 3), but he also 
reminded Timothy of his own blood heritage witnessed in his grandmother Lois and 
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mother Eunice. It is remarkable that Paul would draw on the influence of women, 
acknowledging the value of Timothy’s own matriarchs.  Lois and Eunice seem to be the 
ones who initially instructed Timothy in the faith and modeled to Timothy inner strength 
and faith – a quality that Paul reminded Timothy that he also possessed (cf. Acts 16:1). It 
is worth noting here that Jewish fathers were primarily responsible for their sons’ 
instruction in the Law, but Timothy’s father was a Gentile (Acts 16:1,3) (Keener 617).  
By the time Paul met Timothy, his mother and grandmother were Jewish Christians and 
had instructed the young man. Now, in Paul reminding Timothy of this family legacy, he 
affirmed the teachings passed on to Timothy by his family and consequently instructed 
him to keep on preserving them (see also 3:14).  
 
Remember your (Timothy) calling (1:6-7)  
Did Timothy fear for his life knowing that Paul, his mentor and friend, was in 
prison? Did Timothy have no confidence in himself to carry on without Paul? These 
questions push to expand the context and recall Timothy’s missional trajectory with Paul. 
Timothy had witnessed Paul’s beatings and imprisonments. He had been the subject of 
theological controversy and saw how Paul stood by his side and mentored him. Paul saw 
God’s calling over Timothy’s life and ordained him to the ministry, and Timothy’s 
faithful obedience to Paul’s coaching in Ephesus is prominent in both letters addressed to 
Timothy. It seems, then, that this is not a frail, faithless servant of God. But if by some 
means Timothy’s ministry was not progressing because of fear, these verses reveal it. The 
fourth and final remembrance is to “fan into flame the gift of God…for God has not 
given us a spirit of timidity…” (v.6-7a). Paul had just praised God for Timothy’s strong, 
genuine faith (v.5), therefore, the reminder to “fan into flame the gift” (v.6) was Paul 
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imparting to Timothy to put into action what was already inside of him but was not being 
exercised. What the Spirit produces is three times greater than the fear: power, love and 
self-discipline. Although the verb, “fan into flame” is a metaphor for rekindling a waning 
fire, it is not believed that Timothy’s faith was actually wavering, but that he needed 
strong urging (Fee 226). It was not that Timothy was ill equipped or ungifted but that, 
“…God’s gifts do not work in a person automatically; this charisma was in Timothy 
through the laying on of hands by Paul” (Witherington 313). Perhaps, Timothy’s fallen 
heart was due to the surrounding circumstances, hence, debilitating him: Paul’s 
imprisonment, ministerial/church conflicts at Ephesus, and increasing gains by false 
teachers (2 Tim. 2:16-18; 3:13; 4:3-4) and people of the faith increasingly defecting (2 
Tim. 1:15; 4:10-16). Keener contributes a unique observation in that Timothy was not the 
only one who at some point felt fear. Paul himself did also, as recorded in Acts 18:9 and 
1 Cor. 2:3, but he experienced the full force of the power of God by his side (617). 
Hence, out of those personal experiences, Paul sets out to encourage Timothy by 
reminding him what has been divinely bestowed by the Spirit of God. This is why Paul 
includes himself: “For God has not given us… (v.7). And so, this is how Paul bridges 
over to his next emphasis, a call to missional action. 
 
A Call to Missional Action 2 Timothy 1:8-14 
Paul’s “therefore” (NASB) or “then” (NRSV) in verse 8, reveals causation. If 
Timothy recalls all the things that Paul is asking him to remember, he will advance in the 





No shame (1:8-12)  
With the imperatives, “Do not be ashamed” and “join with me in suffering”, 
Timothy is to be courageous by resisting being ashamed of the cross of Christ and of 
Paul’s imprisonment and taking part in suffering for the gospel, possible only by the 
power of God (v.8).  Two ways in which God has expressed that power are: (1) “by 
saving us and (2) by calling us” (Liefeld loc 4683). There is a close connection between 
“saved” and “called” (Witherington 318). Meaning that there is a holy calling to every 
conversion (cf. 1 Cor. 1:9, 24). 
 
No letting go (1:13-14)  
Paul strongly exhorts Timothy to keep at his work; to not let go but guard the 
truth, for it was an entrusted deposit: “Hold to the standard” (NRSV); “Keep as the 
pattern” (NIV). Timothy is to base his ministry on his mentor’s model - the pattern of the 
apostle’s life and sound teaching.  
 
The Practice of Remembering. Paul’s remembrance strategy – reminding Timothy of 
their kinship, of each of their own ancestral roots, and of Timothy’s calling - in order to 
move him from impasse to action - was very successful. The fact that we have this 
second letter to Timothy attests that Timothy did persevere (Keener 616) and his role in 
the mission of God was fulfilled. Paul was not telling Timothy anything he did not 
already know yet he saw it critical by way of reminisces that the survival of the mission 
depended on faithful obedience despite sufferings, setbacks, defections, false teachings, 




The Practice of Teaching by Example. In 2 Timothy 1:6, 8, 11, 13-14, Paul draws on 
his very influence in Timothy’s life and encourages him to follow his ways as his 
spiritual mentor. This affirms the strong impact that others in the Body of Christ can also 
have in an individual’s life. Paul did not have actual children but in calling Timothy his 
“beloved child”, Paul was passing on a spiritual legacy that Timothy’s own father was 
unable to provide. Paul was present at Timothy’s ordination and took him under his wing 
as his protégé; through his teachings and sufferings Paul showed Timothy what it meant 
to be a servant of Jesus Christ and called upon Timothy to follow his example. This 
speaks volumes to the many people who do not have family members to emulate yet 
there are others in their lives that have had a positive influence and can affect (or have 
already) in them a sense of purpose.  
 
The Way of the Least. Paul exhorts Timothy to acknowledge and highly value the 
witness and the instruction of women. For Paul, both grandmother and mother 
demonstrated faithful obedience in their missional call to their son, irrespective of their 
gender and social status, even within religious circles. For God, gender is not an issue.  It 
seems, however, that due to biblical interpretive differences across the ages, women have 
been (and in many church circles still are) marginalized:  
God blesses us so that we can bless the neighbor, the stranger, the friend and even 
the foe, to God’s glory…we do not engage in this struggle out of a sense of 
entitlement…[we] are well aware of our own sinfulness. We claim no special 
dispensation or honors on the basis of gender or ethnicity…Not to acknowledge 
this is to succumb to the sin of entitlement that some of our male counterparts 
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express when they claim their “right” to the priesthood or other service in God’s 
reign through gender. (Martell-Otero et al. 31-32)  
“The way of the least”, thus, stands as a place of challenge and necessity in the mission 
of God’s people. Throughout the ages it has endured as a vital reminder that the Church’s 
mission cannot be indifferent, discriminatory, forgetful, and unjust, but restorative.  
Theological Foundations 
Christians belong to a massive community that exists in the past, present, and 
future. The root meaning of the Greek, koinonia, is to “share things in common”. This 
mutual sharing transformed into one of the four patterns in discipleship for the early 
Church in Acts 2:42: Together, believers were fashioned by the apostles’ teaching 
(apostolic doctrine) and were devoted to the fellowship (community), to the breaking of 
bread (sacrament) and to prayer (common worship) (Mounce 247). 
 
The Community of Remembrance  
Steve Brown cunningly expressed, “The world drinks to forget; the Christian 
drinks to remember” (quoted, Colson and Vaughn 105). In obedience to Christ, the 
Church reminisces by reenacting “the message of the Cross”, meaning the reality of the 
Lord’s death, and the assurance of His return (cf. 1 Cor. 11:26). But the command by 
Christ, “This do in remembrance of Me” was and is a direct continuation of the historical 
Jewish tradition of remembrance.  
In The Journey, Alister McGrath regards remembrance a key Christian practice 
and traveling companions such as, Martin Luther, Susanna Wesley, and C.S. Lewis, are 
also belonging to the “cloud of witnesses” of Hebrews 11 for the Christian life. These 
spiritual ancestors represent wisdom from the past, “to benefit from the hard-won 
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knowledge of those who have explored the unknown and braved danger in order to serve 
those who will follow in their footsteps” (21-22). Even for McGrath, remembrance is not 
simply an element of the past but an active agent of spirituality for now and later. 
“Remember all that God has done in the past; Anticipate all that God has promised to do 
in the future; Resolve to deepen the quality of our Christian faith and life in the present.” 
(27-32). By looking at biographies of other believers, McGrath provided a meaningful, 
holistic engagement with the past. Learning about the life stories of other believers has a 
profound impact on the way faith is lived today. These traveling companions are 
“gracious provisions”, reminding believers that the journey is not traveled or lived alone.    
Christianity emerged and spread primarily in an oral culture. Oral cultures relied 
on personal recollection and the “art of remembrance” for their perpetuity. This art of 
commemoration is the retelling of stories in ritual, symbol, solemn repetition and poetry 
(Walker 21). It was an intrinsic belief for early Christians that the Gospel (including the 
events in the Old Testament) not be forgotten because it was God’s story. To do so or to 
falsify it was a direct betrayal to the apostles (21). 
Continuous repetition (as encouraged in the Shema, Dt. 6:3-4), was key to the 
faithful transmittal of the story. Walker indicates that this practice was not a question of 
“conventional wisdom or good form” – it was essential. If excessive novelty and/or 
transient idioms were poured over the story, the poem could no longer be remembered 
nor transmitted (24).  
 
Communio sanctorum 
 González shares a couple of peculiarities of the Early Church with respect to the 
worship liturgy, at least since the second century. (1) Remembrances of the “saving acts 
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of God” were narrated in prayer form and this was rather lengthy. Soon after the 
remembrances, “the power of the Holy Spirit was invoked over the bread and the wine” 
(The Story of Christianity 94). This seems to suggest that, in obedience to Christ’s 
command to remember, the Church understood that the entire redemption story - from the 
Exodus to the fulfilled promise of the Messiah - was all part of the reminisces. (2) The 
Church gathered for communion at the tombs (catacombs) of the “faithful.” To clarify, 
these catacombs were cemeteries used both by pagans and Christians for burial. They 
were not a secretive, underground Christian operation. The Church, in knowing that 
many heroes of the faith were buried there, understood that in celebrating communion 
there was a symbol of unity with Jesus Christ, the living, and the dead - their “ancestors 
in the faith” (94).  In the case of the martyrs, on or about the middle of the second 
century, the custom was to gather at their tombs on the anniversary of their deaths and 
celebrate communion. “[T]he idea was that they too were part of the church, and that 
communion joined the living and the dead in a single body.” This gave rise to All Saints’ 
Day (95).  
As time went on, however, the spiritual practice of remembering the saints of old 
was discontinued. It is believed that it occurred during the Reformation which, at its 
heart, rose in protest to the Roman Catholic system of masses and penances and last rites 
(Bendroth 102-103). Corruption amassed the Church to the point that the dead became 
the chief element to its economic survival: masses for the dead, indulgences, relics, and 
pilgrimages accounted for a huge part of church fundraising (104). As a result, the spirit 
of communion with the saints severed and was eventually eliminated. Ultimately, for 
Protestants, the communion of saints was restricted to the community of living believers. 
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John Calvin once expressed: “The blessed dead do not abandon their own repose so as to 
be drawn into earthly cares, and much less we on this account be always calling upon 
them! (quoted, Bendroth 115). However, not all saw it this way, as bared in one of 
Charles Wesley’s funeral hymns (Year 1759):  
Come, let us join our friends above  
who have obtained the prize, 
and on the eagle wings of love  
to joys celestial rise. 
Let all the saints terrestrial sing  
with those to glory gone, 
for all the servants of our King  
In earth and heaven are one. 
One family we dwell in him,  
one church above, beneath, 
though now divided by the stream,  
the narrow stream of death… 
The communion of saints is inclusive of past, present, and future faithful. Part of the 
Westminster Confession reads, “All saints that are united to Jesus Christ their head, by 
his Spirit and by faith, have fellowship with him in his graces, sufferings, death, 
resurrection and glory; and being united to one another in love, they have communion in 
each other’s gifts and graces” (Leith 222-223). This attests to the special significance that 
spiritual ancestors hold in the Christian journey in a myriad of ways. Their witness 
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throughout the ages has encouraged, challenged, and complemented believers to press on 
in faith.  
Further, the statement, “I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic Church, the 
communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life 
everlasting” comes from the Apostles’ Creed (Leith 25). This phrase, (communio 
sanctorum, in Latin) meant, “participation in sacred things.” To some, the phrase was 
directly related to the sacraments, Baptism and the Eucharist, but to others, it meant, that 
the communion of saints included the entire “invisible church”, the believers on earth as 
well as angels, saints, and martyrs in heaven. While both meanings do not contradict each 
other, the Protestant Reformation was simply responding to its immediate context, in 
light of the corruption in the church. The Reformers reinterpreted the phrase, maintaining 
its belief that the church did not have control over “sacred things.”  
In response to the significance of communion of saints of both the living and the 
dead, nineteenth century historian of Christian creeds Philip Schaff argued, “the 
Fellowship of all true believers living and departed – does not mean going back to the 
days of relics and indulgences” (22). To this Bendroth adds,  
…[it does not] require us to figure out all of the imponderables that may come to 
mind…they take us outside the simple idea we are working toward: that all of 
God’s people – past, present, and future – form a single, interdependent whole. 
Together all ‘families in heaven and earth,’ as Paul describes them (Eph. 3:15), 
make up the body of Christ, the invisible church across the ages. (115-116)  
The thought that God’s people is comprised of the living and the dead, - the past, present, 
and future - develops a beautiful motif for Christian Latinos, as the family is a common 
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value shared among the diverse Latino cultures. To add to the equation that all form part 
of the family of God is not a foreign concept but one that enriches the existing one. 
In the “Statement of Evangelicals and Catholics Together” issued in 1993, 
reconciliation is in view. Both groups affirmed the Apostles’ Creed which speaks of the 
communio sanctorum: “We reflect on the communion that we now share with those 
Christians who have gone before us, including those who have exemplified to an 
exceptional degree the fidelity to which we are all called, whom many Christians honor 
with the special title of ‘saint’” (28).  Although the Statement delineates the differences 
both Evangelicals and Catholics hold, it affirms that remembering and honoring such 
individuals, as exemplified by the “cloud of witnesses” (Heb. 11-12:2), is a chief 
component of what communio sanctorum truly means.  
 
Storytelling in the Latino Christian community  
Along with Scripture, Christian Latinos/Latinas regard testimonios (witnessing 
narratives of how God has been experienced in daily life), coritos (praise choruses); and 
oraciones (prayers) as authoritative, affording us a “sense of self and agency”. By 
interweaving Scripture with stories and songs, Hispanics in marginalized social location 
are able to seek meaning and direction in life (Martell-Otero, et al. 40-41).  Likewise, 
Sixto J. García accentuates that the “wise ones” are storehouses for stories and myths 
which make continuity and self-identity possible. This is following Paul’s example in the 
movement from “what I have received” to “what I have passed on to you” (cf. 1 Cor. 
11:23a) (117-118). 
 Ana Maria Pineda discusses the chief role women played (and continue to play) 
as the teachers of the faith by way of oral religious traditions, prayers, rituals and 
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teachings. She cites the posada (inn) as an example of ritual whereby the community 
reenacts the story of the search of Joseph and Mary for lodging. This story is a powerful 
teaching emphasizing the Christian imperative of hospitality to the stranger. She adds, 
“The oral transmission of faith, carried on by and large by Latinas, has sustained the faith 
in communities even in the midst of persecution and the absence of church ministers. By 
telling biblical stories, these women have often communicated the oral wisdom of the 
faith in ways that repeat anew the practice undertaken by their grandmothers and mothers 
when they were young. It is a word that gives and sustains life” (115). But this practice is 
not a restrictive framework of the past; it is a way toward the future. The past is but a 
starting point that paves the way to imagination and communal collaboration.  
What defines us are the theologies that we have inherited from our…wise women 
of our faith communities who gave us a firm foundation of the gospel and taught 
us to love the Lord and to demonstrate that love in the world. Yet our theology 
transcends the theologies we inherited. Those wise women taught us about the 
power of prophetic words and the responsibility we have to seek and hear 
them…They nurtured us with a keen sense of the Spirit’s ability to create anew. 
(Martell-Otero et al. 2)  
In the end, storytelling in the Latino Christian tradition is not solely for the preservation 
of the Gospel or tradition. Rather it is a way of moving forward in the future creatively in 
the power of the Holy Spirit under the inspiration of the past, the spiritual ancestors.  
 
Modeling Faith  
The Church throughout the ages has understood that it has a distinct ethos – to 
model all of her life after Jesus the Christ. But it is not something that comes naturally. It 
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can only be learned. The essence of Jesus’ method of teaching was in building 
relationships. The most effective way to bring about transformation to a life was 
establishing relationships: “This deep commitment to his students gave him the right to 
speak into their lives” (Blanchette, “Jesus, the Master Teacher” loc 719). While it is 
critical for the disciples of Christ to model the life of Christ to others, Keith Drury 
cautions that “more is caught than taught”; people tend to “catch” the actual character of 
the church by what it does than by what it says. What occurs beyond the traditional form 
of current discipleship, the church potlucks, the social treatment of others, the worship 
services, and the like, also teach and they can have the potential of either multiplying 
positively or negating the “formal curriculum” (loc 4951). This means that humans are 
always teaching and learning through both their conscious and their unconscious gestures 
(Vann 55). This is evidenced by the Lord’s wisdom displayed through Moses when he 
exhorted the people of Israel to teach of the Lord’s ways as they went along in the course 
of daily life (Deut. 6: 6-9). 
Much of this formal/informal teaching in the Christian Church, however, has left 
out a critical piece in the life of humans: work. It has severed the Church, leaving her at a 
major missional disadvantage. For far too long, the Church has misconstrued mission as a 
work done overseas, excluding across the street. Missionaries are perceived as only those 
who go beyond their homes to foreign places where the Church is not present to preach 
the Good News. Yet, the calling is not for the few that can go overseas but the 
manifestation of the very being of the Church (Kirk loc 236). And God is fully invested 
in the movements of all human social and economic life (Wright, The Mission of God’s 
People 223). Mission is what the Church is sent to do beginning in its immediate context 
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and beyond, for Jesus said: “…and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem…and to the 
ends…” (Acts 1:8). The following is a pastor’s lament. 
I have a confession to make. In my years as pastor, I always thought that the 
success of my pastorate was based on numbers – on attendance in worship - and 
the programs we offered in our church. I am embarrassed to say that I had never 
made the connection between the marketplace and the Church. And so, I never 
taught my congregation that your work is your worship and your worship is your 
work…We must ‘flip the culture of the Church’, making the Church the hub for 
worshipping and equipping. There should be no separation between the sacred 
and the secular like the Greeks used to do, and we have been heavily influenced 
by that in our American culture. On the contrary, the Hebrews made no 
distinction; it was holistic. And so, we need to show people how to apply 
Scripture with their work. (Cope)  
Cope’s confession reveals that the Church has not done a good job in cultivating a 
holistic discipleship that integrates faith with all aspects of life. However, his current 
ministry to businesspersons in the Orlando, Florida, area reveals a theological shift in this 
dichotomized thinking. Little sociological research has been dedicated to the impact of 
religion in the workplace, but the few that have appeared (from the 1990’s) have 
suggested that faith does have an effect on work. More attention to the impact of faith in 
the marketplace is appearing in the 21st century and coming most prominently from 
business research journals (Park et al. 312). 
Character issues such as justice, dependability, diligence, purpose, and 
success/failure, are all pertinent to life and should be included in discipleship. “We think 
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it is a travesty to leave career development outside of the purview of spiritual 
development and to delegate it to people’s companies and other entities. That is like 
leaving all of the parenting of kids up to the school system…” (Cloud and Townsend 
134-135). This sustains that work is a valid subject for both the formal and informal 
curriculums of discipleship. 
Modeling faith is to be done by those of exceptional Christian character. “[A]n 
essential ethical role of the church is to put us in contact with those ethical aristocrats 
who are good at living the Christian faith. One role of any colony is to keep the young 
very close to the elders - people who live aright the traditions of home” (Hauerwas and 
Willimon 102). This is also affirmed by Hispanic/Latino theology. “Becoming a 
Christian and acting morally in light of this tradition requires continuous training and 
encounter with other Christians who can teach and model the way for us…This 
community of faith provides the resources, that is, the stories, the symbols, traditions, 
visions, and interpretations of God, self, and world that ground our choices” (García, I. 
51). Communities, for better or worse, shape people considerably. A Christian 
community that models faith can powerfully influence a person’s holistic spiritual 
formation and life. 
 
The Fellowship of the Least  
As previously discussed, Latinos understand well the missional concept of “the 
way of the least” because, for the most part, they live at the periphery of U.S. society.   
Of special relevance is the topic of “hospitality to the stranger” and how it is 
modeled by the Church in the U.S. Hirsch and Hirsch propose that the reason why 
churches are not exhibiting hospitality to the stranger is due to the redefinition of what it 
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means to be family. In general, the “nuclear family” has a very recent history; its early 
roots of extended family began to breakdown nineteenth century with the industrialization 
of Western century. In the twentieth century, the breakdown accelerated even more with 
the pressures of mass marketing. The family was seen primarily as a unit of consumption. 
“The net result is the process of narrowing of the vision and purpose of the family from 
that of a supportive and productive unit to one of conspicuous consumption, whose aim is 
to climb the social ladder” (165-166). Hirsch and Hirsch go on to describe the effects of 
the single-family home. Both parents pursue a career, often to pursue the vision of the 
middle-class home created by late capitalism, and child rearing was outsourced to 
professionals and schools. People work all day to come home exhausted to a house full of 
stuff and alienated relationships, and so forth.  
Under such huge cultural pressure and stress, families have become highly 
protective of their space. In other words, there is “no room in the Inn” for anyone else. 
“[T]he negative result in terms of our spirituality is that the family has effectively become 
a pernicious idol - a sphere where the commands of the Shema are no longer applied to 
the whole of life…None of us intended this; we simply inherited it.” (Hirsch and Hirsch 
167). Alan and Debra Hirsch offer a strong prophetic voice to the Church in the U.S. 
“Part of the problem is that the church, a bastion of conservative values, has now taken 
the family to be the frontier in its stand against the eroding forces of secularizing culture. 
In many ways, this is right—the family is eroding—but the problem is that we find 
ourselves defending a non-biblical idea of the family!” (167, 170). Biblically, they assert 
that the true family is much larger; it incorporates the nuclear unit but goes way beyond it 
to include grandparents, cousins, friends, servants, and the stranger. 
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Hispanics view and experience the church as an extended family. Distinctively, 
for Latinos who have had to leave their homelands, albeit political, social or economic 
reasons, being in the U.S. has resulted in the loss of the extended family. “Those of us 
who grew up in other lands frequently bring with us an experience and understanding of 
“family” that is quite different from the nuclear family that is so romanticized, and whose 
demise is so deplored in North American society” (González, Santa Biblia 105). While 
the topic of family will be discussed at length under Cultural Themes, its theological 
importance is such that the stranger can find a “reconstituted family” in the Church 
(Martell-Otero et al. 53). “In this, it is highly subversive, calling anyone who will follow 
Jesus his brother or sister and the child of the One tri-personal God” (68-71). Therefore, 
scriptural expressions of what constitutes family have nothing to do with gender 
expectations or blood ties.   
In referencing Ephesians 2:19 where being an alien is contrasted with belonging 
to the family of God, González offers strong words. “For most people in the dominant 
community, this is a beautiful image. For most in the Hispanic and other uprooted 
communities, it is an existential experience.” He offers a personal paraphrase of the text. 
“You are no longer aliens with no papers having to hide from the migra [Border Patrol 
and I&NS], and strangers without roots in an extended family community; but you are 
citizens with the saints [which is much better than being citizens with some fold we see 
around us!] and members of the family of God!” (Santa Biblia 109). The Church stands 
in solidarity with the stranger/alien, and as the family of faith, it stands to model the 






Other themes from the literature review highly enriched the formation of this 
project. These emerged from the sociological, developmental, and psychological sectors. 
 
Sociological Considerations 
“I do; you watch. I do; you help. You do; I watch. You know! We do together as a 
team” (Anderson 76). This catchy, simple phrase spells out the process by which 
equipping takes place. Anderson and Blanchette et al. assert that showing people what to 
do is a more effective approach to teaching. While there are formal environments for 
teaching (such as a classroom or a group meeting with a curriculum or agenda), the 
informal teaching occurs in the routines of life whereby at times, the teacher and student 
may not necessarily be aware that teaching and learning are taking place. And while 
formal teaching has a fundamental role in discipleship, for purposes of transformation, 
informal teaching is much more effective. The most familiar and, in the opinion of many, 
the most effective form of informal teaching is modeling (Blanchette, “Do as I Do and as 
I Say” loc 5236).  
 Many of the learning theories adopted by the dominant culture in the U.S. 
educational system have done a disservice to the Latino/a community (Montilla and 
Medina 75). The educational system is too cognitive focused, placing greater emphasis 
on the teacher as the “architect of the learning achievements of the individual” - the focal 
idea of the behaviorist theory (76). Conversely, the cognitive-constructivist approach, the 
student is responsible for the construct of his/her cognition, placing the teacher as solely 
providing the student with the environmental opportunities for the success of such 
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understanding. (The central proponent of this approach is Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget 
upon his introduction of the stages of cognitive development.)  
Between these two spectrums is the social learning theory by Albert Bandura. It is 
a theory that pastoral psychologists, such as Montilla and Medina, and Christian 
educators, such as Blanchette, Blevins and Maddix find highly relevant. While this theory 
is “markedly cognitive”, it includes other elements beyond the cognitive highly promoted 
by the behaviorist and cognitive-constructivist approaches. They are “person factor, the 
environmental events, and the behavior” (Montilla and Medina 77).  
In the social learning theory modeling is at the center of learning; the person not 
only learns the behaviors of the model but also from the consequences of the model’s 
behaviors (78). If a certain behavior is not repeated, it does not necessarily mean that the 
individual did not learn the behavior. It may mean that the individual has learned from 
the consequences of the model. Montilla and Medina conclude, “Bandura’s theory is 
certainly a social theory of learning. It is therefore quite significant in light of the intricate 
social system characteristic of Latino/a communities” (78). Hence, role modeling poses 
to be a strong piece in learning for Latinos/as due to the family being the highest system 
of support, care, guidance, and healing (12). 
The social learning theory observes two types of models of informal learning. (1) 
The family context is an exemplary model of informal learning. Exemplary model 
signifies a “form of modeling that is done by those with whom the learner has a personal 
relationship” (Blanchette, “Do as I Do and as I Say”, loc 5240). These can include 
family, friends, or any acquaintance of the learner. (2) A second model is observable in 
the influence of persons with whom the learner has no personal connection, but, 
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nonetheless, has influence due to his or her cultural popularity (loc 5241-5247). Athletes, 
actors/actresses, musicians are examples of this symbolic model. The following merits 
special attention. 
While there is no inherent spiritual development found in these two models, an 
observant disciple-maker will quickly recognize the applicability of these models 
to the disciple-making process. Those to whom the disciple is personally 
connected have a significant place of influence in the life of the disciple. There 
are also “spiritual giants” in the Christian community who have power to 
influence in the disciple-making process. Truth be told all Christians have 
influence in the lives of numerous people, often when they are unaware of their 
influence…It is for these reasons that living a life in right relationship to God has 
influence that reaches beyond a personal responsibility to God to a corporate 
responsibility to God’s people. Living a life consistent with the biblical call to 
holiness is critical for the good of those who are watching how life is to be lived 
(Blanchette “Do as I Do and as I Say” loc 5249-5256).  
The social learning theory then, presents itself as a viable way of discipling the Christian 
Community. Christian educators Blevins and Maddix, explain that the Church applies 
social learning theory when it passes on the faith tradition through imitation and 
modeling, and Christian educators, pastors, teachers, parents, and peers are exemplary 
models (154). While they do not specifically list “spiritual ancestors” in their list of 
symbolic models, it is implicit that this group is a critical influencer for the disciple. 
 Scripture has demonstrated that modeling is to be highly esteemed.  For example, 
the Nazarites were men and women who took a vow and chose to be set apart for a time 
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in order to devote special attention to knowing or serving God (see Num. 6:1-8; Acts 
18:18-21). Through the person’s outward actions (such as refraining from alcoholic 
beverages, allowing one’s hair to grow during the vow, and avoiding contact with a dead 
body), the model was directly (or indirectly) teaching the community a life of holiness.  
Another example comes from the Apostle Paul’s own writings. Paul discerned that 
modeling was not narcissistic but a paternal pattern that led to the spiritual formation of 
God’s people.  
For though you might have ten thousand guardians in Christ, you do not have 
many fathers. Indeed, in Christ Jesus I became your father through the gospel.  I 
appeal to you, then, be imitators of me. For this reason, I sent you Timothy, who 
is my beloved and faithful child in the Lord, to remind you of my ways in Christ 
Jesus, as I teach them everywhere in every church (1 Cor. 4:15-17).  
(See also 1 Cor. 11:1; 1 Th. 1:6, 2:14; Heb. 6:10-12.) Paul’s appeal to the Corinthian 
church to follow his example also included Timothy as an exemplary individual who was 
also modeling the teachings of Paul.  
 Within the Latino/a community modeling is highly valued, and elders are held in 
high esteem. “Since Latinos value real life learning, hands-on experience, and self-
mastery, the wise elder has a wealth of knowledge to share. Latinos also show deference 
toward people in positions of authority, such as doctors, priests, teachers, and leaders” 
(Bordas 105). In consequence, role modeling becomes critical to life progress for the 
Latino/a community and the Church as a whole. Yet the following must be heeded.  
Modeling under the social learning theory signaled that people will imitate others 
through observation and that they will also bear in mind what happens to these models 
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when deciding whether or not to copy their actions. This action is labeled as “vicarious 
reinforcement” (Tan 222). If the person sees a model receiving positive reinforcement 
(such as a commendation or reward), the person is motivated to follow in that behavior. 
Conversely, if the model receives punishment or experiences negative consequences for 
that behavior, the person most likely will not follow or try the model’s actions or 
behavior. But the motivation to imitate is due to the model possessing a quality the 
individual would like to possess. While on the surface this may be a good thing, people 
can also be imitating wrong behaviors, without necessarily knowing they are wrong.  
People may learn and imitate through observation, however, culture habitually rewards 
behaviors that are not aligned to God. Even Scripture strongly warned against following 
the ways of ancestors who did not follow God, but through ongoing/lifetime discipleship, 
we can be realigned to God’s ways. This is the advice given to the Hebrews: “…be not 
sluggish, but imitators of those who through faith and patience inherit the promises” 
(6:12). Like the Nazirites, models worthy of imitation are those who separate themselves 
from the world, not literally, but by living a life of faith and patience (herein meaning, 
character, perseverance, endurance, and persistence). 
 
Developmental: The Adult Learner   
For the most part of the twentieth century, adult learning had been primarily 
understood as a cognitive practice focused on the individual. Yet recent research has 
bared a multi-dimensional or holistic shift - a “communal orientation” whereby the 
historical, physical (not just the mind), environment, and socio-cultural contexts are 
regarded as key, valid components to learning, as these are “firmly embedded” in the 
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experiences of learners (Merriam, 95). This interconnectedness has afforded ample space 
for learning to thrive. 
Spirituality has also become a prominent topic in adult learning even in non-
Christian educational sectors (Tisdell). While Elizabeth Tisdell is not offering a Christian 
perspective, what is most relevant for the study on spiritual ancestors is that spiritual 
development often involves the process of learning about one’s cultural heritage and 
spirituality, resulting in “reclaiming a more positive cultural identity overall” (31).  
Knowledge of one’s past, then, paves the way for the ongoing development of a person’s 
identity and wellness. 
Jack Mezirow in his transformative learning theory (TLT) advocated that learning 
is “the process whereby one utilizes past interpretation to build a new (or revised) 
interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience to guide future action” (Marmon 424-
425). A great part of this learning process is allowing space for critical reflection and 
corporate discourse. Reflectivity, as defined by Mezirow, is an awareness of a specific 
perception, meaning, behavior, or habit. While much reflection can be done on a personal 
basis, Ellen L. Marmon asserts that “reflection on any level rarely happens without 
prompting” ...transformation occurs when prompted “intentionally via communal 
evaluation” or discourse (428). By creating space for persons to come together to 
contemplate allows the potential to heighten or challenge attitudes, behaviors, and beliefs.  
“If adults bring their experience and dilemmas into a communal context where 
authenticity and mutual respect are present, then critical reflection, corporate discourse, 
and holistic change ensue” (425). This is central to the study on spiritual ancestors since 
the task at hand is to gather a small group of adult believers and present them with new 
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information and experience, and as a community reflect and talk with each other about 
the “accuracy and adequacy of their assumptions being challenged” (425).  Friar Richard 
Rohr expressed that “transformation is often more about unlearning than learning.” And 
that is the challenge that the Spirit compels believers in discipleship - to engage in 
continuously - through the renewing of the minds (i.e. Rom. 12:2). 
Research on the learning styles of Latino Americans (Griggs and Dunn) is very 
limited primarily because of the varied demographics and large diversity within ethnic 
groups. Latinos should not be treated as a homogeneous group as they will tend to follow 
what is valued in their own country of origin. Other factors include age, gender, socio-
economic status, and language (Maldonado-Torres). It is recommended that Hispanic-
Americans should not be generalized because “notable differences exist among them with 
respect to acculturation, family allegiance, ethnic identification, orientation, and sex 
roles” (Griggs and Dunn 5).  There seems to be, however, a general consensus in the 
available research compiled by Griggs and Dunn: Latinos exhibit learning preferences 
for: (a) cool environment; (b) formal design; (c) conformity; (d) peer-oriented learning; 
(e) kinesthetic resources; (f) high degree of structure; (g) late morning and late afternoon 
peek energy levels; (h) variety as opposed to routines or patterns; and (i) a field-
dependent cognitive style (6). 
 
Psychological considerations  
Research conducted by Duke, Lazarus and Fivush sought to relate family 
experience to well-being. They identified that knowledge of family history is 
“significantly correlated with internal locus of control, higher self-esteem, better family 
functioning, greater family cohesiveness, lower levels of anxiety, and lower incidence of 
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behavior problems” (268). This reveals that in the psychological sciences, remembrance 
also has the potential of becoming a viable asset in the life of individual, families, and 
communities. 
This study was initially conducted in year 2001 with 400 children, giving them a 
simple test about their family’s past. A DYK (“Do you know”) scale was employed that 
utilized simple questions such as, “Do you know the source of your name? Do you know 
where some of your grandparents met? Do you know an aunt or relative who had an 
illness they overcame?” (272). It was surveyed that the more the children know about 
family histories, the lower their anxiety and the higher self-esteem. Two months after 
conducting this research came 9/11, and researchers reassessed the children. They 
detected that the ones who knew more about their families proved to be more resilient. 
Researchers, however, caution:  
In that learning about one’s family is part of a large and complex ongoing process 
of family narrative co-construction, we do not propose that knowledge of family 
history per se, renders people stronger and more resilient. Rather, knowledge of 
family history seems to have potential as a marker that reflects that ongoing 
complex process (270).  
Other markers identified are a family’s level of intergenerational communication, 
family cohesiveness, the presence of intrafamilial support systems, high levels of 
narrative co-construction, and presence of rituals that maintain continuity despite 





Influence of this research in other writings  
Bruce Feiler concluded that the reason the Jewish people and Christians 
remember stories marking deep sadness and pain (Exodus and Crucifixion, respectively), 
is not a form of masochism but of survival. He writes, “Sure, both stories come around to 
happier endings; the Bible says the Israelites ultimately escape slavery and Jesus is 
ultimately resurrected. But the larger question is still worth pondering: What rightful 
people put their most ignoble days at the heart of their identity? The answer: a people that 
wants to survive” (The Huffington Post). Beyond survival, however, these stories seem to 
anchor people to faith and life in ways that could not be faced alone. Feiler adds, “The 
sheer act of telling and retelling stories helps us to understand God’s role in the world as 
well as our own position in a long line of ancestors who have wrestled with similar issues 
to the ones we wrestle with every day” (The Huffington Post). As such, the stories have 
power to become transformational; they inspire and model to the listeners (in the 
research’s case, the next generation) how to face tragedy and forge new possibilities.  
 
Influence in the Medical Field  
Drawing also from same research, Judy A. Rollins advocates that the power of 
family history has potential for improving the lives of children and families. She writes, 
“Pediatric nurses can help parents become aware of the value of telling their children 
family stories. Although the nightly traditional family dinner is extinct in many 
households, parents can take advantage of moments together with their children in the 
car, over a snack, or at bedtime” (114). Unknowing if this medical professional is of 




Other Psychological Considerations: The Genogram 
Analogous to family tree diagrams, genograms are designed to track family 
history and relationships. The genogram lends itself to see at a glance multiple types of 
family information such as: the basic facts (members of the family, birth dates, marriages, 
divorces, moves, illnesses, deaths), information related to primary characteristics and 
level of functioning of the different family members (education, profession, 
psychological and physical health, outstanding attributes, talents, successes, and failures), 
and relationship patterns in the family (closeness, conflict, or cutoff) (McGoldrick 33-
34). Interestingly, proponents of this process, however, believe that family is not limited 
to the biological family of parents, siblings and children. Both the immediate and 
extended family members, as well as key nonblood “kin” who have lived with or played a 
major role in the family’s life are considered and integrated: “Every family, of course, 
includes anyone who belongs, whether biologically linked or not; this includes anyone 
who was part of the family as they grew up – caretakers, teachers, ministers, friends, 
neighbors -whoever played a role in the family history. These people are often the unsung 
heroes and ‘sheroes’ of our families” (53). Hence, community genograms (Rigazio-
DiGilio, et al.) and spiritual genograms (Wendland and Easterling) have emerged to 
widen the lenses and encapsulate a more complete history of an individual’s life context.  
The genogram has primarily been used for medical and psychotherapeutic 
purposes, and now more recently, spiritual. Most beneficial to this ministerial project is 
the ability to examine how family members and other people in close, personal proximity 
have influenced personal spiritual growth and ministry involvement, for good or for ill, 
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with the hope that it all will inspire participants to walk missionally in the future. In their 
research utilizing a spiritual family genogram in a church setting, Wendland and 
Easterling ascertained that spiritual ancestors are not always family members or even 
people personally known. For some in the congregation those influential were authors or 
teachers or pastors (12). Wendland and Easterling refer to Marsha Wiggins Frame, a 
clergy and professor of counseling psychology, as one who finds that a spiritual 
genogram would be most beneficial to “gain a new perspective on ways in which their 
religious/spiritual heritage continues to affect their current beliefs and practices” (16). For 
some, it may mean that their religious attitudes and beliefs were harmful or beneficial, 
spanning and recurring through several generations. Spirituality and religious practice 
play vital roles in an individual’s life and can either help or harm their mental health (28). 
Therefore, a spiritual genogram can become a useful tool to nourish that health and 
restore value, faith and purposefulness.  
In teaching a spiritual formation class to Latino(a) students at Asbury Theological 
Seminary, Lizette Acosta, recognized that the use of a genogram afforded the students the 
opportunity for self-reflection and discovery. While some resisted in the class (about 20% 
of the students), the other 80% found it to be intriguing. The majority had never 
considered the concept of legacy and being a product of or connected to one’s ancestors. 
“It was like solving a puzzle”, she said, and likened the exercise to biblical exegesis: “In 
biblical studies, there is a reason why we re-structure the text, its sentences and words. 
They help us see patterns and discover meaning but it is all done with purpose – if it will 
lead to something, for the sake of growth, of being transformed.”  She added that the 
Latino(a) community is beginning to see the value of Christian counseling. The use of a 
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genogram, then, can be an effective new tool to assist Latino(a) communities to discover 
positive and destructive patterns, social constructs, faith, and sense of identity and 
resolve.  
Cultural Themes 
Latinos are a multiethnic community. As a heterogeneous group representing over 
20 countries from the Caribbean, European, African, South, Central and North American 
continents, it is no wonder that it is the largest minority group in the United States. The 
2014 Census Bureau reported that Hispanics comprise 17% of the entire U.S. population 
for a total of 55.4 million inhabitants. Latinos from Mexican background have 
continuously been the majority comprising 63.9%; the second largest Latino group is 
Puerto Ricans, 9.5% and the third and fourth spots are almost tied: Salvadorans 3.8% and 
Cubans 3.7%. In Florida (Vogel), depending on where you live in the state, the largest 
group of Hispanics may be Mexicans, Cubans or Puerto Ricans.  
The area of special attention for this project is Central Florida and Puerto Ricans 
are the majority. For Hillsborough County (Tampa), 306,635 or 24.9% are Hispanics, 
Puerto Ricans 7.4% and Mexicans and Cubans are at 5.3%. Orange County (Orlando) has 
a Latino population of 308,244 or 26.9% and Puerto Ricans comprise 13% of that 
population. In Osceola County (Kissimmee) is where the largest Puerto Rican presence is 
traced: 122,146 or 45.5% Hispanics and Puerto Ricans comprise 27.2%. Dominicans and 
Colombians follow with 3.8% and 2.8%, respectively (Vogel).  Strikingly, in just ten 




Although the term Hispanic or Latino/a makes sense from a political and 
marketing point of view, it does not do justice to the diversity that characterizes the 
Latino/a people (Montilla and Medina 10). Montilla and Medina particularly caution that 
leaders must practice humility in serving the Hispanic community since the journeys to 
emotional, cognitive, relational, and spiritual healing are varied, for “cada persona es un 
mundo (each person is a world in his or her own right)” (9-11). González is especially 
insightful in this area. Within this immense diversity in culture, history, and traditions, 
are commonalities of experiences and perspectives that unite Hispanics by virtue of living 
in the United States (Santa Biblia 31-32). One particularly signaled out is marginality. 
In Santa Biblia, marginality is a central commonality, but it is nuanced in a couple 
of ways. (1) Hispanics are at the margins of the dominant cultural and political trends of 
the U.S. But those Latinos who are educated, or male, or wealthy stand at the center in 
other relationships. (2) Marginalization is not always forced; there are some who choose 
it. “Hispanics and other cultural minorities often feel the need to make a space for 
themselves and their culture – a space at the margins of society, and yet a space in which 
we can be ourselves in ways we cannot be when totally immersed in the dominant 
culture” (34). This may be a good thing, as González stresses (33-34) that many early 
Christians remained marginal from the affairs of society because fuller participation 
would have led them to immorality and idolatry.  
Mike Vogel in his article “Florida’s Hispanic Population” observes that Hispanics 
are “not easily pigeonholed”. He observed that Hispanics are the largest immigrant group 
to exhibit significant culture sustainability and are not disappearing into the American 
melting pot: "Borderless social networking, unprecedented exchange of goods, 
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technology as a facilitator for cultural exchange, retro acculturation, and new culture 
generation combine to enable Latino/a culture in the U.S. to be sustainable” (Vogel). 
Conversely, he also observed that Hispanics follow the same trend as European 
immigrants, with English becoming dominant by the third generation. But this may be a 
mere reflection of the Latino adaptability and resiliency due to hybridity in its history; 
they are open to embracing aspects of other cultures to enrich their own (Montilla and 
Medina 12). The danger here would be in the integration of culture over faith, as 
González examined in the refusal by early Christians to fully adopt the ways of Roman 
society. 
 
La Familia  
The family is the hub of the Latino/a community - the core of strength, 
celebration, laments, fullness of life experiences (along with its failures and losses), 
incentive, and values. The family is charged with the process of enculturation, as older 
members transmit the cultural knowledge, awareness, and skills into the next generations 
(Montilla and Medina 13).  
Montilla and Medina discuss that, historically, Latino/a families were shaped by 
Iberian, Amerindian, African and concepts of family (13-14). The distinctions from each 
of these cultures are worth mentioning, as they in some form or other still are evident in 
Hispanic cultures today:   
• Iberian (highly influenced by the Roman Catholic Church and Islam): The 
father functioned as the head, running the household as a mini-estate where 
each member –wife, children, and servants- was expected to work toward the 
well-being of the unit. 
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• Amerindian: The family members were interdependent, living and working to 
sustain the community or tribe. The family, thus, consisted of not only mother 
and father, sons and daughters, but also close and distant relatives, and other 
members of household and tribe. All were in charge of educating, caring, 
disciplining, and forming the children. The elders of the community were 
charged with passing to the next generation the wisdom, culture, values, art, 
religion, music, and principles. It is noteworthy that storytelling was the main 
medium to pass on that legacy. 
• African: There is a very well-known African proverb that supports the African 
influence in the Latino/a culture. "It takes a village to raise a child.” Here, the 
mother, father, grandparents, siblings, relatives, close friends, and neighbors 
formed the kinship network needed for the appropriate formation of the 
family. 
Hence, this hybridity is embedded in its identity today: the individual’s identity flows 
from the collective and the familia is not exclusively bonded by blood or legal 
relationships. It is elastic as it expands to include not just the nucleus (parents and 
children) but the extended, (i.e. grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins) and others (i.e. 
friends, godparents, neighbors) (Bordas 101). This reservoir of persons offers a plethora 
of role models in assorted areas of life that can accompany and inspire the individual.    
  
Work  
Noteworthy are Bordas’s comments on work. She comments that since this is a 
collective culture, where the ‘we’ is more important than ‘I’, work is not just a person’s 
livelihood, it is a way to take care of the family. “Since familia is the highest value and 
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concern, work has meaning and dignity. A person will do what he has to do…Perhaps for 
this reason Latinos/as have an impeccable work ethic” (108). This intrinsic value can be 
properly channeled through discipleship so that work can also be seen as an offering to 
God and a sacred space to express one’s missional call. 
 
Respect  
While Latinos believe all persons should be treated with dignity and courtesy, the 
highest respect is reserved for elders. With the elders lies a large reservoir of wisdom and 
experience that traditionally is passed on to the next generation. This respect is earned by 
the way a person lives, acts, and treats others (Bordas 105). Because respect is an 
intrinsic value, a discipleship study that incorporates elders or ancestors in the mix will 
be of great appeal, flowing naturally from the heart of the diverse cultures.    
 
The Power of Story 
As previously noted, storytelling was a means of passing on the Hispanic heritage 
from generation to generation. Pineda comments that through oral transmission of 
knowledge each generation preserved its history and identity: “Oral tradition not only 
continued to keep the stories of the people alive; it also continued to make present the 
memory of the ancient ones…This palabra antigua (ancient word  or word of the elders), 
assisted the people as well in knowing what principles of good conduct were to be 
followed in order to lead a morally upright life.” Historically, ancient wisdom drew from 
the wells of stories, proverbs, and common sayings applicable to social situations (106-
107).   
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This oral tradition lives on today in narrative and symbolic form by teachers, 
artists, poets, and theologians in U.S. Hispanic communities (Pineda 114). To illustrate, 
artists and culture workers see art as a process of storytelling in response to the recent 
political, cultural, gender, and economic upheaval in the United States (Fuentes and 
Pérez): “We see testimonio as both a sanctuary and as a tool for creative soulful 
resistance and utilize it in our work and praxis as both a radical methodology and 
pedagogy within a human rights and social justice education framework” (8).  
Storytelling as art can be a powerful and transformative opportunity to engage Latino/a 
Christians who seek to be faithful in traveling with Jesus in the margins of oppression, 
racial discrimination, and social injustice. 
 
Acculturation vs. Assimilation of Latino/as   
The concept of acculturation and assimilation merits special attention with respect 
to remembrance.   
Acculturation is defined as the “process of enriching one’s culture and roots by 
incorporating many of the lifestyles and worldviews found within the culture encountered 
in a life journey” (Montilla and Medina 15). For others, however, this means 
“assimilation”, which is taken to signify as a total disregard for one’s cultural differences 
in order to adopt those of the dominant culture. While Hispanics have shown adaptability 
to incorporate other cultural values, customs, and religious practices, the thought of 
abandoning, disengaging and mutilating their native cultures and values for those of the 
dominant culture has shown to be disturbing and problematic (15-16, 124-125). 
Similarly, the ancestors of immigrants from Europe also suffered great loss when the 
forthcoming generations could no longer speak Italian, Russian, or German. The notion 
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of a melting pot set the tone for a country “where conformity and homogeneity fed 
ethnocentricity” (Bordas 217). In attempts to cut ties with a stigmatized ethnic past and 
establish a new identity and future in the new land, European immigrants coming to the 
U.S. went through a process sociologist Eviatar Zerubavel calls, “genealogical myopia”. 
In Genealogy, this process is labeled, “Clipping”, whereby individuals choose to project a 
rupture with the past (82).  The most surprising piece of this process (and sad as well) 
was that among the “forgotten” ancestors were their own parents, which was seen in the 
way many Anglicized their “ethnic” surnames (83). However, that ancestry and descent, 
despite the “modern meritocratic rise of the self-made individual,” tell us, in part, our 
identity (4-5).  Hence, even in sociology circles, family roots have been shown to be at 
the core of an individual’s identity, irrespective of one’s efforts to forget, block, or 
remove it from life. 
Christian ethicist Ismael García describes more in depth this cultural oppression 
for Hispanics, observing that even the Hispanics that are closer to the center in terms of 
wealth and influence experience the “indignity entailed in cultural imperialism.” Those 
who have “made it” engage in acts of self-hatred and self-loathing. Those who want to 
finally be accepted by dominant social groups, feel compelled to have to distance 
themselves from their community. García concludes, “In ‘making it’ we are not only 
physically uprooted from our communities but also left spiritually bereft and empty. This 
is at the heart of the Hispanic resistance to individualism and, in what could be 
interpreted as a countercultural act of resistance, why we hold on to our traditional 
commitment to communal life and communal solidarity” (26). Montilla and Medina add, 
“Assimilation is certainly a cruel path for us Latino/as seeking to make America our new 
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homeland. It is a violent process that deprives us of what constitutes our beauty and 
richness.” They counsel (as many Latino/as have already done) that acculturation does 
not have to be “assimilation”. The best route is acculturation as separation whereby the 
group maintains its “own values and cultural baggage while resisting the process of 
neglect and finally forgetfulness that is prevalent in assimilation” (124). Acculturation is 
best described then, as an add-on process (Bordas 217). As the country becomes more 
multicultural, acculturation is a better path than assimilation.  
Yet, for Latino/a Christians, acculturation can present problems as well, for in the 
act of embracing culture is also the potential to forget the call to missional discipleship. 
Hirsch and Hirsch warn that as disciples following God, Christians must affirm that 
which is truly good in human culture but denounce that which is dehumanizing, 
degrading, and evil. They write:  
We have come to believe…that the church has been deeply compromised by 
aspects of the prevailing culture. Christians now easily reflect the characteristics 
and the conditions of the wider culture. But what we have gained in relevancy we 
lose in witness and impact…This is not good news for missional Christianity, for 
if Christianity just mirrors its culture, what is the point of its mission? (108-109)  
Hence, the challenge Latino/a Christians leaders face is how can Christians embrace the 
culture with all of its diversity and richness without it overriding the faith and missional 
mandate. Earlier, González reminded believers of the hard choice the early Christian 
spiritual ancestors had to make in order to say no to the immorality and idolatry of their 





Research Design Literature 
Witnessing one Hispanic faith community’s inability to connect life (work, 
family) to faith led the researcher to create a discipleship experience for Hispanic persons 
in the Central Florida area. Since a research project’s aim directs what methodology can 
best capture the dynamics being studied (Sensing loc 1535), the researcher chose a mixed 
methods intervention as most effective. 
Incorporating both quantitative and qualitative approaches allowed the researcher 
to engage in a “critical dialogue” that provided deeper understandings of the ‘what’, 
‘how’ or ‘why’ of this experience along with the ‘how many’ or ‘how much’ (Sensing; 
McCusker and Gunaydin). Although McCusker and Gunaydin were addressing research 
methods for the health services field, both concluded in general that it is not possible to 
place research methods in a “hierarchy of excellence”, as different research methods are 
appropriate for addressing different research questions (541). Sensing, on the other hand, 
advocates a multi-methods approach for projects focusing on a community located in a 
specific setting and with the intention of bringing transformation (loc 1596).  
Both the Pew and Barna Research data provided valuable quantitative information 
that illumined the researcher of the commonality of the problem within Latino/a Christian 
communities, while literature by González and Hirsch and Hirsch, to name a few, 
inspired her to seek further understanding and to create a discipleship experience that can 





Summary of Literature 
The most critical themes of the literature review were Biblical themes, theological 
themes and social and cultural themes. The Biblical themes centered around discipleship 
and especially Biblical discipleship practices.  
Discipleship’s intended purpose is both mission and holiness. It is a movement 
from the individual toward the collective that seeks to go into all the world, for the 
benefit of the world, with the Good News of Jesus Christ.  It is a realigning of life that 
seeks to transform all aspects of life, and that includes engagement in the public square. 
For far too long the perception of being a missionary meant exclusively going out to 
other lands to preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the detriment of the marketplace. This 
has resulted in Christians not understanding or regarding their work, trade, or professions 
as valuable and sacred spaces for holy witness and mission.   
Three particular biblical discipleship practices were perceived to be most 
consequential for this ministerial project to Christian Latinos in Central Florida. The first 
is remembrance. The art of remembering was a biblical tradition traced in both the Old 
and New Testaments. Remembrances are highly effective to move people from impasse 
to action. “Bad” memories were also encouraged to be recollected to avoid repeating 
sinful patterns of behavior, to highlight God’s saving grace and wonders, and/or to move 
forward from pain to hope.  
The second is modeling. Scripture encourages leading by example; it is a 
powerful tool to teach the next generation of the Lord’s ways. Discipleship is to be done 
by those who exhibit faith/good witness. 
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The third is marginality. To walk in the margins of society as disciples is for the 
benefit of all, both for the marginalized (depending on the locus of power) and the 
cultural/social elite. Jesus’s work begins in the margins and not in the centers of power to 
abolish status and devalue any claim to power, privilege and blessing.  
While Latinos should not be viewed as a homogeneous group due to the varied 
backgrounds and experiences, marginality seems to be an experience with which most 
Latinos in the United States identify.  This marginality is not always imposed by the 
dominant culture but preferred as many Christians in the early church chose to remain 
marginal because full participation would mean yielding to idolatry and immorality.  
Ultimately, the message of marginality is the Church choosing to travel with the 
crucified and risen Christ in identifying with the least and becoming agents of divine 
restoration. 
An important theological theme was the communion of the saints. The Church 
throughout the ages has understood that its community is comprised of the past, present, 
and future faithful. Both the living and the dead form a single, mutually dependent 
community, as expressed in Church writings across the centuries such as the Westminster 
Confession, Apostles’ Creed, and hymns. They are reminisced and honored for their 
faith, as exemplified by the “cloud of witnesses” narrative in Hebrews 11-12:2.  
 Social themes related to learning stood out in the literature review. The 
U.S. educational system is too cognitive oriented, but the social learning theory includes 
other elements such as people, environment, and behavior. These are vital to Latino 
communities and have great potential for adult learning. There are two models within the 
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social learning theory: exemplary models and symbolic. Christian educators see a strong 
benefit in applying this theory and its models to discipleship. 
 Adult learning, in general, has experienced a large shift in the current 
century from a cognitive to a multi-dimensional and communal practice, whereby the 
person’s past, environment, physical (beyond the mind), spiritual, and socio-cultural 
contexts are all credible components to learning.  Creation of space for critical reflection 
and corporate discourse are deemed also as necessary factors to transformative learning. 
Finally, cultural themes were important. Latinos should not be treated as a 
homogeneous group as Latinos will tend to follow what is valued in their own country of 
origin. Other concerns include age, gender, socio-economic status, and language. 
However, while Hispanics represent highly heterogenous cultures, certain values like 
family (both nucleus and extended including a high respect for elders) and work emerge 
as common. An additional commonality within the United States identified as having 






RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
Chapter Three discusses in an all-embracing format the portions of the research 
design relevant to this project. The nature and purpose of the project are reintroduced. 
The research questions are matched to the section of the purpose statement they 
specifically seek to address, along with their corresponding instruments. Relevant 
ministerial contexts are considered, and participants are described. A special section is 
dedicated to discussing the four research instruments and how they strengthen reliability 
and validity of the project. Finally, this chapter gives an account of the steps taken for the 
collection and analysis of data.    
Nature and Purpose of the Project 
 
This project arose out of a concern about the disparities in Hispanic/Latino 
Christians’ understanding of faith and their active role in the mission of God as disciples. 
While many would agree on the importance of sharing the Good News of Jesus Christ 
and growing in faith, few are able to make practical connections to day-to-day life. Barna 
studies signaled that while faith is a value, it is not a priority above the commitments to 
family and work. Furthermore, for 79% of Latino Catholics and 50% of Latino 
Protestants, faith and work are viewed as two separate parts of their life (51-54).   
While these statistics are alarming, they pose as a great opportunity to assist the 
Latino/a Christian community in linking her two greatest personal values (family and 
work) with faith in Jesus Christ. Elders and ancestors, consequently, became the project’s 
spotlight to provide important linkages to faith and life. Elders in the Latino/Hispanic 
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tradition are highly esteemed. Whether they are blood related or not (as this cultural value 
is elastic), their integrity, experience, and wisdom are highly sought out and respected. 
This project looks backward to the ancestors of spiritual descent who can potentially 
become influencers in the lives of Latino Christians, forward. 
The purpose of the research project was to measure the changes in knowledge, 
attitudes and behaviors regarding the mission of God among Latino adult Christians in 
the Central Florida region as the result of a weekend-long discipleship experience 
focusing on spiritual ancestors.  
Research Questions 
 
 The following three questions guided this project in measuring the impact of the 
discipleship experience for the participants.  
RQ #1. What were the participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding 
the mission of God among the Latino adult Christians before their participation in a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
The data collected for this question provided a standard that measures the 
participants’ self-perceived understanding about the mission of God prior to the 
intervention. A discipleship quantitative pre-survey was formulated whereby questions 2, 
7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 18 addressed the knowledge attribute of RQ #1. Questions 3, 4, 6, 
10,13, 19, and 20 addressed the attitudes attribute of RQ #1. Finally, questions 1, 5, 14, 





RQ #2. What were the participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding 
the mission of God among the Latino adult Christians after their participation in a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
The data collected for this question provided a benchmark that measures the 
participants’ self-perceived understanding about the mission of God after the 
intervention. A discipleship qantitative post-survey was formulated whereby questions 2, 
7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and18 fulfill the purpose of answering the knowledge attribute of RQ #2. 
Questions 3, 4, 6, 10, 13, 19, and 20 addressed the attitudes attribute of RQ #2, and 
questions 1, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 21 addressed the behaviors attribute of RQ #2. 
 
RQ #3. What aspects of the discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors 
had the greatest impact on the observed changes among the participants? 
This question sought to collect qualitative information beyond the descriptive 
statistics to ascertain the parts of the intervention that made an impact on the participants. 
During the discipleship experience, participants were provided with a discipleship 
participant journal that contained one-question prompts to answer on a personal basis 
centered around the retreat’s sessions. Small group opportunities were also reserved 
throughout the discipleship experience to aid in reflection on the journal questions.  
A focus group of six persons was conducted utilizing questions 1-9 from the 
semi-structured interview protocol. These focus group interviews allowed group 
members to freely share their thoughts and feedback on their experiences as a result of 







Several unique geographical, cultural, and political contexts were at play which 
are valuable to understanding the dynamics of this project. 
 
Geographical Context and Current Trends 
The geographic location for this ministerial project was the central Florida region, 
where Puerto Ricans comprise the majority of Hispanics: Hillsborough County (West 
Central), 306,635 or 24.9% are Hispanics, Puerto Ricans 7.4% and Mexicans and Cubans 
are at 5.3%. Orange County (Central) has a Latino population of 308,244 or 26.9%, and 
Puerto Ricans comprise 13% of that population. Osceola County (Central) is where the 
largest Puerto Rican presence is tracked. It has a total of 122,146 or 45.5% Hispanics and 
Puerto Ricans comprise 27.2%. Dominicans and Colombians follow with 3.8% and 2.8%, 
respectively (Vogel, “Hispanic Diversity”). Strikingly, in just ten years, between 2000 
and 2010, the Puerto Rican population grew by 76% (Hispanic Federation). [As of the 
current date, the Puerto Rican population in Florida is extremely fluid, as impacts from 
Hurricane Maria devastated the island in such a way that a massive exodus ensued 
(Luscombe)]. 
The student body of the Latino Ministerial Formation Program (LMFP), Dunnam 
Campus in Orlando, Florida, is reflective of the general Hispanic population: Puerto 
Ricans comprise 60% of the student body, while the remainder 40% is a mix of 






Cultural Context  
Several features are prominent in the Hispanic landscape. First, relationships are 
highly characteristic of Latino cultures. Hispanics tend to value people and community 
more than individual accomplishment (Bordas 98). Out of this collectivist nature, 
Hispanics exude a “bienvenido spirit” (Bordas) or hospitality toward others. This is most 
palpable in the way Hispanics define family; a person does not have to be of blood kin to 
be considered a part of the family. Also, out of this collectivist quality, Latinos will 
highly value work as a means of providing for the family, rather than for personal or 
economic achievement.  
Second, diversity is also highly characteristic, as Latinos refuse to be labeled into 
one general category (Vogel, “Hispanic Diversity”, Taylor et al.). To identify oneself first 
and foremost with one’s country of origin is regarded as an inclusivity factor that 
celebrates people’s uniqueness.  
Third, spirituality has been at the core of Latino life for generations. From the 
ancestors, phrases like si Dios quiere (if God wills) and gracias a Dios (thanks be to 
God) were staple expressions in the home. Because of its deep collectivistic roots, faith 
has always been seen as a mandate for social justice (Bordas 198) – to seek the wellbeing 
of the community.  
 
Political Context 
 The current political context in the United States, as reported by Taylor et al., 
reflects a divided, unsettled atmosphere as a result of the election of Donald Trump to the 
presidency. 41% percent of Hispanics have serious concerns about their place in America 
while 54% are confident about their place in America. Hispanic groups who believe that 
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their political situation is worsening have grown in recent years. The segment that says 
that the Hispanic situation has worsened is about double the share that said the same in 
year 2013, which was 15%. The segment that says the situation of U.S. Hispanics is 
about the same compared with a year ago is down from 58% in 2013. The segment that 
says the group’s situation is better than a year ago is down from 25% in 2013. (Pew 
Research).  
The current political climate’s impact on this project is significant, as it brings 
ethnic identity, values, and a sense of belonging to the forefront of people’s knowledge, 
attitudes and behaviors. Recalling ancestral faith roots has the potential of facilitating 




Invitations to the discipleship weekend encounter were given to Hispanics in the 
Central Florida area, primarily, but not limited to, current and graduate students from the 
Latino Ministry Formation Program (LMFP) of the Asbury Theological Seminary, 
Florida Dunnam Campus, as this is the researcher’s current context in ministry.   
 
Criteria for Selection 
The first criteria for selection was location. Participants had to be residing in the 
Central Florida areas (West and East Central included), primarily from, but not limited to, 
Tampa, Orlando, and Kissimmee. 
Sample size was an important consideration. It was limited to 12 (max of 16) 
women and men to enable social engagement and uphold a level of safety and intimacy. 
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Intimacy is key as it leads to understanding and encourages positive relationships and 
good will (Sensing loc 1379). 
The ages of the participants were important. The researcher chose Latino adults 
spanning different generations beginning with college age level (19 years and above) and 
extending to senior age level.  This wide range of ages was thoughtfully selected on both 
scriptural and cultural bases: (1) Scriptural: “L’dor v’dor” and its variations thereof, (such 
as dôr w¹dôr (Deut 32:7); l®dœr dœr (Exod 3:15), b®kol dœr w¹dœr (Ps 45:17); and °ad dœr 
w¹dœr (Ps 100:5) is the expression for “generation to generation” in Judaism. Its meaning 
besides “a period or age of time” (BibleWorks), connotes the idea of perpetuity and 
responsibility. Israel had a “moral, religious, and social responsibility to the coming 
generations to pass on the legacy of faith and its traditions” (Cohler-Esses). For this project, 
it further indicates that each age represents a different generation that can be impacted by 
this study.   
Culture was another criterion for selection. In Latino/Hispanic cultures, the family is 
not exclusive of blood/legal associations. Family broadly refers to a group embracing a 
special affinity (Bordas, 101). Hence, the Latino/Hispanic family, in general, opens its doors 
to the extended family (aunts/uncles, cousins, godparents, and other relatives), neighbors, 
friends, and whomever shares a common vision. This further supports the scriptural basis, as 
Christians are bonded by faith in Jesus Christ and belong to the family of God (Matt. 12:49-
50; Gal. 1:2, 6:10; 1 Pet. 2:17).  
Affinity played an important criterion as well. To observe the similarities and 
differences in thought about the mission of God, the invitation included clergy/ministerial 
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leaders and lay persons. This is due to the awareness that leaders and laity influence people 
in a variety of ways.   
Finally, it was specified that invitees be Christians of physical and mental health; 
faithfully belonging to a local parish and were of acquaintance level to the researcher to 
assure objectivity.  
 
Description of Participants 
The discipleship experience involved a representation of female and male church 
leaders and laypersons from college age through senior citizens. Participants were 
Christians of Hispanic/Latino descent, belonging to a local parish or a current or past 
student of the LMFP at Asbury Theological Seminary. 
 
Ethical Considerations 
To ensure respect for participants and preserve the integrity of this project, three 
factors were incorporated: (1) Informed Consent; (2) Confidentiality, and (3) Anonymity. 
Everyone connected to the project received a consent form (Appendix G) that 
consisted of three specific parts: (1) In consenting, participants were agreeing to take part 
in the weekend-long retreat, answer the pre- and post-surveys, and be available for 
interviews as a part of a focus group after the retreat.  This included granting the 
researcher permission to use their words, insights, and actions as part of the project 
(Sensing loc 1166). (2) The participants received information about the purpose of the 
study, the methodology involved in the project, any probable risks or benefits to the 
participants, and what the researcher intended to do with the data collected. In choosing 
to participate, the consent form duly expressed that participation is an “exercise of their 
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choice” (loc 1152). By signing the form, participants also understood that responding to 
the survey and participating in the focus group interview were completely voluntary. (3) 
No extra-credit or compensation was given but involvement in the retreat was at no cost 
to them - room/board, meals, and study materials were provided. (Consent form for focus 
group is Appendix J). 
It is important to note that while a consent form was provided upon enrollment, 
consent was an ongoing process and thus kept at the forefront throughout the project’s 
activities. This meant that participants’ psychological well-being was protected 
throughout the study; they were regularly reminded that they had a right to withdraw or 
limit participation if the experience became uncomfortable. 
For confidentiality purposes, participants were assured that the project and all 
their identifying information such as names, phone numbers, email addresses, and survey 
responses and voice recordings of interviews via a focus group, were for personal records 
only and kept in the strictest confidence. In group settings, and especially in focus group 
sessions, the researcher requested a pledge of confidentiality of all connected to the 
project specifying to be discreet as to the expressions, comments, and concerns of others 
(Sensing loc 1189). (See Appendix H for the confidentiality agreement.) All focus group 
interviews took place in secure rooms with doors closed. (The confidentiality agreement 
for the focus group facilitator is Appendix I.)  
For data collection each participant’s identity remained concealed. Each person 
was given a random identification number to each of the pre- and post-survey forms for 
analysis. When transcribing the audio of the focus group interviews, random letters were 
used to represent each interviewee rather than utilizing their real names. Upon 
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completion and academic endorsement of the ministerial project, all raw data (such as 
survey forms, recordings, and transcripts) were destroyed. 
 
Instrumentation 
  Four researcher designed instruments were utilized for data collection: (1) 
Discipleship quantitative pre-survey (DQPre-S) (2) Discipleship quantitative post-survey 
(DQPost-S), (3) Focus groups, and (4) Discipleship participant journals (DPJ-document 
analysis).  
  The DQPre-S contained two sections. The first section contained questions with 
fixed answers to obtain the participants’ demographic data. The second section contained 
twenty-one questions using a four-point interval scale for the participants to provide 
answers relating to their knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors with respect to the mission 
of God. This same survey was used after the project, herein labeled, DQPost-S, designed 
to provide data that measures changes in their knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors with 
respect to the mission of God after the discipleship experience. 
  A focus group of six persons was led by a facilitator different from the researcher, 
who used a semi-structured interview protocol. The focus group members were asked a 
total of nine pre-determined questions, to discuss what changed and what parts of the 
study impacted their lives. They were asked to bring along with them their journals (DPJ) 
and genograms. The semi-structured sessions afforded the participants the opportunity to 
further expand on their personal experiences at the retreat and it provided the facilitator 




  The DPJ was part of the retreat and given to all of the participants. Intervention 
was based on one-question prompts centered around the main topics that were presented 
in the retreat for a total of five questions. The PDJ was instrumental in tracking the 
learning experience throughout the retreat and discover the impact of the experience for 
all participants.  
 
Expert Review 
The four assessment instruments (pre- and post-surveys, focus group interviews, 
and discipleship participant journals) were researcher-designed, therefore, an expert 
review was vital for the reliability and validity of the data collection. An instrument was 
created (See expert review Appendix F.) to conduct the expert review which included 
three specific persons proficient in the fields of discipleship and/or Latino/Hispanic 
studies. They were (1) Ellen Marmon, Professor of Christian Discipleship and Director of 
the Doctor of Ministry Program at Asbury Theological Seminary, who provided her 
comments from the perspective of Christian Discipleship and as mentor for this research 
project; (2) Lizette Acosta, PhD candidate, and Director of the Latino Ministry Formation 
Program (LMFP) at Asbury Theological Seminary, who provided her comments from the 
perspective of Latino theological studies; and (3) Mark Abbott, Director of Hispanic 
Distributive Learning at Asbury Theological Seminary, who provided his comments from 
the perspective of Latino learning studies. 
The three experts were provided with a cover letter to acquaint them with the 
problem, the purpose, and the three research questions. The experts were asked to (1) 
evaluate if the instruments selected aligned to the purpose and the research questions, and 
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if so how; (2) to affirm which items are satisfactory; (3) to suggest what items should be 
included and/or eliminated; and (4) and what items should be added as new. 
Although expert comments did not alter the research instruments nor their 
questions, one in particular challenged the way the researcher should address the topic of 
marginality found in the DPJ, question 3: “If you have been encouraged by this session 
on marginality, please share one specific way in which you were encouraged. What next 
steps might you take? If you were not encouraged by this session, can you share one or 
two ideas of how this could be helpful for you today?” To this Abbott commented: “Why 
is the question focused on whether they are encouraged or not? Shouldn’t the question 
focus on their experiences of marginality, even in the church? How should we respond to 
marginality? The question side-steps the difficulties and doesn’t engage with the 
seriousness of the issue or the texts mentioned.”  
The researcher chose to leave the question as originally stated but assured the 
expert that she would be intentional in the lecture so as to not “side-step” the seriousness 
of the topic, especially when it is a subtheme of the entire research. The researcher felt 
that by keeping the question simple it would allow the participants to meditate on the 
biblical texts provided and recall the lecture and group discussions without additional 
swaying.   
   
Reliability & Validity of Project Design 
 
The consistency of the project design and standardized procedures for each of the 
instruments ensured the reliability of the measurement. An expert review was conducted 
to help shape the pre- and post-surveys, the focus group interviews, and the Participant 
Discipleship Journals’ one-question prompts. 
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To improve the quantitative consistency, a web-based pre-survey was 
administered two weeks prior to the retreat, giving participants time to consider the 
questions and answer them without being rushed, but also not too much time to prevent 
procrastination. The survey forms that all respondents received had a standardized format 
with the four-point answering scale readily visible to ease the process, and to encourage 
participants to avoid neutral responses. This web-based tool also allowed the researcher 
to know the response rate and follow-up on those not responding. Because of the need to 
keep participation level to a maximum of sixteen people, the researcher had replacements 
(by way of a waiting list) in the event there were non-respondents. Additionally, 
respondents had access to researcher’s phone number to ask for clarification to any 
question in the survey.  
The day after the retreat, participants were emailed the link to the post-survey, 
which consisted of the same questions as the pre-survey, and were given one week to 
respond. A one-week response period for the post-survey was selected rather than two 
weeks as for the pre-survey to give participants time to process what was received while 
the material was still fresh in their minds, yet not enough time for them to move on 
without responding. To improve on the setting and the conditions of the participants 
during the weekend-long retreat, periods of rest, personal reflection, snacks, and 
unstructured fellowship times were carefully planned.  To ensure qualitative consistency 
for focus groups, the researcher chose and trained one facilitator that followed the 
suggested procedures obtained in the manual, Designing and Conducting Focus Groups 
Interviews, by Richard A. Krueger. A semi-structured interview protocol was followed 
and utilized audio recording for data collection. 
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Purpose statement alignment to the research questions and the instruments, 
supported the validity of the findings. The questions created for the pre- and post-surveys 
specifically addressed the research questions in the quest to know what knowledge, 
attitudes and behaviors existed regarding the mission of God among the Latino adult 
Christians before and after their participation in a discipleship experience focusing on 
spiritual ancestors. The participant discipleship journals and focus groups were centered 
around discovering what aspects of the discipleship experience focusing on spiritual 
ancestors had the greatest impact on the observed changes among the participants. Expert 
reviews were instrumental in clarifying or refining the questions. 
While local contexts cannot be exactly duplicated in any other context, there are 
“degrees of similarity between situations” (Sensing loc 5063). The researcher assured that 
what is transferrable could be followed by another researcher by chronicling the data 




Two months prior to the retreat, the researcher commenced pre-survey collection 
of data by obtaining permission to contact the LMFP student body (current and alumni) 
and issuing electronic invitations. The current and past students were encouraged to 
invite spouses and/or friends who met the criteria to the retreat. This was done to obtain a 
more comprehensive sample. Persons who met the above criteria up to a maximum of 
sixteen people were selected to be a part of the discipleship experience and were sent the 
online pre-survey to fill out. Consent forms were also emailed to the participants to 
examine and print on their own if so desired, however, they were required to submit the 
signed form prior to the retreat.  
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The discipleship experience on spiritual ancestors was an intervention project 
further developed during a weekend retreat held at Canterbury Retreat and Conference 
Center, in Orlando, Florida (see Exhibit K for program schedule). It was entitled, 
Spiritual Ancestors: A Discipleship Experience for Sacred Travelers. The retreat was 
designed to include five general teaching and shared learning sessions, personal spaces 
for rest and reflection, and fellowship. The experience began Friday evening with a 
dinner and concluded Sunday afternoon following a light lunch. Attendees were told, 
however, that although the retreat would commence with check in at 5:00 p.m., 
arrangements were made with Canterbury for them to come earlier if they so wanted for 
personal time and space. The researcher and assistants arrived two hours prior in order to 
set-up and pray for each other and every participant by name. 
Key to the learning experience was assuring that the gathering space was 
conducive to adult learning styles and to its theme. Each session had its own particular 
visual design based on subtheme, however, what remained constant throughout the 
sessions was a “remembrance table.” Before arrival to the retreat center, participants were 
asked to bring personal heirlooms - a photograph, a song, a letter, Bible, or an artifact that 
was of special value to them. These items were displayed throughout the discipleship 
experience on a designated “remembrance table” in the center of the room, visible to all 
participants. The researcher-presenter also had teaching props visible to all participants in 
order to further communicate, even if symbolically, the three prominent subthemes of the 
discipleship curriculum. The constant props used were a rocking chair, a side table 
holding a bible, presenter notes, reading glasses, and a coffee mug. A laptop and 
audio/visual screen were also used. 
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At check-in, besides providing keys to their rooms, attendees also received a 
carry-on bag containing a name tag; a welcome folder with the program schedule, the 
Discipleship Participant Journal for the first session only (the journals for the following 
sessions were handed out immediately at end of each session), and bible study outlines; 
pad and pen for notetaking, and the informed consent form to be signed, if not done so 
previously. Although participants would have already filled out their DQPre-S four to 
two weeks prior to the retreat, extra copies were made readily available for participants 
who for some reason or another had not filled out one earlier.  They were asked to 
complete prior to entering the introductory session and submit to the designated contact 
person. 
Throughout the retreat, participants were provided with Discipleship Participant 
Journals that contained one-question prompts (Appendix C) based on the teaching session 
just provided. Participants were asked to answer the question during the designated 
fellowship hours immediately following the corresponding lecture. Journals were 
collected by the designated contact person at the end of retreat.  
The designated contact person was chosen by the researcher as one of integrity 
and trustworthiness. This person was in charge of handing out all journals for each 
session, assuring that all persons responded to the questions and submitted their journals, 
and that anonymity and confidentiality were upheld throughout the collection process.  
On the last day of the retreat, the email addresses of all participants were 
confirmed and on the day after the retreat, all participants were emailed the DQPost-S 
and given a week to fill out. The researcher utilized Survey Monkey as the online 
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platform for data preparation, collection, and analysis efforts. Participants were not 
identified by name but by an identification number. 
Some participants were invited to be part of a focus group (a maximum of seven 
persons) to further assist in gathering qualitative data. The focus group interviews were 
held two weeks after the retreat to provide time to complete the DQPost-S and finalize 
the meeting details. A sign-up volunteer sheet was made available on the last day of 
retreat that included names and preferences for meeting day(s), and time(s). The 
researcher contacted all the volunteers by phone within a week after the retreat to confirm 
meeting time and place. These sessions were moderated by a facilitator other than 
researcher. The focus group facilitator used a semi-structured interview protocol.  
Procedures and issues about confidentiality were explained to the interviewees at the 
beginning of the meeting.  The facilitator recorded the session, and later transcribed it. 
The researcher organized the data transcripts by descriptions and themes for further 
analysis objectives.  
Data Analysis 
This ministerial transformation project involved both quantitative and qualitative 
analyses. The discipleship qualitative pre- and post-surveys provided the quantitative data 
for this project. The data was gathered and analyzed utilizing Survey Monkey, an online 
survey tool.   Comparative analysis between the pre- and post-surveys was made using 
descriptive statistics.  
The discipleship participant journals and the focus group interviews provided the 
qualitative data.  
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The discipleship participant journals with one-question prompts (for a total of five 
questions) were created in Microsoft Word and were made available to participants via 
hard copy. Once received, the researcher read and re-read the data multiple times on 
different occasions to become familiar with the data. Data was read three ways as 
recommended by Mary Clark Moschella (172-173). (1) Literal reading: Recurring or 
particular words or phrases were regarded and logged. Quotes that captured special 
attention to researcher were featured. (2) Interpretive reading: Data was grouped 
according to “implied or inferred meanings.” (3) Reflexive reading: The researcher 
considered her subjective feelings and understandings of the data. The researcher also 
requested a second reader to look at the raw data to prevent possible biases regarding the 
interpretation.  
The semi-structured protocol was followed in the focus group gatherings. 
Interviews were recorded and transcribed, and three readings were employed as above. 
Additionally, the researcher logged what the interviewees described as having the 
greatest impact from the intervention and collected data that spoke about the practical 





EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
This chapter presents the project’s data analysis. It describes the study’s actual 
participants and contains results from the qualitative and quantitative research methods: 
the pre- and post-surveys, the discipleship experience journal, and the focus group 
interviews. Finally, the chapter identifies the study’s major findings. 
 
Participants 
Sixteen (16) persons registered for the retreat and agreed to participate in the 
research processes for this project: the pre and post-test (questionnaires and focus group), 
and the discipleship journaling during the retreat experience. Fourteen persons (14) 
actually attended and participated as two of the registered participants had personal 
emergencies which prevented them from attending. It must be noted that although the 
true sample size was 14, the two participants that did not attend the retreat had already 
provided their responses to the pre-test survey (see Figure 4.1). The researcher was 
unable to extract those responses from the data. Hence, pre-test n=16 and post-test n=14. 
For the focus group interviews, six (6) persons signed up and attended the session, which 
was held eleven days after the retreat. This session was recorded and led by a focus group 
facilitator other than the researcher; the researcher was not present in the room. The 
sessions were subsequently transcribed by the researcher.  
All participants were Latino/Hispanic Christians between the ages 19 and 60+, 
with the median being between 40 and 49 years of age. The Countries of Origin most 
represented were Venezuela and Puerto Rico (5 participants each or 31%), followed by 
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U.S. born with Hispanic family roots (4 participants or 25%). Participants came largely 
from the Orlando area (11 or 79%) and the remainder from Kissimmee (2 or 14%) and 
Tampa (1 or 7%). Greater than 50% of participants were female, married, and had more 
than eleven years as Christians. Fifty percent (50%) have some sort of local church 
involvement without leadership roles. Those with leadership roles, (31%), serve in varied 
local ministries of the Church such as, youth, women, teaching, coaching/mentoring, 
hospitality, elder, counseling, and media ministries. 
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Figure 4.1 Participant Demographics N=16 
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Research Question #1 
 What knowledge, attitudes and behaviors existed regarding the mission of God 
among the Latino adult Christians before their participation in a discipleship experience 
focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
      The pre-survey contained a total of twenty-one (21) questions (categorized as Q1) 
that identified the initial knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding the mission of 
God among the participants before entering the discipleship experience. These were 
subdivided into three subgroups: One group of seven questions (categorized as Q1a) 
measured the participants’ knowledge (see Table 4.1). Another group of seven questions 
(categorized as Q1b) measured the participants’ attitudes (Table 4.2), while the last 
subgroup of seven questions (categorized as Q1c) measured the participants’ behaviors 
(Table 4.3). 
 Pre-test scores for the first set of questions (Q1a) showed that participants 
reflected a confident understanding (90%) about the mission of God when asked about 
Scripture’s themes, stories, principles, and people. Where data differed was regarding the 
place of mission, (see question 11). Those scores leaned toward a wider distribution (SD 
> .50). Fifty-three percent (53%) disagreed and/or strongly disagreed, while 46% agreed 
or strongly agreed that participating in God’s mission meant to volunteer at a church 






















Mean St. Dev. 
2 I am very familiar 
with the themes of 
both the Old and New 
Testament. 
0 13 60 27 3 .62 
7 I can provide at least 
three examples in 
Scripture of younger 
persons who looked 
up to older believers 
to strengthen their 
faith and accomplish 
a key task for God 
 
0 7 60 33 3.27 .57 
8 As a rule, in the OT 
and the NT, God has 
his leaders work 
alone to do His will. 
 
47 47 7 0 1.60 .61 
9 I can think of at least 
two specific stories in 
the Bible where 
familiarity with 
someone’s family 
history helped a 
person or several 
people. 
 
0 0 50 50 3.5 .5 
11 Participating in God’s 
mission means 
volunteering for a 
church ministry or 
attending a church 
event. 
 
13 40 33 13 2.47 .88 
12 I can think of more 
than three (3) 
examples in Scripture 
of an older believer 
mentoring a younger 
person. 
 
0 0 47 53 3.53 .5 
18 I can apply Scriptural 
principles to issues I 
face at work. 
 





















Mean St. Dev. 
3 Younger generations 
should contribute 
their perspectives and 
experiences to older 
generations. 
 
7 0 60 33 3.2 .75 
4 I believe my words 
and actions have 
impact on the 
spiritual well-being 
of other people in my 
community. 
 
0 0 60 40 3.4 .49 
6 I see a clear 
connection between 
my faith and my job 
 
7 13 47 40 3.13 .86 
10 It is important for me 
to know the 
generational history 
of my family. 
 
0 7 47 47 3.4 .61 
13 It is important for me 
to model faith to my 
peers as well as the 
next generation 
 
0 0 20 80 3.8 .40 




contribute to younger 
generations 
 
0 0 27 73 3.73 .44 
20 Knowing the family 
lineage and telling 
stories of family 
history are ancient 
practices that are now 
outdated. 
53 40 7 0 1.53 .62 
 
     The second set of seven questions (Q1b) sought to learn about the participants’ initial 
attitudes regarding the mission of God. Eighty three percent (83%) of participants felt 
strongly about the importance of modeling faith to others, forming interrelationships 
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between older and younger generations, and knowing family history. A greater 
distribution, however, was found in the ability to see a clear connection between faith and 
work (question 6). Although most participants did not show to have this problem, this 
was where the group split the most (SD .86) within the set. When compared with a 
similar question from prior set, Q18 (SD. 50), the group showed incompatibility. 















Mean St. Dev. 
1 I often draw from my 
faith to help me with 
family and work 
relationships. 
0 0 27 73 3.73 .44 
5 I pay special attention 




0 0 73 27 3.27 .44 
14 I often ask older 
members of my 
family to tell stories 
of their past. 
0 14 71 14 3 .53 
15 I have gained 
important guidance 
for my life reading 
about people who 
have passed away. 
0 40 53 7 2.67 .60 
16 I regularly set aside 
time to guide and 
encourage others to 
grow in their faith 
0 20 40 40 3.20 .75 
17 I have invited another 
Christian (or more 
than one) to hold me 
accountable for my 
spiritual growth. 
0 60 27 13 2.53 .72 
21 When facing a crisis 
or a difficult decision 
to make, I look to the 
example(s) of 
believers from the 
past – relatives, 
Scriptures, friends, 
mentors, or others). 




The third and final set of seven questions (Q1c) sought to learn about the initial 
participants’ behaviors regarding the mission of God. Eighty percent (80%) of 
participants showed consistency in applying their faith for life direction and interrelating 
with others. Questions related to following the example of others is notable for it is the 
area where the group was most inconsistent. For example, questions 15 and 21 sought to 
learn about the participants’ practice into learning about others’ lives and experiences. 
Results for each question were skewed. While 40% disagreed that they gained important 
guidance from people who have passed away (question 15), 93% agreed and strongly 
agreed that they looked to the example of believers from the past to face a crisis or 
difficult decision to make (question 21).   
 
Research Question #2 
 What were the knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding the mission of God 
among the Latino adult Christians following their participation in a discipleship retreat 
experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
 Following the discipleship experience, participants were given to complete a post-
survey containing the same 21 questions as the pre-survey (categorized as Q2) that 
identified the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding the mission of God among 
the participants. These were subdivided into three subgroups: One group of seven 
questions measured the participants’ knowledge. Another group of seven questions 
measured the participants’ attitudes, while the last subgroup of seven questions measured 




 Overall, post-test scores regarding participants’ knowledge about the mission of 
God maintained a confident understanding 94% about Scripture’s themes, stories, 
principles, and people. Data analysis using paired two-sample t-test was performed on 
this set and found there was no statistically significant change (p < .05) when comparing 
pre- and post-test responses Pr > |t| = .746155 is > .05, therefore, no statistically 
significant differences between the means.  
      The place of mission (question 11), changed somewhat with scores leaning 
toward a wider distribution (SD > .50) Sd .86.  In post-test, a total of 64% of the 
respondents disagreed and strongly disagreed, compared to 53% in pre-test scores. This 
signified that less participants believed that God’s mission meant volunteering for a 
church ministry or attending a church event.  















Mean St. Dev. 
11 (Pre-
survey) 
Participating in God’s 
mission means 
volunteering for a 
church ministry or 
attending a church 
event. 
13 40 33 13 2.47 .88 
11 (Post-
survey) 
Participating in God’s 
mission means 
volunteering for a 
church ministry or 
attending a church 
event. 
21 43 29 7 2.21 .86 
 
 Data analysis using paired two-sample t-test was performed on this set and found 
there was a statistically significant change (p < .05) when comparing pre- and post-test 
responses of the participants’ attitudes: Pr > |t| = .018254. This set of questions indicated 
the most the most shifts and incongruencies in participants’ responses. 
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Questions 4 and 13 did not show 
an overall difference; however, they 
reflected a pattern of notable swings in 
participant attitudes within same  
agreement categories (that is, from agree 
to strongly agree), while Questions 6 
and 10 saw some prominent shifts in 
position (that is, from disagree to agree): 
  Q4: I believe my words and 
actions have impact on the spiritual well-
being of those in my community.  
Participants’ responses for Q4 showed a 
notable shift from agree to strongly 
agree, suggesting a greater conviction 
that words and actions do matter and can 
influence others, whether favorably or 
unfavorably. Thus, the pre-survey “strongly agree” went from 40% to 86% post-survey 
“strongly agree”. (See Figure 4.2 for the pre-post comparison).  
      Q13: It is important for me to model faith to my peers as well as the next 
generation. Similar to Q4, Q13 saw notable shifts from agree to strongly agree.  This also 
suggested a greater conviction that modeling is indeed a chief aspect of discipleship (see 
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Figure 4.2 Q4 pre/post comparison 
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       Questions 6 and 10 reflect 
notable shifts in attitudes. 
 Q6. I see a clear connection between 
my faith and job.  Whereas participants’ 
responses showed a wider distribution in 
the pre-survey, post-survey responses 
showed that all participants were able to 
make clearer connections between their 
faith and work.  Figure 4.4 shows that the 
20% of the respondents who had 
disagreed and strongly disagreed in the 
pre-survey, shifted to agree or strongly 
agree, seeing a sharper connection 
between faith and work after the retreat.    
      Q10. It is important for me to know 
the generational history of my family. 
Most notably were the shifts participants 
made not only in category (from disagree to agree), but in modifier (from agree to 
strongly agree).  Figure 4.5 shows pre-survey strongly agree responses changed from 
47% to 79% of the post-survey responses. 
Questions 19 and 20 showed incongruencies to note. They stood out when 
compared against other similar questions related to the topic of legacy, lineage or family 
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history: Participants responded positively affirming their values in their lives, but not in 
these questions. This will also be further exhibited in research question 3. 
Q19: Older generations have important perspectives and experience to contribute 
to younger generations. Pre-survey results showed that 27% and 73% responded agree 
and strongly agree, respectively (SD .44). Conversely, post-survey results showed that 
7% and 86% responded agree and strongly agree, respectively (SD .80). This reflects a 
solid assertion among the participants that older generations have much to contribute to 
younger generations. However, post-survey also showed that 7% answered strongly 















Mean St. Dev. 




contribute to younger 
generations 
0 0 27 73 3.73 .44 




contribute to younger 
generations 
7 0 7 86 3.71 .80 
20 (pre) Knowing the family 
lineage and telling 
stories of family 
history are ancient 
practices that are now 
outdated. 
53 40 7 0 1.53 .62 
20 (post) Knowing the family 
lineage and telling 
stories of family 
history are ancient 
practices that are now 
outdated. 
43 36 14 7 1.86 .91 
  
 Q20: Knowing the family lineage and telling stories of family history are ancient 
practices that are now outdated. Pre-survey results showed that only 7% agreed they 
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were outdated. Conversely, post results showed dispersal: 14% and 7% responded agree 
and strongly agree, respectively, indicating that a greater number of participants 
considered these practices as outdated. 
With respect to behaviors, data analysis using paired two-sample t-test was also 
performed on this set. It was found that there was no statistically significant change (p < 
.05) between the means when comparing pre- and post-test responses of the participants’ 
behaviors: Pr < |t| = .085520. However, responses to Q15 exhibited significant change 
with the mean score changing from 2.67 to 3.36: I have gained important guidance for 
my life reading about people who have passed away. In the pre-survey scores, 40% 
disagreed and 60% agreed and strongly agreed. In the post-survey scores, 7% disagreed 
and 93% agreed and strongly agreed. This indicated that participants strongly 
acknowledged the value of learning from the lives of others passed.  
Another meaningful change was detected in Q17. The mean score changed from 
2.53 to 2.79: I have invited another Christian (or more than one) to hold me accountable 
for my spiritual growth.  The most notable change came from disagree to agree sets. In 
the pre-survey scores, 60% disagreed while 27% and 13% agreed and strongly agreed, 
respectively. In the post-survey scores, 29% disagreed while 64% and 7% agreed and 
strongly agreed, respectively. This showed that participants overwhelmingly shifted 
behavior upon completing the discipleship retreat experience; to want someone to walk 
alongside them in the journey of faith. This was also reflected in the analyses of the 






Research Question #3 
What aspects of the discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors had 
the greatest impact on the observed changes among the participants. 
Qualitative data collected for research question 3 arose from the discipleship 
participant journal (Appendix C) and focus group interviews (Appendix D).  
 
Discipleship Participant Journal  
 The coded data analysis from the five question prompts (abridged below) revealed 
that participants positively engaged in deep and thorough interactions with God, alone 
and in community. The following analyses from the journal highlights key notes and 
excerpts from participant writings: 
Q1- Choose one story from the remembrance subtheme session that most captivated you. 
How it was helpful to you in following Christ today. 
Of all the biblical stories presented in session, the ones that largely resonated with 
the participants were Lamentations 3:19-26 and Luke 24 (the walk to Emmaus). Overall, 
they concluded that the practice of remembrance was useful for diverse reasons such as, 
generating hope, encouragement, strength in the midst of despair, cherishing God’s 
faithful presence, a call to faithfulness, and a tool to better understand and deal with the 
present. A constant benefit that emerged was healing. Several participants were stunned 
to learn of the multi-faceted uses of remembrance by the spiritual ancestors. Initially 
some expressed that the act of remembering was simply a “nice” activity to preserve 
good memories or something to avoid as it brought much pain. However, the journals 
disclosed the following changed outcomes: 
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• “Tonight, I have considered that it is not a good idea to forget; there were many 
lessons that I have learned and must give thanks to God, particularly for using 
someone in my life who helped help me grow...” (Participant 2) 
• “I made so many wrong decisions, but the Lord forgave and renewed me. I must 
remember this so as not to keep blaming myself for my past. I now release all of my 
bad memories.” (Participant 7) 
• “In spite of remembering my anguish, the Lord brought me hope and healing. I 
always thought that remembering hard times was a tool by the enemy to disturb my 
peace. Today I realized that it is not so. The Lord spoke to my heart; He wants to heal 
me, He is faithful, and His love never ends.” (Participant 11) 
• Participant 13 wrote that after the session he went back to look at the full text of 
Lam. 3 and was amazed at Jeremiah’s resolution to remember hard times, which 
eventually helped him appreciate that, in spite of it all, the one constant was the 
faithful love of the Lord…great is His faithfulness. Then he proceeded to consider 
and write down in his journal those very steps to apply to own life. 
• “I am encouraged to remain faithful and focused on the mission” (Participant 1).  
• “Our life brings hard/difficult situations and although we know God and serve him 
faithfully, we forget that he’s with us and that his promises are true…we forget when 
troubles come. We get caught up in the situation and miss the revelation of who Jesus 
is! In my Emmaus walks, I want to remember who walks with me!” (Participant 12) 
 
Q2- Which one of these three spiritual ancestors (Ruth, Boaz, Naomi) helped you to 
further connect your faith with your daily life and work and how? If not share why. 
 The participants had trouble picking out one ancestor in particular. Even when 
they did select one, the other two characters made their way into their writings. As such, 
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Ruth, Naomi, and Boaz became highly instrumental in not only guiding the participants 
to connect their faith with life and work but, also appreciate the older/younger 
interrelations between each other. Important to the participants was being able to see 
these characters in a new light; in a way they had not been exposed to - and to be able to 
connect them to contemporary life, regardless of their age, gender, sociopolitical, or 
cultural backgrounds. Some female participants related with Boaz while some males 
identified with either Ruth or Naomi. Recurring themes were love, faith, integrity, 
responsibility, hospitality, focus, influence, leadership, value/respect, hardworking, 
perseverance, and model. 
Participant 8 expressly noted how studying about Boaz’s faith and work ethic 
modeled for her ways to do the same in her new job position: 
As an assistant dental supervisor, I have the responsibility to give a witness of 
faith, love, grace, and generosity toward those who are under my supervision. 
Boaz’s treatment to and relationship with his workers helped me to remember that 
the influence we have as Christians should be positive and above all, show the 
same we have received from God.  
 Participants 1 and 4 noted how they were inspired by Ruth’s clarity of purpose or 
focus despite all of the adversity she faced, while Participant 2 stressed how moved she 
was to see many similarities of herself in Ruth: a stranger working in the margins, her 
singlehood, her youth, and her responsibility to care for others, even when Ruth no longer 
was obligated to do so for her mother-in-law. Participant 10 wrote of Naomi: “I see her in 
a new light.” She identified personally with her life losses, feeling of abandonment and 
rejection, yet, like Naomi experienced God’s love through Ruth, she, too, felt God’s love 
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uniquely. This participant hopes that God will perfect the work He began in her life, as 
He did with Naomi. Participant 13, made annotations of the three and he concluded, “My 
past does not determine my future; I clung to Christ and I was lifted.” 
 
Q3- If you have been encouraged by this session on marginality, please share one 
specific way.  What next steps might you take? If not, share one or two ideas of how this 
could be helpful for you today? 
All participants wrote candidly about marginality and each shared their personal 
encounters with it. Some confessed, like Participant 10, of their involvement in 
marginalizing others: “I think about those I have marginalized; I am guilty of this and 
now I know it is not good to do. I need to confess it to see what Jesus wants to teach me 
about others.” Others underscored ways they were directly sidelined by the Church. 
Participant 3 wrote, “I cannot remember a time when I felt discriminated against until I 
began to socialize in Christian circles.”  Participant 12 journaled, 
Growing up in the church I could feel badly when some leaders would not include 
my siblings and I in children activities as full participants. I never understood 
what it was then, but I could feel I was not fully accepted, and it was hurtful, 
especially in the church. In school we were discriminated by Anglos and African 
Americans. We were in the middle of two worlds and didn’t belong to any.  
Emerging was the topic of self-marginalization. Participant 2 wrote, “For a long 
time I marginalized myself, not loving nor accepting myself. I did not even like my name 
nor my body.” And Participant 7 confessed, “I marginalized myself and came to think 
that I did not have value for God.” 
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It was inspiring to see their ability to look beyond marginality, whether imposed 
by others or by self, and be willing to yield to Christ. Recurring steps outlined to take 
were get out of the comfort zone to bless others, love-be compassionate, and don’t 
marginalize others despite experiencing marginality by one’s own church. A few 
evocative quotes: 
• “I am being challenged to be more compassionate, patient, and non-judgmental… to 
show God’s love toward those who do not think in the same way as I or are in sinful 
paths.” (Participant 6) 
• “Jesus is challenging me to be a light. To fight evil with good. To remember that 
nothing can separate us from the love of God. To stand up for justice. To 
remember that we are all children and to hate is not the answer. He has shown us a 
better way!” (Participant 12). 
• “Jesus’ sacrifice, to know his truth and love, rescued me from the margins I placed 
myself in. I am being challenged to not forget Him. This is precisely what I need to 
do in order to be whole and genuinely loving to neighbor as I am to self. I desire to 
follow Him in the margins and speak to them about how valued we all are for God.” 
(Participant 2).  
• “Steps? I’ll start off by surrendering and through the practice of spiritual disciplines, 
I’ll search for Him with care and perseverance.” (Participant 1). 
 
Q4-If someone where in charge of writing your obituary, what would you hope for that 
person to say about you? 
 To be remembered as exemplary models of love for God, family and others, faith, 
purpose, and kindness are but some of the persisting desires of the participants: 
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• “…a woman of faith and conviction who advocated for and guided other women. She 
gave her family all the love and support that she could give. That she loved her 
daughter and parents with truth and devotion. She enjoyed encouraging others to 
reach their life goals and was a mentor to other women...” (Participant 1) 
• “Blessed to bless…the neediest in the nations. Her life story is and will be an 
inspiration for many. Her devotion to God, love, generosity, and wisdom is the 
greatest legacy she leaves her family, friends and ‘travelers of His marvelous 
journey’.” (Participant 2) 
•  “She loved, served in a way that her actions could reflect God’s mercy, love, and 
grace.” (Participant 12) 
• “A man of faith, loving father, a fighter, fearer of God, and a sincere, passionate, and 
respectful husband and friend who was totally in love with his wife.” (Participant 13) 
 
Q5-Who is already in your life from both the older and younger generations? Has this 
retreat given you new ideas about how to relate with them, etc.? Please give examples. 
Seventy nine percent (79%) of the participants highlighted parents, siblings, 
children, spouses, and extended family members as those present in their lives from both 
the older and younger generations, but few integrated church family and friends. Central 
to their concerns was the need to share family stories, pass on the legacy of family and 
faith, and build or restore relationships. The remaining 21% were general in their 
responses.  Some examples cited as to how relate intergenerationally are as follows: 
• The retreat in general and specifically, the table of remembrance, helped 
participants learn about and appreciate the Christian faith and roused the desire 
to learn about their own family stories and spiritual legacies. Participants 5 and 
10 expressed the desire to build new legacies, as they did not know past family 
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histories or did not personally have a good past. However, they were encouraged 
to begin anew with their own family and with spiritual ancestors they had not 
realized they had. 
• Engage in storytelling in the following ways: (1) Take Scripture and retell it as a 
story; (2) Share stories of one’s own family and influential biblical ancestors 
with the hopes that those who listen will be moved to do the same; (3) Listen to 
others and value their own stories and do not judge the way a person tells his/her 
story; (4) Use as a way to enjoy each other’s company; (5) Tell stories at the 
dining table with the children, and include those experiences that were adverse 
to teach on how to learn from them and find healing; and (6) Use the story of the 
painting, “The Banjo Lesson” by Henry Ossawa Tanner brought at the retreat to 
encourage offspring who do not know the Lord. Participant 9 expressively 
journaled, “This retreat helped me understand that I am and will be a storyteller 
of God’s wonders and I will continue to write my story as part of the Lord’s 
legacy on this Earth.” 
• Build or strengthen relationships by being intentional with knowing and relating 
more with family, listening to them and valuing what they say. 
• Participants gained new perspectives on how to examine the experiences lived 
with a parent and felt that they have a choice to learn from those encounters. It is 
most beneficial to focus on the good and not imitate the bad. They are now able 
to look at the examples left by good models, such as a mother or an uncle, and 
replicate that to their children.  
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• Have a greater appreciation and respect for elders and other important people in 
life. Listen more to their counsel and remember their legacy. Tend to their needs. 
• Be an influencer to the younger generations: “I promise to be a positive influence, 
support, and add value to their lives, know their dreams, goals, fears, struggles, 
and not be indifferent to their needs. I will share the knowledge of Christ and 
inspire a love for our roots and family.” (Participant 2). 
• Study the Word of God together. (That is, intentionally separate one day a week 
for a family night of bible study and prayer). 
 
Focus Group Interviews   
Qualitative data also collected from focus group interviews helped to further 
answer research question #3. My coded data analysis uncovered several elements of 
importance within the focus group interview protocol. In less than two weeks following 
the retreat, interviewees shared some of the things they had implemented or that affected 
their own inner transformation: 
• Recognized the importance of equipping others and were motivated to expand 
knowledge to be more effective in discipleship (for one of them this led to register 
for seminary orientation for future studies in January 2019); 
• Exhorted and encouraged a particular person to not run away but use 
remembrance to heal and progress in life (the same day following end of retreat); 
• Received self-worth which in turn led to renewed purpose in life;  
• Organized conversation times in the home with spouse and children – for 
storytelling, and relationship and legacy building; 
• Obtained a greater understanding of God’s grace and mercy; 
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• Made calls to parents immediately following the retreat to impress on them the 
importance of remembrance;  
• Experienced healing; forgiveness toward self and others. 
 
Q1.  Have you ever been on a spiritual retreat before? What do you like about retreats in 
general? Please be specific. 
Not all interviewees have had the opportunity to be in a retreat setting in the past. 
Therefore, for some, this was a new experience. Yet, all affirmed the value of being in 
spiritual retreats as these afforded them extended intervals to focus, deepen, seek, and 
discover certain truths collectively and individually. 
 
Q2. If you could implement one or more of the three discipleship elements discussed in 
the retreat, which one would be most meaningful or important and why? Please specify if 
this implementation would be personal or for ministry. 
 The discipleship item that most resonated with the interviewees was “Margin 
Travelers” for varied reasons: “The church is too comfortable within its own walls”; “I 
grew up in marginalized places”; “People need to know Christ.”; “God called me to serve 
in the margins.”  
Yet most fascinating to underscore is that even though they were confident of this 
being the element they would mostly implement, the other subthemes, remembrance and 
modeling, were woven throughout their thoughts and ideas. It seems, then, that these 
factors support each other and are critical to the work they feel compelled to do. 
• “I come from the margins – a life marginalized. I advanced in life but under 
my own strength without knowing much about the power of God. I would like 
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to use my experiences…I think that God was in all things, even in my 
mistakes and I can use those lessons to help others -youth, women, and men. I 
want to return to those marginalized places, because I know them well, so I 
can be effective in reaching them and model to them the love of God.” 
(Interviewee B) 
• “The Remembrance element of retreat blessed me greatly. If I can transmit 
this concept to my congregation -the women of my ministry- to value the 
importance of remembering, it would offer us key markers of God’s 
faithfulness relevant for our times. If I can model this in my life, then I can be 
an example to the women…and travel in the margins because many people 
need to know this.” (Interviewee E) 
 
Q3. Tell me about how you processed the genogram during the retreat? What did you 
think about it?  
The interviewees expressed that the genogram helped them look at the people that 
most influenced them in life. “It made me be thankful”, was Interviewee E’s conclusion. 
This planned exercise made her realize how many people truly had inspired and shaped 
her, whether family or not, and even those from Scripture. Interviewee C saw the need to 
not just include the people with positive influence, but those whom he had painful or hard 
experiences with, as they also impacted his life. By also including them, he was 




Q4. Share a moment during the discipleship experience that changed the way you thought 
about discipleship and how. Or share a moment that affirmed your views about 
discipleship. 
There were mixed reactions as to whether it changed or affirmed the interviewees.  
For “A”, discipleship was affirmed the moment he shared about the Bible his father gave 
him and had placed at the retreat’s table of remembrance; it was a “wake-up call moment 
for me.” He realized how beneficial his father’s efforts were in discipling him through 
the years and that moved him to tears. Because of his father’s example he is stirred to 
model the same for his children. 
E’s discipleship views were altered and felt challenged. When she was exposed to 
Ruth’s story, she thought, “how many times have I heard this story and yet how much I 
did not know!” She now desires a serious discipleship, “with structure, study plan with 
action items, and accountability...so I can be more effective in the margins.” 
F’s discipleship views were changed as they were enlarged. Never before had she 
considered the process of recollecting as essential to discipleship and appreciated how 
recurrent it was in Scripture. It is an “extraordinary tool” for her. 
For “B”, discipleship took on a new and special dimension: healing: 
The remembrance theme reaffirmed me to be able to heal; it invited me to not 
avoid the past and forgive myself. In that moment I was able to confront my past, 
forgive myself, and finally see God’s mercy. Hence, remembrance helped me to 
heal and through that I realized that I can be influential in the margins where I 
have the most experience. I can also see the value that God has placed on me now 




Q5. During the retreat, we spent time together and we also had time alone. What were 
those experiences like for you? Did you sense God working through either? Both? 
Neither?  
“It was not a coincidence that we were together, it brought us healing”, was one 
of the reactions to this question. Healing had become an underscored outcome. While 
interviewees affirmed the importance of being alone, they felt that being in community 
was the most beneficial. In community they received “new perspectives”, “the panorama 
was enlarged”, “strength”, “appreciation for different points of view”, “challenged”, 
“encouraged”, “each of us was nurtured through the experiences of others and that is 
church…discipleship.” E explicitly heightened the teaching session on Ruth:  
When we talked about Ruth, it was interesting for me to see the various 
comments, perspectives between all of us. This opened up the scene and an 
appreciation for the different points of view. To come together as a whole and in 
small groups helped me personally to group ideas, concepts, initiatives – it 
brought life inside me. I came out challenged and with new perspectives. 
 
Q6. Share your answer to one question found in the discipleship journal. Why did you 
choose that question? 
Journal questions three and four were the questions that the interviewees chose. 
Choosing question three (Q3), (which dealt with marginality), shows how critical and 
impacting this theme was for all participants. Additionally, this is consistent with the 
interviewees’ responses to the focus group question two where marginality was also 
singled out as the most meaningful discipleship element to implement, either personally 
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in life or in ministry. Of the two interviewees who chose Q3, “E” shared she had 
marginalized others and was confronted with the question, while “B” had been 
marginalized all her life yet through reflection, she felt validated and valued. She wrote, 
“This question helped me recognize my identity.” For those selecting Q4, (which was 
regarding the legacy you want to leave behind), it spoke to the importance of living a 
determined life. D shared that her contributions in life are very important. She wants to 
be remembered as a fighter and be known for her faith.  
 
Q7. Do you have any plans to mentor or befriend another person in the faith? Can you 
share one idea on how you would go about it?  
C felt the conviction to do this strongly: “I have plans to mentor especially my 
daughters. I want to use remembrance of my family, especially those experiences with 
my father. In the retreat I realized that I had blocked or suppressed many things. Now I 
understand their relevance and I want to be able to teach my daughters.” And B voiced, “I 
want to leave my children a better legacy. They don’t know my entire story and I want 
them to know it. [I want to] use it as a teaching tool for identifying the wrong things they 
should not repeat and learn to trust in God…Before there were things that I thought I 
should not address, but now God has given me another perspective.” 
 
Q8. Is there anything you think you might do differently at work or in ministry now? 
F stressed how the retreat made her more mindful of the people around her, “to 
capture the value of what they are saying.” On the very day the retreat ended, she 
encouraged a person from her church to not run away from things but to bring them to the 
Lord. She was surprised to be applying something from the retreat so quickly. She 
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asserted, “to remember is not masochism; it is useful for resolving, healing, progressing. 
God helps us to know when it is time to let go (forget) or to evoke the good memories to 
gain the strength to move on.”  
 
Q9. Is there anything else you would like to mention about the retreat and its impact on 
you? 
The final words from the interviewees echoed prior emphases on remembering to 
find healing, which eventually led to a renewed sense of self-worth, liberation, and 
purpose for life. 
 A said “My wife does not like to remember some things because they are very 
painful to her. When she understood that remembrance was a doorway to healing, it 
became incredibly beneficial for her. This impacted me, to see God at work in her life.” 
 B remarked, “This retreat motivated me to be an instrument of hope, especially 
for youth.” 
 C commented, “My wife shared with me that it was a shame that she had no 
memory of any of her ancestors. Her family is very detached, but she wants to build a 
memory with our children and since this retreat this is something we are intentionally 
doing in our home. Personally, I have always felt inferior and through this retreat I 
learned that this is one burden that God does not give us; everything that has happened in 
my life has a purpose and now I am an instrument for others in my journey.” 
 E observed “This retreat has made me want to begin another process for 





Summary of Major Findings 
 Following is a summary of the six major findings that emerged based on the data 
analysis. 
1. Remembering awakens people’s awareness of their need for healing.  
2. Healing is catalyst for advancing in life and missional call.  
3. A deep, intentional engagement with the biblical text is needed in discipleship 
to apply teachings to everyday life.   
4. The theme of marginality is an essential component to include in discipling 
Latino believers.  
5. The spiritual ancestors study provoked the desire to know more about family 
and spiritual roots.   





LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
This chapter discusses in depth the ministry transformation project’s six major 
findings, along with the researcher’s personal observations and evidence supported in the 
research through its literature review and biblical/theological perspectives. Chapter Five 
also introduces three ministry implications from the findings, examines the limitations of 
the study as well as unanticipated surprises encountered, and provides recommendations 
for the practice in ministry and possible future areas of research. The chapter ends with a 
postscript that shares the researcher’s personal journey with the project.  
As previously cited, Hispanic Americans believe that their greatest contributions 
to American society are their commitment to family (36%), work ethic (24%) and 
cultural heritage (20%). Faith came in fifth place at 6%. While Hispanics find meaning in 
their families and work, a connection between these things and their faith is not evident 
(Barna). Additionally, Barna found that nearly eight in ten Catholics (79%) and half of 
Protestants (50%) say their faith and their work are two separate parts of their life. This 
implies that the faith for a half of Latino Protestants is not driving the life transformation 
vital to impact society as a whole. Hence, the aim of this study was to measure the 
changes in knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding the mission of God among 
Latino adult Christians in the Central Florida region as the result of a discipleship 






The research concerning the role that the study of spiritual ancestors has in 
discipling Latino Christians led to six major findings.  
The role of remembering in making people aware of their need for healing   
The participant writings, interviews, and interactions in both the general and small 
group sessions revealed how many old hurts/wounds there were. This is substantial given 
that over 60% of participants have been Christians for more than 11 years. While healing 
was not a direct topic that was addressed, it became a valuable work of the Spirit that 
emerged. 
 
Personal Observation   
Prior to the retreat, I asked myself a few questions about the participants (since I 
did not know most of them) and of the actual discipleship experience: Will the 
participants trust me? Will they cooperate with the research process? How will God 
work? I knew that remembrance was not an easy subject to explore, especially when it 
could mean looking back at past hurts. I have also had personal challenges with 
remembrance - of the difficulty in looking back at certain painful events. I even 
wondered if the table of remembrance that I set up inviting participants to bring an 
heirloom of a special someone or memory to share would conjure up grief instead of 
delight. Will they bring an heirloom? Will they engage? Yet in my own journey, I 
ultimately learned that remembrance had afforded me a greater skill to also look for God 
– to see His presence – and receive what I needed to move on, whether it was strength, 
joy, or healing. This internal reappraisal helped me to renew my trust in God to help me 
lead the participants to see the intricate beauty of remembrance. 
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During the retreat, the table of remembrance indeed became such a moment. 
Since remembrance was the first subtheme introduced, a table was set up for participants 
to place their heirlooms and share that very night.  But the sharing exercise did not turn 
out as planned. In retrospect, it actually became providential.  Participants were still 
settling in for our first night together, so the majority did not bring in their heirlooms to 
the session. I adjusted the program to provide space the next morning, but not without 
sharing briefly that night my own heirloom and those from my team. I cannot say with 
exactitude if this made a difference, but I was amazed at the level of openness and 
profundity with which they shared the next morning. A male participant shed tears when 
talking about his heirloom. Another participant shared that she lived a very difficult street 
life - a past she was not proud of and did not have any treasure from that period. But she 
brought a current family picture and upon hearing the lecture on remembrance, she felt 
that God had redeemed her past. The participant that followed shared something similar 
and it was then that I began to realize that in some way remembrance was ushering 
healing.   
Reading the journals and focus group transcripts confirmed thereafter that healing 
was thematic. I was overwhelmed to learn of the Spirit’s way of using remembrance to 
awaken the participants’ need for healing. One participant’s journal entry especially 
moved me as she realized that the Lord had spoken to her heart and that his desire was to 
heal her. Originally, she had always believed that considering hard times was a tool by 





Literature Review  
The literature review reflects evidence that remembrance can potentially lead to 
healing. Psychology researchers Duke, Lazarus and Fivush discovered that there is a 
“significant correlation” between knowledge of family history and well-being. Adult 
educator Tisdell found that significant spiritual experiences of deep learning offer hope, 
healing (“from oppression of themselves and others from their cultural communities”), 
affirmation, and lead to continued development. These experiences include learning some 
history and spirituality of one’s culture of origin (31-32).  
Transformative learning theory stresses that space for critical reflection is key for 
transformation, but that reflection on any level rarely happens without prompting. So, 
providing a space at the retreat (i.e. table of remembrance, small group gatherings, 
teaching) gave participants opportunities to open up in public and reflect in private (i.e. 
journaling) about their stories and past experiences. This backdrop prepared the hearts for 
the realization that the Spirit was at work healing their former days. 
 
Biblical/Theological  
In Psalm 103:2-6, David exhorted self to bless the Lord and not forget any of his 
benefits; they represent the “liberating and transformative acts of the Lord” (Pagán 544). 
A further examination of this text shows that in order to realize all of God’s benefits, 
David had to deliberately practice recalling the bad times and did so explicitly (i.e. “the 
iniquities… the diseases…the pit” v.3-4). Jeremiah followed suit in Lamentations 3. By 
looking back at the days that brought him much anguish, he was able to detect the 
mercies of God flowing fresh every day for himself and his people, and resolved, “great 
is Thy faithfulness.” Nouwen encouraged this practice when he wrote about the 
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importance of having the “wounding” memories available to unearth the healing. “What 
is forgotten is unavailable, and what is unavailable cannot be healed” (22). 
 
Healing as a catalyst for advancing in life and mission 
Through the Remembrance subtheme, participants were exposed to several of its 
benefits. One of those benefits briefly lectured, healing, transformed into an “aha 
moment” – one of profound and immense insight – for many of the participants. Upon 
experiencing healing, participants disclosed a renewed sense of self-worth, liberation, and 
purpose for life. 
 
Personal Observation  
Although healing was briefly introduced as a benefit of remembrance, I had a 
hunch that it could be a worthy insight, but never as an underlying component for 
advancement. It was not until after the retreat, when I began to read the journals and hear 
the focus group recordings, that I realized healing had become a critical factor, and that 
during the retreat, participants were still processing the entire experience. One particular 
female participant had been quiet throughout the sessions but was very interested in being 
part of the focus groups. When I heard her story of how remembrance had given her a 
different perspective into her past - that she now she could use it as a teaching tool for her 
children and youth - I understood that healing was at work. She had begun to see herself 
as a liberated person with newfound worth and purpose. She would use her past as a way 







Literature Review  
The research by Duke, Lazarus and Fivush supports that communicating and 
knowing family history can not only produce intricate healing properties, but also create 
potential markers with which to face and enhance life’s experiences (270). Feiler, in 
citing this very research, agreed that commemoration was a way for both Jewish and 




One of the biblical texts that resonated with participants was the Emmaus story 
(Luke 24:13-35), which in retrospect, depicted the effects of healing in their lives. The 
painful past of Jesus’ crucifixion had blocked these disciples from seeing the glorious 
resurrection and in consequence, were walking away. Yet when Jesus met them and 
retold the Story and of His place in history, the results were twofold: first a “burning” 
within their hearts (awakening v.32) and second, an action (returning to Jerusalem) to 
announce their encounter with the risen Lord (v.33-35).  It was not until they were able to 
reconcile the crucifixion with God’s plan that they could move forward. 
 
Implications of a deep, intentional engagement with the biblical text for discipleship 
and everyday life   
While participants demonstrated a general knowledge of themes, people, and 
issues in Scripture, making key connections or applications to their own contemporary 
lives was wanting. As Participant 1 confessed, she had read Ruth so many times and yet 
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realized she had missed many things. The retreat left her with a deep desire to be 
discipled with “…structure - a study plan with action items, and accountability.” 
 
Personal Observation  
After learning of the divide that exists in Christians between faith and life, I felt 
this burden coming into the retreat. Will there be a disconnect here and if so, in what 
ways would I see it? Could I be helpful in guiding participants to link the biblical text 
with their lives? I sensed that perhaps some of the texts in the teaching lineup, 
particularly Lamentations 3, would be a case-in-point. Together we would examine why 
Jeremiah penned the famous lines we often recite and sing, “God’s mercies are new each 
day…great is Thy faithfulness” (v.22-23).   
During the retreat, I noticed how participants were engaged in the sessions – they 
asked questions and shared their thoughts or ideas. One such moment was when telling 
the story of Ruth from Boaz’s perspective. I wondered if the process of storytelling aided 
in the engagement. A picture of a woman holding modern luggage was projected on the 
AV screen, a nativity scene was displayed on a small table to paint the legacy of this 
story for ensuing generations. The lights were dimmed while two participants read 
chapters 1-2 and prayed. Then, while sitting on a rocking chair, I told Boaz’s background 
story leading up to his arrival at his field and encounter with Ruth. It took seven minutes 
to do so and then I opened it up for dialogue and interjected with some teaching points. 
On the last day of the retreat following holy communion, a participant approached 
me, hugged me and cried. She told me that she was overcome by the ways the Lord had 
blessed her during the retreat yet felt lacking, in need to learn more. In the focus group 
she later explained that the Ruth story had challenged and widened her perspective. She 
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had read that story many times, yet there was much that she did not yet know. Other 
participants wrote similar thoughts in their journal regarding Lamentations 3. In general, 
they had never considered that remembrance of bad times could bring healing, but in 
examining the context, they were able to see the reason why Jeremiah affirmed with such 
conviction that God’s mercies are new each day. As previously mentioned, one 
participant believed that evoking bad times was the evil one’s ploy to disturb her peace, 
yet she received a new perspective. This confirmed to me this third major finding. For the 
most part, we know and even memorize certain texts, but half of the time, we do not 
study the context behind those declarations. It seems that Scripture gets taught piecemeal, 
texts get recited, but no deep, intentional study is provided to grasp a fuller, holistic 
meaning that can be useful to today’s experiences and demands.   
 
Literature Review 
The Early church was a storytelling community. From Exodus to the fulfilled 
promise of the Christ, the Church got a consistent and ample presentation of the Story in 
its liturgy; it was not a fragmented, but a centered, intentional instruction (González, The 
Story of Christianity).  In a personal interview, Pastor George Cope confessed that this 
has been lost by today’s Church when it has failed to teach people how to apply their 
faith to their work. Cope’s words reveal a dichotomy, an insufficiency, and a 
superficiality in many discipleship programs today.  Proponents of a missional 
hermeneutic (Hirsch; Russell; Wright), uphold that discipleship needs to be mindful of 
the whole Scripture and to uncover the mission of God in all spheres of life.  Wright 
affirmed that God is fully invested in the movements of all human social and economic 
life (The Mission of God’s People), and Mulholland emphasized that the heart of holiness 
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is a journey of “deepening responsiveness to God’s control of our life and being” (12). 
For this reason, we are called to deepen our walk as disciples, but it needs to be 
intentional in our study of the Word in order to discover God’s desire for our breathing 
and our serving in today’s contexts. 
In the Latino cultural contexts, storytelling was also a way to transmit knowledge 
and preserve history and identity from generation to generation. Historically, ancient 
wisdom drew from the wells of stories (including testimonies and songs), proverbs, and 
common sayings applicable to social situations (Pineda; Martell-Otero et al.). Even in 
today’s culture, artists and teachers are acknowledging the power of story and turning to 
storytelling as praxis to preserving culture and addressing social justice issues creatively 
(Fuentes and Pérez). 
 
Biblical/Theological  
Scripture also supported this finding as addressed in the Shema (Dt. 6:4-9), the 
Passover (Ex. 12), and the Eucharist (1 Cor. 11:19-30). They called for a deepening 
relationship with God and others through purposeful and visible actions and symbols. 
“this shall be in your heart”; “talk about them…at home, along the road, lying down, 
getting up…on the hands, doorframes, gates…eat this bread, drink this wine.” Psalm 
78:2-8 stressed that Israel’s identity and calling depended on the passing down of its faith 
story from generation to generation. This storytelling practice was to be reflective and 
intentionally planned so that people would learn to trust God and not forget His deeds 






The theme of marginality an essential component in discipling Latino believers   
This theme resonated intensely with all participants. While some were victims of 
marginality, others were the culprits. The research also revealed that some even 
marginalized themselves. To see them candidly express their feelings about the topic, 
some confessing and surrendering their wrongs, and others finding healing from it, 
elevates this topic to developing into a critical element of discipleship. Marginalization is 
found in numerous different places including the church, and as described in the 
literature, at numerous different levels including socio-economic, race, language, 
education, location, and even within many individuals own people groups. If the Church 
does not teach it, talk about it, and confront it, marginalization will continue to oppress 
and hurt even those in the flock, which, in turn, damages its witness in the world. 
 
Personal Observation  
Marginality is one topic I am no alien to. As I recalled those personal, sad 
instances of being denied/rejected I wondered in what ways the participants have been 
marginalized. I assumed that it would be mostly by society, but it was during the retreat 
(the journals) and later through the focus group, that I gathered that most of their 
unpleasant encounters were experienced in relation to the church. Some confessed that 
they were the perpetrators; others expressed their past hurts, and yet some revealed that 
they marginalized themselves either because of low self-esteem or because of carrying a 
past they judged unredeemable. To learn of this self-marginalizing certainly broadened 
the topic. Also impacting was their capacity and willingness to come to terms with 
marginality by seeking forgiveness and/or receiving the freedom to use it as a positive 
tool for mission, as Jesus did. The fact that the focus group identified marginality as the 
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one topic they would most want to implement for mission, elevates it as one worthy of 
inclusion for discipling Christians.   
 
Literature Review   
Marginality emerged repeatedly in my literature review by writers of different 
cultural backgrounds and with a diversity of emphases: Bauckham, Costas, Elizondo, and 
Russell, for example, sustain that God’s mission begins in the margins, not because God 
is privy to favoring some persons over others, but because status and any claim to power 
or privilege goes against the very character of God. James, González, and Martell-Otero 
et al. stressed that those who are marginalized can be instrumental to the Church by 
pointing out to those in the “center” the blind spots in their unjust treatment to others, and 
even in the reading and interpretation of the Scriptures. González signaled that, 
historically, Christians marginalized themselves from society because participation would 
have led them to idolatry and immorality. Although some retreat participants self-
marginalized for another reason, this certainly adds to the conversation of marginality in 
Church and society. Hence, all of this makes marginality an alluring and convicting 
major finding that needs to be an integral part of discipleship.  
 
Biblical/Theological  
A missional hermeneutic demonstrates that marginality is a central tenet of the 
Church which is the deliberate act of seeking the welfare of others or loving neighbor as 
self (i.e. Gen. 12:1-3; Lev. 19:18; Isa. 58:6-10; Jer. 29:7; Amos 5:24; Matt. 25:34-40; 
Luke 10:27; 1 Cor. 13). In the retreat I pointed out that Jesus’s birthplace, Bethlehem, 
was seen as the least of all in Judah (Mic. 5:2), and that He purposely chose to commence 
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his ministry in the margins of society (Matt. 4:12-16). Nathaniel expressed the sentiment 
of those who came from Jesus’s region: “What good can come from Nazareth?” (John. 
1:46). The remark meant that those who came from that locality were given lesser 
importance, hence, pushed to the edges. Even his precursor, John the Baptist, while the 
son of a priest, did not exercise his ministry in the temple but in the unlikeliest of 
places—the wilderness. Jesus’s message was one bringing the least front and center 
(Matt. 5:1-12; Luke 4: 18-19); He entered the human experience of pain, lacking, 
struggle, and decay and chose to strip himself from all status and honor (Phil. 2:5-8).  
Another case-in-point presented at the retreat was Jesus’s request to the rich 
Jewish ruler who approached him (Mark 10:17-22). Jesus told him to sell whatever he 
owned and give to the poor. The man had been faithful in following all of God’s 
commandments but was downcast because he had a lot of possessions and this request 
was great. In essence, the Teacher’s instruction was to surrender his blessings by making 
them available to bless others as God intended in the Abrahamic covenant, “I will bless 
you…and you will be a blessing” (Gen. 12:2-3). While this man was prosperous and 
dedicated to honoring God since his youth, Jesus still said he was “missing one thing” 
(v.21) – to love neighbor as himself. He was too attached to his goods and was not 
seeking the welfare of others. As a privileged person within his own people, he had 
“forgotten” his surrounding historical context: he was still a Jew marginalized by Rome 
and his people were in great misery, unfruitfulness, and unrest. 
 
Desire to know more about family and roots linked to study of spiritual ancestors.  
Traditionally, for Latinos the concept of clan/family has been deeply rooted in the 
belief that the clan/family includes more than just the nucleus. Yet, in this sample group, 
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many were unaware of their own family histories, and those who did know their family 
histories did not have an awareness of the value this afforded them in life. Bringing this 
awareness to the forefront in discipleship not only can be catalyst for advancing the 
mission of God but also restoring relationships and creating healthy, vital new ones. 
 
Personal Observation  
I was excited to learn of this finding. In fact, I had hoped that it would be one. In 
my heart of hearts, what drove me to do this type of research was the legacy my families 
from both sides left me. Ancestry, genealogy, anthropology and similar topics have been 
subjects of personal fascination. Yet somehow, I had felt a tugging inside and wondered 
how this could be of greater use than simply feeling proud of family and their 
achievements. It was not until I looked back at my family history, linking my own 
spiritual giftings with their contributions to serve God, that I began to grasp a greater 
good for knowing ancestral history. In essence, I was hoping that participants would see 
and treasure the benefits of looking at ancestral history, particularly the spiritual roots.  
During the retreat I was surprised to learn that few knew of their own family 
histories given the rich, historical value of family and elders in Latino contexts. But there 
was one young man who cried when he shared the story of his father, a pastor. At the 
table of remembrance, he placed the bible he received from his father and spoke of the 
loving and consistent ways he discipled him and his sister. Later, in the focus group 
interview, he told how the remembrance table became a wakeup call for him – there he 
realized how effective his father’s example was for him that he resolutely plans to model 
the same to his children. He also wants to keep looking back at his ancestral roots and be 
able to pass that faith heritage to his family. 
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A young lady also brought a bible to the remembrance table that her mother had 
given her when she became a Christian and with it a beautiful colorful crochet cover that 
her grandmother had made. She expressed that she had not stopped to consider the 
special value that this gift had in her life and the witness that these women had for her. 
The evening when the movie Coco was shown to examine the power of remembrance, 
she was vocal about her desire to go back home and capture as much as she can about her 
family history. For me, I thought about the intrinsic power families have in spiritual 
formation and especially recalled the heritage Timothy received from his grandmother 
Lois and mother, Eunice.  We had a female version of Timothy in our midst!   
But another young man did not fare well with his father in life. During the retreat 
he was reticent and observant. He took a lot of notes in the sessions and wrote 
extensively in his journal. It was in the focus group interview where he spoke up and 
shared of his years with low self-esteem and of how much of his bad experiences with his 
father he had suppressed. His journey with remembrance (chiefly Lamentations 3) and 
the modeling faith subthemes, however, made him aware of his pain, but also of God’s 
desire to heal him. That stirred him to reexamine the good in his father and value the 
distressing challenges in his life. Through the genogram exercise he chose to include the 
bad with the good qualities from his father and reflect on lessons learned from those 
experiences. Now that he understands the relevance of that process, he wants to pass on 
his legacy to his daughters, and not shy away from the past. To that end, on the first week 
following the retreat, he and his wife intentionally allotted time to gather with their 





Literature Review  
The literature review of several authors (including Barna, Bordas, González, and 
Montilla and Medina) unveiled that the chief influencer in Hispanic/Latino culture is the 
family, which embraces also the extended family, friends, church, neighbors, and others. 
This hybridity is embedded in a person’s identity as this identity flows from the 
collective. Within this influential structure, elders are held in the highest regard; they 
hold a great pool of wisdom and experience traditionally passed on to the next 
generation.  
The social learning theory (SLT) also asserts that the power of influence lies in 
the family. It represents an “exemplary model” in informal learning. Models can also be 
symbolic, meaning they do not have a personal connection with but nevertheless can 
persuade a person to follow their example. Christian educators such as Blevins and 
Maddix affirm that the Church uses the SLT when it passes on the faith tradition through 
imitation and modeling and that educators, pastors, parents, peers are exemplary models 
(154). 
Bordas pointed out that while elders are held in the highest regard by Latinos, 
respect and worthiness to be emulated is earned by the way a person lives, acts, and treats 
others (I. García; Hauerwas and Willimon; and the Communio Sanctorum, discuss this in 
general). The SLT highlights that a model can be passing on negative behavior which can 
lead to negative consequences. This explains why some participants were gravely 
affected by past experiences and some “suppressed” the past. Proponents of the 
genogram studies for psychological, medical, and spiritual purposes (McGoldrick; 
Wendland and Easterling), advocate incorporating also the negative influences in 
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constructing a person’s genogram to gain new perspective on how the religious/spiritual 
heritage continues to affect current beliefs, practices and wellbeing. For Wendland and 
Easterling (28), this exercise can be advantageous to nourish health and/or restore value, 
faith, and drive. 
Once more, the transformative learning theory (Mezirow) is instrumental in this 
major finding as the remembrance table became a sacred space for both personal and 
group reflection, creating a grander appreciation for elder contributions in the 
participants’ lives. As Marmon indicated (428), transformation occurs when prompted 
intentionally through collective evaluation and discourse. 
 
Biblical/Theological  
Israel had a moral, religious, and social calling to the future generations to pass on 
the legacy of faith and its traditions (Deut. 32:7; Exod. 3:15; Ps. 45:17; and 100:5). This 
legacy was continued by Jesus and later the Church, as Christians are bonded by faith in 
Him and belong to the family of God (i.e. Matt. 12:49-50; Mark. 3:31; Gal. 1:2, 6:10; 
Eph. 2:19; 1 Pet. 2:17). Martell-Otero et al., called attention to the stranger being 
regarded as “reconstituted family”, and anyone who will follow Jesus as his brother or 
sister as a highly revolutionary concept (68-71).   
Paul encouraged Timothy to look to Paul (as his mentor and friend), and to view 
his mother and grandmother as exceptional models to find the energy and the courage he 
needed to face the current challenges as a young minister (2 Tim. 1:1-5). Conversely, 
Paul stressed to the Corinthian church to look not only to him, but also to Timothy as 
godly models worthy to emulate (1 Cor. 4:15-17). Later, in 1 Cor. 11:1, Paul continued to 
exhort the church to follow his example (“be imitators of me”) in the way he did in 
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following Christ. This is further shown in the movement from “what I have received” to 
“what I have passed on to you” (v. 23a). But Scripture did not shy away from chronicling 
all sorts of “bad” people and through their stories, we are still urged to follow in the way 
of the ancestors who had exceptional godly character (i.e. Ps. 78:2-4, 8; Heb. 6:12). 
Through an ongoing, lifetime discipleship, we can be realigned to God’s ways and be 
provoked to emulate qualities, giftings, and the faith that family and spiritual ancestors 
possessed. 
 
Development of new legacies through the study of spiritual ancestors  
Not all participants were able to look back and find ancestors to emulate. 
However, through the study, they were inspired to begin new legacies by being role 
models to their children, friends, and others, emulating the life of the spiritual ancestors 
biblical and/or personal. 
 
Personal Observation  
Going into the retreat I was aware that not everyone would be as fortunate as I to 
have had good family models to emulate in faith and life. I needed to be careful not to 
overly emphasize family blood heritage and find ways for participants to focus on the 
value in spiritual roots. It was during and after the retreat that two cases in particular 
made me recognize this major finding.  
Again, at the remembrance table, a young woman voiced that it was sad that she 
did not know any family history whatsoever, but that through this study she felt she could 
be instrumental in beginning a new legacy for her children, church family, and friends. 
She would begin by being a model of faith for them. A mid-age woman confessed of the 
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harsh street life that she lived and being dragged by shame most of her life, even still as a 
Christian. Yet, through the spiritual ancestors’ study, she recognized the hope to begin 
anew and was inspired to see herself as a role model for her children.  
I cannot fully explain the impression these testimonies had on me, but they 
certainly unveiled major breakthroughs for these participants - in the way they saw 
themselves and the powerful presence of the Spirit of God to recreate, reconstruct or 
restore. 
 
Literature Review  
The literature review urged us to regard ancient wisdom so that we may be 
grounded in purpose and steered to hope and action for the future (Bendroth; McGrath; 
Nouwen). This speaks to the newness of life that the Spirit of God gives. To illustrate, 
Martell-Otero emphasized that our theology today is to transcend the theologies we 
inherited. In referring to wise women elders, she stressed that we have a responsibility to 
heed their words for “they nurture you with a keen sense of the Spirit’s ability to create 
anew” (2).  
Tisdell unearthed that significant spiritual experiences of deep learning, while 
they occur only occasionally, stand out as “shimmering moments”, leading to continued 
development. She cites a particular instance when people of color learned some history 
and spirituality of their own cultural origins, it resulted in their reclaiming a more 
positive cultural identity overall.  That is to say, when her participants reflected back on 
old experiences and discovered something new, this yielded a greater sense of inspiration. 
Some reclaimed aspects of the sacred in their own stories while others found new power 
in reframing some of the cultural symbols, stories, music, and metaphors that were part of 
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their earlier life experience (31-32). This speaks much to the participants’ ability to create 
new paths or new missional purpose for self, family and/or community.  
 
Biblical/Theological  
There were instances when God exhorted Israel to look back at the past and other 
times not to do so (cf. Isa. 46:8-9 with 43:18). While seemingly contradictory, 
Brueggemann argues that the focus lies not in method but in God’s character. God will do 
a new thing in the people and not in the same way He had done in the past. Yet, the 
people could always look back and find confidence in God’s faithfulness to reimagine 
life in the midst of hurts and wasteland. In Isa. 51:1-4, the Lord exhorted them to look at 
their past that they may be comforted in His massive plan to restore/rehabilitate, not only 
the exiles in the present, but also the nations in the future. 
 
Ministry Implications of the Findings 
This project along with its findings offer at least three particular implications. 
The first major implication stems from my finding on the unique impact that the 
practice of remembrance has on an individual and the mission of God. Through a 
missional hermeneutical survey of Scripture, the retreat uncovered that most Christian 
Latinos were unaware of remembrance’s deep and extensive benefits and had shied away 
from the past due to the anguish the memory or memories inflicted. Forgetting and/or 
avoiding the past was a hindrance for advancement, but when they faced it or made it 
“available” in their consciousness, it gave the Spirit of the Lord the opportunity to heal 
them. Liberation, forgiveness, self-worth, identity, new ministry possibilities, and an 
increased or renewed appreciation for family and spiritual influencers ensued. 
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This information is valuable given that over 60% of the participants were 
Christians for more than eleven years, yet they had not dealt with deep past wounds that 
had been impeding them from experiencing wholeness. It is God’s desire that His people 
be made well and advance in life and purpose, as reflected in Scripture: (i.e. Isa. 51:3; 
58:11; Ps. 103:1-6, Matt. 9:20-22; Luke. 4:18-19; John. 5:6; Rev. 3:3). Recounting in 
depth the presence and the activities of God in our life – in times of good and bad, 
sickness and health, doubt and certainty, war and peace, gains and losses, and so forth – 
will allow us to have hope and confidence in our present and future, in the same way that 
ancestors of old carried on.   
A second major contribution of this project is that it revealed role modeling as a 
suitable and necessary technique for discipling, especially Latinos, (as they value real-life 
learning, firsthand experience, and mastery), and that its content needs to be biblically 
profound with practical means for how to connect that faith with their lives.  
Throughout the research, (biblical, theological, social, and cultural rationales), 
humans learn better when they have a model or an example to follow. And so, the formal 
curriculum (or cognitive/classroom setting) is not the sole means for learning. The 
informal curriculum – what is shown and done outside the purviews of the church 
worship and bible study spaces – also teaches, and many times can negate the “formal” 
teaching if the person(s) do not have integrity.  This is why discipleship should be 
modeled by persons of exceptional Christlike character. Because family is the highest 
influencer in Latinos, experienced, godly elders have the potential to become worthwhile 
mentors for individuals, families, ministries, and professions.  
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Research also established that while Hispanics find meaning in their families and 
work to make the world a better place, they have difficulties in drawing strong 
connections between faith and everyday decisions.  In this sense, I believe that this 
research points to a discipleship needing to encompass a deep engagement with the 
biblical text along with clear, tangible ways for applying. Character issues (i.e. reliability, 
diligence, forgiveness, integrity, success/failure, kindness, love, self-control), and 
contemporary daily matters (i.e. work, finances, relationships, environment, culture, 
education, poverty), are all valid areas of study, when interwoven with the Story of God. 
A third implication derives from my rereading of the issue of marginality as a 
complex but necessary portion for discipleship. Latino theologians and leaders have 
consistently emphasized marginality as a biblical theme that is front and center in the 
heart of God and his mission (“a movement to all by way of the least”), and one that most 
Hispanics resonate with largely due to own experiences with oppression, injustice, and 
poverty in the U.S., within the society at large and primarily within the Church.  This was 
the case with the participants as they candidly expressed their experiences with 
marginality but became the topic that they most would want to integrate in their lives and 
ministries.  
My findings suggest that the goal of marginality is to ultimately restore the very 
image of God. In Jesus, marginality was turned over its head. Through his own 
identification with humanity and choosing to strip himself from all status and honor, 
Jesus set out to restore the very image of God to all peoples. Hence, in our identification 
with the least, in all of the levels of human experience, we follow Christ as agents of 
divine restoration in our very own communities and world. 
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It is in this sense that this research in marginality contributes to our call to make 
disciples. My findings then suggest a discipleship needing to fully and consistently 
engage disciples with the topic biblically and with hands-on involvement with the 
community at large, in areas that God ordered through our spiritual ancestor Micah, 
“…do justice, and love kindness, and walk humbly with your God” (6:8). 
 
Limitations of the Study 
A few limitations surfaced that could have influenced the study in some way or 
another, however, I do not believe that they significantly impact the generalization of the 
study findings. 
The first was pre and post survey links. I was unable to perform individual 
analyses because of the way I forwarded the links to the participants. I sent an initial 
cover letter to all welcoming them to the retreat, along with a copy of the link to the pre-
survey without realizing that this method did not allow Survey Monkey to record their 
individual email addresses. When I forwarded the post-survey, I sent it within Survey 
Monkey and there I was able to note their personal responses. This was an oversight, and 
I had not realized that I did not have this data available until after the fact. Hence, I was 
limited to analyzing the changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors by group but not 
by individuals. If I were to do this study again, I would assure that I could also obtain 
individual responses to track the changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors in depth. 
The second was the absence of clergy and elders. I did not get any clergy to attend 
the retreat primarily because it was held early in December, which is a busy holiday time 
for churches. Perhaps they could have been instrumental in sharing their own experiences 
with these topics as leaders and educators. Although I had one participant over the age of 
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60, the absence of elders was felt. This elder’s participation was very enriching, and her 
journaling was thought provoking. I wonder if a greater presence of elders would have 
complemented, challenged or altered the research.  
The third was the wording in question 11 of the pre/post survey. It could have 
been modified in order to better test changes in participants’ knowledge. The statement 
was, “Participating in God’s mission means volunteering for a church ministry or 
attending a church event.” In the pre-test 53% disagreed/strongly disagreed, while in 
post-test 64% disagreed/strongly disagreed. Although this represented a 11% change, I 
wondered if participants struggled with the question as I was expecting greater 
disagreement after being exposed to the “Margin Travelers” subtheme. Although a 
greater number of participants understand that God’s mission can be manifested through 
other venues, the Church’s functions appear to be the central place for missional 
engagement. 
The fourth was incongruencies in pre/post survey responses. Q19 was, “Older 
generations have important perspectives and experience to contribute to younger 
generations.” As previously examined, pre-survey results showed that 27% and 73% 
responded agree and strongly agree, respectively (SD.44). Conversely, post-survey 
results showed that 7% and 86% responded agree and strongly agree, respectively (SD 
.80). This reflects a solid assertion among the participants that older generations have 
much to contribute to younger generations. However, post-survey also showed that 7% 
answered strongly disagree, indicating a small separation from the group.  In addressing 
this separation from the majority, I felt that it could possibly mean two things: (1) an 
input error by participants or (2) a reconsideration. To me, a reconsideration is highly 
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unlikely since there was no indication from the other instruments and retreat 
conversations that there was a dissent in this statement in general. 
Q20 was “Knowing the family lineage and telling stories of family history are 
ancient practices that are now outdated.” As previously discussed, pre-survey results 
showed that only 7% agreed they were outdated. Conversely, post results showed 
dispersal: 21% responded agree/strongly agree, indicating that a greater number of 
participants considered these practices as outdated. This incongruency was alarming to 
me and could mean one of two things: (1) an entry error by participants or (2) a 
reconsideration.  The discipleship journals and focus group interviews indicated, 
however, that the incongruency meant error entries, as responses and changes in 
behaviors leaned strongly for appreciation toward history and ancestry.  
 
Unexpected Observations 
The following surprises I experienced along the way will leave an enduring mark 
in me as an individual and as a pastor.  
The first was a hunger for retreating and learning. The response I received from 
prospective participants to register for the retreat was surprising and gave me the 
impression of the inherent longing to retreat with the Lord. I created a waiting list 
because of the limit of participants I was advised to have. The persons that made up the 
retreat were persons I could sense really wanted to be a part of this and yearned to grow 
in the Lord. A couple of them confessed to me that they did not properly read what the 
retreat was about and thought it was for married couples! After they heard the first 
session, they felt embarrassed that they had misread yet thankful and honored to have 
been a part of this investigation. 
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The second was that the participants exhibited A strong ability and willingness to 
open up and share. I did not expect men to open up as much, even in their journaling. 
Although I knew a couple of the men, who were students from the Asbury’s Latino 
Ministerial Formation Program, the others I did not. Yet, they either wrote extensively or 
spoke up. This is pretty surprising since Latino men in general have a reputation for not 
showing much sentiment or opening up, even less in new environments where they do 
not know others. 
The participants’ ability and willingness to speak freely about personal, intimate 
stories of family, struggles, and desires, was stirring. They trusted enough to share their 
stories with me and with others. I observed their times in smaller groups and all were 
engaged to process what they were learning with each other. It was interesting to note 
that those who were introverts and did not speak up in the general sessions, wrote 
expressively in their journals. But in focus group interviews, the tables were turned; they 
spoke more than the extroverts! 
The third was thankfulness. Many were very appreciative of how the retreat 
helped them on a personal and spiritual level and made sure that either I or someone from 
my team knew about it.  For example, a young man from the focus group interview said, 
“Glory be to God for the retreat!” And a couple of weeks later a woman sent me this little 
note: “Thank you for such an excellent time shared with people of faith. Thank you for 
your willingness to do something important for the kingdom of God. Thank you for 
wanting to give and be an instrument to give to others of your knowledge. Thank you for 






I am overwhelmingly grateful to God for the favorable results this retreat 
produced – the changes in knowledge, behaviors, and attitudes in the participants and in 
myself. I would like to respectfully offer the following suggestions for changes in the 
practice of ministry, the research’s uses in the future, future areas of research that builds 
on this one, and the persons who can gain from this study. 
 
Changes in the Practice of Ministry 
I believe that this study invites the reexamination of how discipleship is done by 
churches. It challenges pastors, educators, leaders and individuals to break away from the 
“typical” pattern of Sunday School/Bible Study and regard the entire Christian walk as a 
traveling classroom. It is a shift in thinking that regards the informal curriculum a worthy 
partner for learning and transformation along with the formal curriculum. This means that 
the church will need to rethink how she equips teachers, parents, and leaders in creating 
this awareness and give them the tools on how to guard and pass on the faith.  
I think that the church should revisit the idea that discipleship is not solely 
growing in the likeness of Christ but also in the mission of Christ. Hence it is both 
holiness and missional. We tend to compartmentalize too much in the Church (i.e. 
secular/spiritual; work/ministry; discipleship/evangelism), which can impede disciples 
from seeing their walk holistically. This has led to difficulties in seeing the connections 
between the faith and life (which includes work). 
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The content of discipleship is enhanced by this study in that its subthemes of 
remembrance, modeling, and marginality were shown to be vastly beneficial in thrusting 
believers to experiencing restoration and revitalization for ministry.  
I was challenged to use storytelling/narrative techniques in my preaching and 
teaching as a result of this research. In applying those skills, I noticed changes in how 
people grow and respond to the Text, more so than expository preaching and/or teaching. 
On a personal level, it renewed immensely my love for the Word of God. 
For those desiring to replicate this research, I would offer the following 
recommendations.  
First, do not go at it alone. You are the researcher, and no one will know the 
research like you, but gather a team to help you with hosting, presentation props, 
housekeeping details (registration, materials, etc.), and for being an encouragement to the 
guests, and even to you. This is the big moment you have been waiting for after years of 
research, dreaming, and planning, and it can be a bit overwhelming when the moment 
arrives to pour out your soul. You need people around you to pray for you and keep you 
grounded when anxious, nervous, doubtful, or even impatient. Invite them to be 
observant as you teach and interact with the participants, sharing with you what stands 
out or surprises them. You will not retain all things that transcribed in the retreat, so it 
helps to have another set of eyes and ears. 
Second, when facilitating, keep in mind that this is not a preaching exercise, your 
roles are that of a researcher and an educator with a pastoral heart. Use the following 
guidelines: (a) Speak to your participants’ lives with humility throughout the entire 
process as you are presenting your investigation for their consideration or reflection. (b) 
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Be respectful to all and be genuinely interested in what they have to say or how they 
respond. (c) Be patient in what they say and, even if you do not agree, show self-control. 
(d) Gently lead them back to topic if they veer off it. (e) Be flexible if something does not 
go according to plan, and be willing to adjust the program if necessary, without 
abandoning any of the parts in the research. 
Third, be aware of the learning environment. The setting does make a difference 
in learning.  Assure the physical location is conducive for gatherings and reflection in 
groups and in private. Use a variety of learning styles that could accommodate different 
personalities (i.e. extroverts/introverts) and the structure and variety Latinos seem to 
prefer. Pay attention to the adult learning styles as disclosed in the literature review and 
do not underestimate the power that the senses (i.e. images, symbols, sounds, smells, 
tastes, and props) have in adult learning.  
 
Uses of This Research in the Future 
This research widened my lens on how to do ministry in the future. The three 
subthemes in some way or another can be readily applied to the church both as basal and 
practical. Some thoughts come to mind: 
First, reclaim the heritage as a community of remembrance – a community that 
thoughtfully honors, celebrates, and learns from the past, its experiences, places, and 
people. Some practical ideas: Share stories, preach narratively, teach context. Gather to 
honor a champion of the faith, biblical and/or contemporary. Highlight her or his 
accomplishments, shortcomings, struggles. Commemorate people groups/cultures and 
past events where racial hatred, wars, and even destruction of the environment has and 
continues to affect life.  
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Second, be a modeling community in all that you do. The old adage comes to 
mind here, “walk the talk” so that what you value can be seen in your actions. Some 
practical ideas include the following: Teach how to connect the faith to particular work or 
home issues; train leaders to be mentors and do so intergenerationally; and emphasize the 
renewing of the mind and spiritual disciplines. 
The third is travel in the margins of society. Connect people back to their 
communities and world, emphasizing that the ultimate goal is to restore God’s image in 
all people and in the environment. The following are some practical ideas. Guard against 
internal church prejudices that may be existing against cultural groups by signaling 
injustices in your hometown. Seek the welfare of the city by researching how to best help 
the poor obtain affordable housing or opportunities for a better job or offer English 
education services for those who do not know the language. Teach parishioners how to 
care for the land by supporting, for example, the city or county’s recycling program, 
securing first that the Church walks the talk and does recycle.  
 
Future Areas of Research That Build on This Study 
Firstly, the study on spiritual ancestors gives incredible value to counseling and 
psychology’s work in guiding people on how to heal from past wounds. This research 
found that no matter how long people have been Christians, they still ignore, distort, or 
become captive by the past. I am hopeful that future research in this area (if not available) 
can build on Scripture’s practice of remembrance and be chief to the work on how to heal 




Second, further research would be welcomed for specifically designing a 
mentoring program that would focus on mentors passing on underlying concepts and 
craftmanship while elevating the apprentice’s own self-expression, intuition and hard 
work. Knowing what and how to pass on your faith legacy will be a critical process to 
discipleship in the years to come. 
Thirdly, the spiritual ancestors invite sacred travelers of all ages to see life as a 
journey of deepening friendship with God and others. It charts a spiritual path that 
involves faithful companions who have made the same journey to encourage and point 
the way onward. It serves as a practical yet contemplative map for Christian pilgrimage.  
 
Who May Benefit from This Study? 
Clergy, educators, counselors/psychologists, sociologists, spiritual directors, and, 




As this ministry transformation project draws to a close, I am gazing at a small 
picture of my parents that I have on my desk, next to my laptop. They were the 
inspiration for this project that began three years ago. The more I studied and researched, 
the more I saw them in the process and the journey itself. They reminded me of the faith 
legacy I had received from my families. They modeled for me how to love and live the 
faith, and they traveled through life caring and seeking the good for others. Papa passed 
away thirteen years ago and Mama just eleven months ago.  
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Mama had Alzheimer, a progressive disease whereby all of a person’s memory 
functions and technical living skills get destroyed. When I got the acceptance into the 
Doctor of Ministry program, I could not share the news with her because she did not 
understand. Come to think of it…I, too, did not understand the point of my being in the 
program. At that time, I had recently stepped down from pastoral ministry to care for her 
and no longer had a ministerial context. Managing her care and the seminary program, 
while struggling with financial hardship, was overwhelming. I wondered what intentions 
God had with all of this; I could not simply see its purpose.  
Writer Isabel Allende advised, “Write what should not be forgotten”. So, in the 
three-year journey, I began to write about my fears, my grief in saying “goodbye” to 
Mama daily, and my darkness into God’s apparent silence. It was then that key people far 
and near, known and unknown personally, drew near. The more I explored the 
“communion of saints”, the more I realized I was not alone; I was part of God’s people 
who, in the words of Margaret Bendroth, are “spread across time and space, who need 
each other to perfect our faith” (121). Then Soren Kierkergaard came to mind and 
counseled, “Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived forwards.” So, I 
kept looking back and took note of the times that God had been there for me and of how 
he had worked in my life. The psalmists were especially forthright: “My God! Now I am 
deeply discouraged, but I will remember you.” (Ps. 42:6a). “O my soul, bless God. From 
head to toe, I’ll bless his holy name! O my soul, bless God, don’t forget a single 
blessing!” (Ps. 103:1-2). I could wait in hope because the Lord has indeed been faithful. I 
could move on, even if baby steps, because God is with me. 
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The cohort residencies were instrumental in helping me reflect on my current 
circumstances, process with my new companions, and rest for a while. I recalled one of 
my first assignments that eventually made its way into the dissertation and the retreat. It 
was the first meaningful engagement I had into Paul’s exhortation to Timothy (2 Tim. 
1:1-14). Paul was imprisoned and Timothy needed encouragement to press on. So, the 
apostle used the practice of remembrance to help his apprentice overcome his impasse. 
He called upon the spiritual ancestors of his faith, he exercised his influence as Timothy’s 
mentor and spiritual father, and he elevated the worth of women, Timothy’s mother and 
grandmother, who were mighty women of faith. Through this study, I began to see in 
clearer fashion how God was leading me into what would eventually become the pattern 
for this project: the tradition of remembrance, the practice of modeling, and traveling in 
the margins. My heart burned as the Lord opened to me the Scriptures. The confession of 
one of my spiritual companions, Barbara Brown Taylor, then wrung true: “I have learned 
things in the dark that I could never have learned in the light, things that have saved my 
life over and over again, so that there is really only one logical conclusion. I need 
darkness as much as I need light.”  
The research process was difficult yet a welcomed structure. I learned how to 
order my thoughts, how to seek and annotate, and stay focused to the project’s purpose 
statement. I am indebted to my coach, Ellen Marmon, for her steady hand and kind heart. 
She set me up for success and I give thanks to the Lord for every remembrance of her. I 
can firmly say that this project is one that can truly be instrumental in moving the Church 
from impasse to action, just as Paul did with Timothy, just as God did with me. Barbara 
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Brown Taylor reminded me that things get birthed even in the dark, and this baby has 
been delivered! 
Mama is no longer with me. She has moved on to new, wonderful things. But I 
will forever be inspired by what the Lord preserved in her: the memory of Himself. 
Overcome by the horrendous disease, she still evoked her hymns and choruses, and 
recited each night Psalm 23. Mama never forgot the Lord; the Lord made sure that 
nothing will ever separate her from Him (Rom. 8:39). The remembrance sustained her 







Discipleship Quantitative Pre-Retreat Survey (referred to as DQ Pre-
Survey) for RQ #1 
 
Part 1: Demographic Information 
 
A. Age Range _ 19-29 _ 30-39 _ 40-49 _ 50-59 _60 and above 
 
B. Country of Origin ____Mexico ____ Puerto Rico _____ Cuba ____ Dominican 
Republic ____Colombia ______ U.S. born with family roots in _______________.  
____ Other (please specify) _________________________ 
 
C. City currently living ___Tampa or suburb ___Orlando or suburb ___Kissimmee or 
suburb _______Other (specify) 
 
D. Gender _ Male _ Female 
 
E. Marriage Status __ Single __ Married __Widowed __Divorced 
 
F. Years since becoming a Christian ___ 1-5 years ___ 6-10 years ___ 11 years and 
above 
 
G. Current involvement in my local congregation:  
___Pastor  
___Other leadership role (specify area):  ___________________ 
___Serving as a part of a ministry (no leadership role) Specify here: __________ 
 








The following statements are measured by a four-point interval scale): 
1 (strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Agree) 4 (strongly agree) 
Statement 1(Strongly 
Disagree)  
2(Disagree)   3 (Agree) 4 (Strongly 
Agree) 
1. I often draw from my faith to help me 
with family and work relationships.  
    
2. I am very familiar with the themes of both 
the Old and New Testament. 
3. Younger generations should contribute 
their perspectives and experiences to older 
generations. 
    
4. I believe my words and actions have 
impact on the spiritual well-being of other 
people in my community.  
    
5. I pay special attention to key events in my 
life and commemorate them intentionally. 
    
6. I see a clear connection between my faith 
and my job. 
    
7. I can provide at least three examples in 
Scripture of younger persons who looked 
up to older believers to strengthen their 
faith and accomplish a key task for God. 
    
8. As a rule, in the OT and the NT, God has 
his leaders work alone to do His will.  
    
9. I can think of at least two specific stories 
in the Bible where familiarity with 
someone’s family history helped a person 
or several people.  
    
10. It is important for me to know the 
generational history of my family. 
    
11. Participating in God’s mission means 
volunteering for a church ministry or 
attending a church event. 
    
12. I can think of more than three (3) 
examples in Scripture of an older believer 
mentoring a younger person. 
    
13. It is important for me to model faith to my 
peers as well as the next generation. 
    
14. I often ask older members of my family to 
tell stories of their past. 
    
15. I have gained important guidance for my 
life reading about people who have passed 
away.  
    
16. I regularly set aside time to guide and 
encourage others to grow in their faith. 












17. I have invited another Christian (or more 
than one) to hold me accountable for my 
spiritual growth   
    
18. I can apply Scriptural principles to issues 
I face at work. 
    
19. Older generations have important 
perspectives and experience to contribute 
to younger generations. 
20. Knowing the family lineage and telling 
stories of family history are ancient 
practices that are now outdated. 
    
21. When facing a crisis or a difficult decision 
to make, I look to the example(s) of 
believers from the past – relatives, 
Scriptures, friends, mentors, or others). 





Discipleship Quantitative Post-Survey (DQ Post-Survey) for RQ #2 
The following statements are measured by a four-point interval scale): 




2(Disagree)   3 (agree) 4 (Strongly 
Agree) 
1. I often draw from my faith to help me with 
family and work relationships.  
    
2. I am very familiar with the themes of both 
the Old and New Testament. 
    
3. Younger generations should contribute their 
perspectives and experiences to older 
generations. 
    
4. I believe my words and actions have impact 
on the spiritual well-being of other people in 
my community.  
    
5. I pay special attention to key events in my 
life and commemorate them intentionally. 
    
6. I see a clear connection between my faith 
and my job. 
    
7. I can provide at least three examples in 
Scripture of younger persons who looked up 
to older believers to strengthen their faith and 
accomplish a key task for God. 
    
8. As a rule, in the OT and the NT, God has 
his leaders work alone to do His will.  
    
9. I can think of at least two specific stories in 
the Bible where familiarity with someone’s 
family history helped a person or several 
people.  
    
10. It is important for me to know the 
generational history of my family. 
    
11. Participating in God’s mission means 
volunteering for a church ministry or attending 
a church event. 
    
12. I can think of more than three (3) 
examples in Scripture of an older believer 
mentoring a younger person. 
    
13. It is important for me to model faith to my 
peers as well as the next generation. 
    
14. I often ask older members of my family to 
tell stories of their past. 
    
15. I have gained important guidance for my 
life reading about people who have passed 
away.  
    
16. I regularly set aside time to guide and 
encourage others to grow in their faith. 
    
17. I have invited another Christian (or more 
than one) to hold me accountable for my 
spiritual growth   












18. I can apply Scriptural principles to issues I 
face at work. 
    
19.Older generations have important 
perspectives and experience to contribute to 
younger generations. 
    
20. Knowing the family lineage and telling 
stories of family history are ancient practices 
that are now outdated. 
    
21. When facing a crisis or a difficult decision 
to make, I look to the example(s) of believers 
from the past – relatives, Scriptures, friends, 
mentors, or others). 





Journaling Prompts (RQ #3) 
 
Discipleship Participant Journals 
 
(One question prompt for each of the sections of the retreat for a total of 5 questions) 
(1) 
Retrace some of the biblical stories shared tonight on remembrance and then choose one 
that captured your attention most. Imagine that you are present in that time and place, 
living out that certain story. At the end of the day you gather with the character(s) around 
a campfire and you begin to share your experience, of how you felt, what you discovered, 
and the ways you were challenged. 
Do you believe the memory of this story can enhance your faithfulness in following Christ 
today? If so, please give one to two examples of how it could be helpful. If not, can you 
please share why it will not help you in your daily living? 
 
(2) 
Reflect further on the web of influence between Ruth, Boaz, and Naomi and on how their 
alliance powerfully interwove faith with vital human life elements such as food, shelter, 
safety, and work.  This alliance ultimately went beyond their knowledge and 
understanding, as they became ancestors of King David and finally, the anointed King of 
kings, Jesus the Christ. 
Which one of these three spiritual ancestors helped you to further connect your faith with 
your daily life and work and how? Please be specific. 














Imagine that you are in Jerusalem during Jesus’ time. You follow him to the places he 
frequents and chat with those whom he speaks to. It is because of these people and these 
places that he is mostly criticized for (i.e. See also Matt. 9:10-13, 32-38; 11:15-20; 15:1-
8; Luke. 19:1-5; John. 4:4-29).  In Jesus, God continued to break through the human 
boundaries we draw and raised up faithful people from every tribe, language, people and 
nation. 
If you have been encouraged by this session on marginality, please share one specific 
way in which you were encouraged. What next steps might you take? 
If you were not encouraged by this session, can you share one or two ideas of how this 
could be helpful for you today? 
 
(4) 
Israel had an ethical, religious, and communal responsibility to the coming generations to 
pass on the legacy of faith and its traditions. For example, in 1 Chronicles 29:26-30 the 
storyteller provided a succinct memorial and legacy of David’s life. In Psalm 71:17-18, 
the lyricist prayed that God would strengthen him, even in his old age, to be faithful in 
proclaiming Him to the next generation. In 2 Timothy 1:5-7, Paul encouraged Timothy to 
draw strength and courage from the faithful example he received from his mother and 
grandmother. 
Consider the kind of memorial you would really love to have written about you, affirming 
all the good you want to be remembered for. If someone where in charge of writing your 
obituary, what would you hope for that person to say about you? 
Briefly write down here your thoughts on one significant area.   
 
(5) 
Who is already in your life from both the older and younger generations? Has this retreat 
given you new ideas about how to relate with them, talk to them, etc.?  





Qualitative Focus Group Discussions for RQ #3  
 
 Focus Group Questions 
Qualitative Focus group questions: post intervention questions/semi-structured 
interview 
 
1. Have you ever been on a spiritual retreat before? What do you like about retreats 
in general? Please be specific.  
2. If you could implement one or more of the three discipleship elements discussed 
in the retreat, which one would be most meaningful or important and why? Please 
specify if this implementation would be personal or for ministry.  
3. Tell me about how you processed the genogram during the retreat? What did you 
think about it? 
4. Share a moment during the discipleship experience that changed the way you 
thought about discipleship and how. Or share a moment that affirmed your views 
about discipleship.   
5. During the retreat, we spent time together and we also had time alone. What were 
those experiences like for you? Did you sense God working through either? Both? 
Neither? 
6. Share your answer to one question found in the discipleship journal. Why did you 
choose that question?  
7. Do you have any plans to mentor or befriend another person in the faith? Can you 
share one idea on how you would go about it? 
8. Is there anything you think you might do differently at work or in ministry now? 








Appendix E – Participant Recruitment Letter 
October 4, 2018 
 
Dear sister or brother in Christ,  
My name is Esther Robles and I am a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury 
Theological Seminary. I am writing to invite you to participate in my research study. The 
purpose of the research is to measure the changes in knowledge, attitudes and behaviors 
regarding the mission of God among Latino adult Christians in the Central Florida 
region as the result of a weekend-long discipleship experience focusing on spiritual 
ancestors.  
 
You may qualify to be in this study if you meet the following criteria:  
(1) you are of Hispanic/Latino descent, residing in the Central Florida area (West and East 
Central included);  
(2) are between the ages of 19 and 70+;  
(3) are a Christian of good physical and mental health and;  
(4) faithfully belong to a local church OR are currently attending (or attended) the Latino 
Ministry Formation Program (LMFP) of the Asbury Theological Seminary, Florida 
Campus.   
 
You are being invited to participate in the following 
1. Attending a weekend spiritual retreat beginning Friday night, December 7th 
through Sunday afternoon December 9th, 2018 at Canterbury Retreat Conference 
Center in Orlando, Florida. Retreat sessions will include bible study, small group 
gatherings, and personal journaling. 
2. Keeping a participant journal during the retreat (provided). 
3. Completing a confidential survey before and after the retreat (provided). 
4. Participating (if available) in a focus group one (1) week after the retreat at 
Asbury Theological Seminary – Orlando campus. These interviews will be audio 
recorded. You will be further asked to grant Esther Robles the permission to use 
your words, insights, and actions as part of the research project. 
 
Remember, this is completely voluntary; you can choose to be in the study or not. [You 
may invite a friend, significant other or spouse, if that person meets the above criteria and 
communicates it directly]. If you'd like to participate or have any questions about the 
study, please email or contact me at esther.robles@asburyseminary.edu or 813-393-6299. 
A consent letter will follow for you to sign if you agree to be part of this important 
research. *Please note that there is no compensation for participation, however, lodging, 






Appendix F – Expert Review Letter 
Dear Recipient: 
As a student of the Doctor of Ministry Bilingual cohort at Asbury Theological Seminary, 
I am currently working on my dissertation project. As part of the research process, I am 
using three researcher-designed instruments to collect data: (1) Discipleship Quantitative 
Pre- and Post-Surveys (to collect quantitative data); (2) Discipleship Participant Journal 
and (3) Focus Group interviews (to collect qualitative data). 
For validity and reliability purposes, expert reviews are essential, and I am inviting you to 
serve as one of my reviewers. Your academic expertise and experience with teaching and 
serving the Latino population are of immense value for this type of research and I 
personally value highly. 
Below you will find the following information: 
• Ministry project description which includes the nature and purpose of project and 
research questions; 
• Definition of terms; 
• The three researcher-designed instruments; 
• Evaluation forms for expert review 
 
Kindly appraise the three (3) instruments using the evaluation forms included, and feel 
free to share any comments that you believe would help improve the collection of data. 
Upon completion, please return the evaluation to me via email to 
esther.robles@asburyseminary.edu by October 12th, 2018. 
 










Ministry project title: 
The Spiritual Ancestors: A Discipleship Experience for Sacred Travelers 
 
Nature and Purpose of Project. 
This project arose out of a concern about the disparities in Hispanic/Latino 
Christians’ understanding of faith and their active role in the mission of God as disciples. 
While many would agree on the importance of sharing the Good News of Jesus Christ 
and growing in faith, few are able to make practical connections to day-to-day life. Barna 
studies have shown that while faith is an important value, it is not a priority above the 
commitments to family and work (Hispanic America: Faith, Values & Priorities). 
Furthermore, for 79% of Latino Catholics and 50% of Latino Protestants, faith and work 
are viewed as two separate parts of their life (Finding a Place: Hispanic Faith, Work, and 
Identity).  While these statistics are alarming, they pose as a great opportunity to assist 
the Latino Christian community in linking her two greatest personal values (family and 
work) with faith in Jesus Christ.  
Elders in the Latino/Hispanic tradition are regarded as people worthy to be 
honored and considered. Whether they are blood related or not (as this cultural value is 
elastic), their integrity, experience, and wisdom are highly regarded. Consequently, elders 
and ancestors became the project’s spotlight to provide important linkages to faith and 
life. This project looks backward to the ancestors of spiritual descent who can potentially 
become influencers in the lives of Latino Christians, forward.  
The purpose of the research project was to measure the changes in knowledge, 
attitudes and behaviors regarding the mission of God among Latino adult Christians in 
the Central Florida region as the result of a weekend-long discipleship experience 
focusing on spiritual ancestors.  
 
Research Questions (RQ). 
Research Question #1 
1-What were the participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding the mission 
of God among the Latino adult Christians before their participation in a discipleship 
experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
 Research Question #2 
2- What were the participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors regarding the mission 
of God among the Latino adult Christians following their participation in a discipleship 
experience focusing on spiritual ancestors? 
 Research Question #3 
3-What aspects of the discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors had the 





Definition of Key Terms 
Hispanic/Latino: Both terms are unique to the United States to describe 
Americans of Spanish descent, specifically U.S. Residents of Mexican, Puerto Rican, 
Cuban, Central American, South American and other Spanish-speaking country origins. 
The term "Hispanic" was first utilized in 1976 when the U.S. Congress passed Public 
Law 94-311, sponsored by Hispanic Representative Edward Royal of California, to assist 
in gathering economic and social statistics. The term "Latino" was added to "Hispanic" in 
1997. It is important to note that these terms can mean different things to people and 
when it comes to the issue of identity, most Hispanics/Latinos (51%) prefer their own 
family's country of origin over pan-ethnic terms. (Pew Research, When Labels Don't Fit, 
April 4, 2012). For the purposes of this project, both terms will be used interchangeably 
to describe the same group.  
 
Missional discipleship. A term that contains the ideas and the call to live a 
lifestyle that is to be normative for followers of Jesus Christ. A term was coined by Alan 
and Debra Hirsch. They advocate that you cannot be a disciple without being a 
missionary-a sent one. Discipleship not only seeks personal holiness and spiritual 
formation but also its God-given responsibility to the world around us (Hirsch and Hirsch 
29). 
 
Missional Hermeneutics. A form of interpretation of the biblical text. Brian 
Russell (“What is a Missional Hermeneutic,” Perspectives, [2014]) writes, “A missional 
hermeneutic seeks to hear the Scriptures as an authoritative guide to God’s mission in the 
world so that communities of faith can participate fully in God’s mission.” 
 
Genogram. A diagram similar to family tree diagrams that is used for showing 
how family members through several generations are related (Wendland and Easterling 
1). 
 
Spiritual Ancestor. Any person who has influenced or inspired someone in their 
life and calling to follow Jesus Christ. He or she can be a biblical character, a blood 






Discipleship Quantitative Pre- and Post-Surveys (for expert review 
only): 
Purpose: to gather responses on participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviors that existed 
regarding the mission of God among the Latino adult Christians before their participation in a 
discipleship experience focusing on spiritual ancestors.  
 
Part 1: Demographic Information 
 
A. Age Range _ 19-29 _ 30-39 _ 40-49 _ 50-59 _60 and above 
 
B. Country of Origin ____Mexico ____ Puerto Rico _____ Cuba ____ Dominican Republic 
____Colombia ______ U.S. born with family roots in _______________.  
____ Other (please specify) _________________________ 
 
C. City currently living ___Tampa or suburb ___Orlando or suburb ___Kissimmee or suburb 
_______Other (specify) 
 
D. Gender _ Male _ Female 
 
E. Marriage Status _ Single _ Married __Other 
 
F. Years since becoming a Christian ___ 1-5 years ___ 6-10 years ___ 11 years and above 
 
G. Current involvement in my local congregation: ___ Pastor __ Other leadership role (specify 
area) ___________________    ___Serving as a part of a ministry (no leadership role) 
(specify here _____________________). 
 





Part 2: to measure knowledge, attitudes and behaviors 
 
The following statements are measured by a four-point interval scale): 
1 (strongly disagree)  2 (Disagree)  3 (Agree)  4 (strongly agree) 
 
Discipleship Quantitative Pre- and Post- Surveys for RQs #1 and #2 
Statement 1(Strongly 
Disagree)  
2(Disagree)   3(agree) 4 (Strongly 
Agree) 
1.  I often draw from my faith to help me 
with family and work relationships.  
    
2. I am very familiar with the themes of 
both the Old and New Testament. 
3. Younger generations should contribute 
their perspectives and experiences to 
older generations. 
    
4. I believe my words and actions have 
impact on the spiritual well-being of other 
people in my community.  
    
5. I pay special attention to key events in 
my life and commemorate them 
intentionally. 
    
6. I see a clear connection between my 
faith and my job. 
    
7.  I can provide at least three examples in 
Scripture of younger persons who looked 
up to older believers to strengthen their 
faith and accomplish a key task for God. 
    
8.  As a rule, in the OT and the NT, God 
has his leaders work alone to do His will.  
    
9.  I can think of at least two specific 
stories in the Bible where familiarity with 
someone’s family history helped a person 
or several people.  
    
10.  It is important for me to know the 
generational history of my family. 
    
11.  Participating in God’s mission means 
volunteering for a church ministry or 
attending a church event. 





12.  I can think of more than three (3) 
examples in Scripture of an older believer 
mentoring a younger person. 
    
13.  It is important for me to model faith 
to my peers as well as the next 
generation. 
    
14.  I often ask older members of my 
family to tell stories of their past. 
    
15.  I have gained important guidance for 
my life reading about people who have 
passed away.  
    
16.  I regularly set aside time to guide and 
encourage others to grow in their faith. 
    
17.  I have invited another Christian (or 
more than one) to hold me accountable 
for my spiritual growth   
    
18.  I can apply Scriptural principles to 
issues I face at work. 
    
19.  Older generations have important 
perspectives and experience to contribute 
to younger generations. 
    
20.  Knowing the family lineage and telling 
stories of family history are ancient 
practices that are now outdated. 
    
21. When facing a crisis or a difficult 
decision to make, I look to the example(s) 
of believers from the past – relatives, 
Scriptures, friends, mentors, or others). 
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Needed Clear Unclear Suggestion to Clarify 
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 [Please reflect on each RQ by noting if needed/not needed, and clear/unclear. If question should 
be revised, please provide your suggestion to clarify] 
 
Any question(s) that were not asked that should be asked? 
 
 
Review completed by: 
________________________________________________________ 
 





     
 
16      
 
17      
 




     
20      
 





Journaling and Qualitative Focus Group Discussions for RQ #3 
Purpose: to learn what aspects of the discipleship experience focusing on spiritual 
ancestors had the greatest impact on the observed changes among the participants. 
 
(1) Discipleship Participant Journals 
(One question prompt for each of the sections of the retreat for a total of 5 questions) 
(1) 
Retrace some of the biblical stories shared tonight on remembrance and then choose one that most captured 
your attention. Imagine that you are present in that time and place, living out that certain story. At the end 
of the day you gather with the character(s) around a campfire and you begin to share your experience, of 
how you felt, what you discovered, and the ways you were challenged. 
Do you believe the memory of this story can enhance your faithfulness in following Christ today?  
If so, please give one to two examples of how it could be helpful.  
















Reflect further on the web of influence between Ruth, Boaz, and Naomi and on how their alliance 
powerfully interwove faith with vital human life elements such as food, shelter, safety, and work.  
This alliance ultimately went beyond their knowledge and understanding, as they became 
ancestors of King David and finally, the anointed King of kings, Jesus the Christ. 
Which one of these three spiritual ancestors helped you to further connect your faith with your daily life 
and work and how? Please be specific. 



















Imagine that you are in Jerusalem during Jesus’ time. You follow him to the places he frequents 
and chat with those whom he speaks to. It is because of these people and these places that he is 
mostly criticized for. (i.e. See also Matt. 9:10-13, 32-38; 11:15-20; 15:1-8; Luke 19:1-5; John. 
4:4-29) 
In Jesus, God continued to break through the human boundaries we draw and raised up faithful 
people from every tribe, language, people and nation. 
If you have been encouraged by this session on marginality, please share one specific way in which you 
were encouraged. What next steps might you take?  If you were not encouraged by this session, can you 















Israel had an ethical, religious, and communal responsibility to the coming generations to pass on 
the legacy of faith and its traditions. For example, in 1 Chronicles 29:26-30 the storyteller 
provided a succinct memorial and legacy of David’s life. In Psalm 71:17-18, the lyricist prayed 
that God would strengthen him, even in his old age, to be faithful in proclaiming Him to the next 
generation. In 2 Timothy 1:5-7, Paul encouraged Timothy to draw strength and courage from the 
faithful example he received from his mother and grandmother. 
Consider the kind of memorial you would really love to have written about you, affirming all the 
good you want to be remembered for. If someone where in charge of writing your obituary, what 
would you hope for that person to say about you? 


















Who is already in your life from both the older and younger generations? Has this retreat given you new 














Recommendation of questions that were not asked that should be asked? 
 
Review completed by: 
________________________________________________________ 




Qualitative Focus group questions: post intervention questions/semi-
structured interview 
 
[Group members will be asked to bring their discipleship journal and genograms] 
 
 
1. Have you ever been on a spiritual retreat before? What do you like about retreats 
in general? Please be specific. 
2. If you could implement one or more of the three discipleship elements discussed 
in the retreat, which one would be most meaningful or important and why? Please 
specify if this implementation would be personal or for ministry]. 
3. Tell me about how you processed the genogram during the retreat? What did you 
think about it? 
4. Share a moment during the discipleship experience that changed the way you 
thought about discipleship and how. Or share a moment that affirmed your views 
about discipleship.   
5. During the retreat, we spent time together and we also had time alone. What were 
those experiences like for you? Did you sense God working through either? Both? 
Neither? 
6. Share your answer to one question found in the discipleship journal. Why did you 
choose that question? 
7. Do you have any plans to mentor or befriend another person in the faith? Can you 
share one idea on how you would go about it? 
8. Is there anything you think you might do differently at work or in ministry now? 






Expert Review: Focus Group Interviews 
Recommendation of questions that were not asked that should be asked? 
 
 
Review completed by: 
________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature_____________________________________ Date Completed_____________ 
 
 







Needed Clear Unclear Suggestion to Clarify 
1      
2      
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Appendix G – Informed Consent Letter 
The Spiritual Ancestors: a discipleship experience for sacred travelers 
You are cordially invited to participate in a research study being conducted by Esther 
Robles from the Asbury Theological Seminary.  The following criteria were used for this 
study: (1) participants are of Hispanic/Latino descent, residing in the Central Florida area 
(West and East Central included); (2) are between the ages of 19 and 70+; (3) are a 
Christian of good physical and mental health; (4) faithfully belong to a local parish OR 
are a student or alumni of the Latino Ministerial Formation Program at Asbury 
Theological Seminary, Florida Dunnam Campus. 
 
You are being invited to participate in the following: 
1. Attending a weekend spiritual retreat beginning Friday night, December 7th through Sunday 
afternoon December 9th, 2018 at Canterbury Retreat Conference Center in Orlando, Florida. 
Retreat sessions will include bible study, small group gatherings, and personal journaling. 
2. Keeping a participant journal during the retreat. 
3. Completing a confidential survey before and after the retreat.  
4. Participating (if available) in a focus group one (1) week after the retreat at Asbury Theological 
Seminary – Orlando campus. This interview will be audio recorded. You will be further asked to 
grant Esther Robles the permission to use your words, insights, and actions as part of the research 
project. 
 
Please know that there is no compensation for participation, however, lodging, food, and 
bible study materials will be provided at no cost to you. This is a costly endeavor and if 
you would like to help in some way with the costs, an offering will be taken at end of the 
retreat. But please keep in mind that this is of no obligation to you. 
 
Your survey responses and journal entries will be kept confidential using a numerical 
code of your choosing instead of your name. Audio recordings of the focus group will 
only be heard by the researcher, Esther Robles. Once the research is complete, all audio 
files will be destroyed by the researcher.  
 
If, at any time during the retreat or focus group, you are uncomfortable, you do not have 
to continue participating. You can ask Esther Robles questions any time about anything 
in this study. 
 
Signing this paper means that you have read this, or had it read to you, and that you want 
to be in the study.  If you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper.  Being in 
the study is up to you, and no resentment will be held against you if you choose to not 
sign this paper or if you change your mind later. You agree that you have been told about 
this study and why it is being done and what to do.   
   
 
                                                             ___                                       _____________           
Signature of Person Agreeing to be in the Study                          Date Signed  




Appendix H – Confidentiality Agreement 
Project title:  The Spiritual Ancestors: a discipleship experience for 
sacred travelers 
 
 I, _______________________________________, have been hired to attend the 
weekend retreat as an observer and to facilitate the focus group session after the retreat. I 
will assist the principal researcher in translating and transcribing/coding the focus group 
and survey themes. 
 
I agree to:  
 
1. keep all the research information shared with me confidential by not discussing 
or sharing the research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, 
transcripts) with anyone other than the Researcher.  
 
2. keep all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, 
transcripts) secure while it is in my possession.  
 
3. return all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, 
transcripts) to the Researcher(s) when I have completed the research tasks.  
 
4. after consulting with the Researcher(s), erase or destroy all research information 
in any form or format regarding this research project that is not returnable to the 






____________________  ____________________   _______________  




____________________  ____________________   _______________  






Appendix I – Confidentiality Agreement for Focus Group Facilitator 
 
I have been invited to be an integral part of the research entitled, The Spiritual 
Ancestors: a discipleship experience for sacred travelers. 
 
As part of the research team I agree to the following:  
• I will assist in the research by facilitating the focus group meeting using the 
researcher designed set of questions.  
• I will participate in training for the proper focus group procedures and the 
parameters regarding timing and recording with audio-video equipment 
provided. 
• I will meet with the focus group in a private room with a door, so the 
conversation cannot be overheard. 
• I will keep all comments made during the focus group and subsequent 
transcripts confidential; I will not discuss what happened during the focus 
group to anyone outside the meeting, with the exception of principal 
researcher, Esther Robles.  
• I will assist the researcher with typing transcripts and coding the data 
following the focus group session. 




Signature of Person facilitating focus group          
 
_______________________________ 
Date Signed  






Appendix J – Focus Group Consent Form 
 
Dear Participant, 
Thank you very much for volunteering to be part of a focus group in direct relation to the 
research,  
The Spiritual Ancestors: a discipleship experience for sacred travelers. 
Your identity will be known to other focus group participants and the researcher cannot 
guarantee that others in these groups will respect the confidentiality of the group. 
However, we are asking you to sign below to indicate that you will keep all comments 
made during the focus group confidential and not discuss what happened during the focus 
group outside the meeting.  The researcher will not refer to you by name in the study, 
only as Participant 1, 2, 3, etc. 
Please sign below if you agree to the following: 
• I have reviewed the information in this letter and have had any questions about 
the study answered to my satisfaction. 
• I am agreeing to have the focus group audio recorded. 
• I agree to maintain confidentiality of information shared in this focus group. 
• I have received a copy of this information letter. 
• I grant Esther Robles the permission to use my words, insights, and actions as 
part of the research project. 
 
                                                                   _____                                 _____________ 





Appendix K – Ministry Intervention (Retreat Program Schedule) 
 
The Spiritual Ancestors: a discipleship experience for sacred travelers 
Weekend Retreat Program: December 7-9, 2018  
Canterbury Retreat & Conference Center, 1601 Alafaya Trail, Oviedo, FL 32765 
 
Friday Saturday Sunday 
Arriving:  
3-5pm (Retreat team) 
5-6pm (Participants) 
• Check-in & 
Registration – lodging 
and sessions 
• Dinner – 6pm-7pm 
Rising: 
• Morning devos 
(personal time) 
• Breakfast 8-9am 
Rising: 
• Morning devos 
(personal time) 
• Breakfast 8-9am 
• Check-out time 9-
9:30 (guests will need 
to be out of rooms by 
9:30am for final 
session) 
Part I: Meet the Spiritual 
Ancestors (Introductions to 
Ministry Transformation 
Project and the Spiritual 
Ancestors) 7:15-8pm 
• Room props: Guests 
will bring personal 
mementos (i.e. a photo, 
book, bible, letter, 
album, object, song…) 
of key persons in their 
lives (display on a 
round, center table) 
• Presenter symbolic 
props and teaching 
materials: Rocking 
chair; small side table 
with bible, glasses, a 
figurine of two friends 
sitting around talking 
and campfire (used 
mini battery light); 
presenter notes; a/v 
screen. 
Part III: The Spiritual 
Ancestors: Models of God’s 
graceful character (1.45 hrs.) 
9:15am-11am 
 
Key Scripture: Ruth 
• Props: A lit candle with 
town of Bethlehem 
related items and 
Painting, “The Banjo 
Lesson” by Henry 
Ossawa Tanner 
(highlight only the 
older-younger 
relationship aspect of 
story) 
Final-Part V: Putting it all 
Together: Remembering, 
Modeling, and Margin 
Traveling (1:30 hrs.) 9:30am-
11am 
 
Key Scripture: 2 Timothy 1:1-14 
• Props: Holy 
Communion elements, 
colors, Christian 
symbols (i.e. cross, 
candle), bread, chalice 
(Canterbury will 
provide) 
• Serve Holy Communion 
[with pastoral/pulpit 
apprentice to assist] 
Part II: The Spiritual 
Ancestors: Storytellers of 
God’s Wonders and Love   
8-9:30pm 
Key Scripture: a survey of OT 
and NT to share what Scripture 
has to say about generations of 
believers remembering what 
God had done 
Fellowship & Rest: 1.0 hrs. 
11:00am-12:00pm 
• 11-11:30am – Sacred 
Travelers (small group 
gatherings-Journal Q2) 
• Journaling: personal 
reflection (specific one 
question prompt) 
 
Fellowship: .30 hrs.11-11:30 
• Final Sacred Travelers 
(small group gatherings- 
15 mins.) 
• Journaling: Q5 (15 
mins) 
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Friday Saturday Sunday 
Fellowship: 9:45-10:15pm --- 
• Sacred Travelers (small 
group gatherings-
groups of 3 will share 
answers to 1st journal 
question.) 
Lunch: 1 hr. 12:00-1:00pm 
 
Part IV: The Spiritual 
Ancestors: Margin 
Travelers (1.30 hrs.) 1:30-
3pm 
Key Scripture: Jesus’ start of 
ministry/Rich ruler 
 
Props: Traveling items (i.e. map, 
globe ornament, small luggage, 
etc.) and exhibit the painting, 
“The Banjo Lesson” by Henry 
O. Tanner (tell rest of story –
Tanner’s reason for the painting – 
to restore the image of the banjo, 
and hence, the person) 
Final details: .11:30-12pm 
• Journals: box to turn in  
• Post-survey (email link 
to participants next day 
and to file within a 
week) 
• Coordinate Focus 
Group meetings -dates, 




Journaling: personal time for 
reflection (Q1) 
Fellowship & Personal Time: 
3-6pm 





& Rest: personal 
reflection (specific one 
question prompt) 
 
Lights out… Dinner 6-7pm  
 Genogram orientation (7:15-
7:45pm) 
 
Movie Night/ Movie snacks– 
8:00pm – Sacred Travelers –  
 
 Journaling: Q4  
 Lights out… Home…12pm 
 
Participants to bring: an heirloom, a photograph, a song, a letter, Bible, or an artifact that is of special value to 
them. These will be displayed at the “memory table” throughout the discipleship experience. 
At the Registration Table: participants should have received a Welcome Packet that includes:  
• A file notebook containing pen, notepad, discipleship journal, retreat schedule, and session 
outlines, genogram template with how to’s.  
• Name tags with lanyard & retreat schedule in small form on back of tag 
• Room key/map of conference center  
• Assure they have signed their Informed Consent Form and filed their Pre-Quantitative 
Questionnaire 
• Participant Code: assure participants know their number code for everything they turn in or file 
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